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Dicamba Task Force
Executive Summary

Throughout the summer of 2017, the Arkansas State Plant Board (ASPB) received a record-break-
ing number of complaints alleging misuse and off-target effects from the herbicide dicamba. In 
response to such an unprecedented number of complaints, ASPB voted to enact an emergency rule 
that would ban the sale and use of the herbicide dicamba in the state for 120 days. The emergency 
rule was reviewed by the Governor and the legislature before becoming effective on July 11, 2017.  
On August 1, 2017, a separate law and corresponding rules that allowed for increased civil penalties 
for “egregious violations” of dicamba use also went into effect.

Recognizing the need for certainty in the 2018 growing season and beyond, as well as the approach-
ing October and November planning and purchasing period for Arkansas farmers, Gov. Hutchinson 
called upon ASPB and the Arkansas Agriculture Department to create a task force charged with re-
viewing dicamba technology, examining current problems with its use and application, and making 
long-term recommendations for the future. An 18-member task force representing a cross-section 
of those most affected by the issues surrounding dicamba use was convened.

The task force was brought to the Winthrop Rockefeller Institute to undergo a facilitated, dia-
logue-driven decision-making process. Institute facilitators served as impartial, independent medi-
ators, guiding the task force through an examination of all sides of the issue, not only from the task 
force members themselves, but also from advisory members representing academic researchers 
and scientists as well as researchers from dicamba product manufacturers and Arkansas Agricul-
ture Department conveners. 

On the afternoon of Aug. 26, 2017, after two meetings, the dicamba task force came to a consensus 
agreement on the following recommendations around dicamba and its use in Arkansas:

• A cutoff date for the in-crop use of dicamba in Arkansas of April 15, 2018, and the need to revisit 
the issue for the 2019 growing season after more data and research has been collected and 
reviewed.

• Amend the current law (Arkansas Code § 2-16-203) allowing there to be “egregious violations” 
subject to enhanced penalties without the need to prove “significant off-target crop damage.”   

• Increased independent and university testing of new products before they come to market, with 
an additional stipulation that the entire technology package (seeds and herbicide) be ready for 
market at the same time.

The task force initially attempted to reach consensus with an 85% approval but was unable to do 
so.  As a result, the task force unanimously agreed to lower the approval percentage to 75% in order 
to reach a consensus.  The above recommendations were the result of a consensus decision making 
process that required 75% approval.  In order to break a stalemate and reach the 75% approval 
level one task force member changed his positions from “objecting” to “supporting the decision with 
major reservations” that allowed the process to end.  The consensus-making task force member fell 
on the opposing side of the April 15 cutoff, instead favoring the submission of a date range from 
April 15 to May 15 for the ASPB to consider and make the final determination.  The question of an 
appropriate cutoff date was the only point of disagreement in the recommendations.  

The dicamba task force recommendations are the result of an intensive look at all the available in-
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formation and research from all sides of the issue, including public testimony. Beyond a traditional 
vote of yes or no, these recommendations were shaped by the task force over multiple sessions of 
dialogue. Of the many possibilities discussed, the above represent the bottom-line, group decision 
from some of those most affected by the issues, this year and beyond. 
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Dicamba Task Force
Recommendations Report

Background

According to the United States Department of Agriculture, there were over 3.5 million acres of 
soybeans planted in Arkansas in 2017 1.  This makes Arkansas the 11th largest soybean producing 
state in the nation.  According to the University of Arkansas Extension Service, those acres generate 
approximately $1.7 billion dollars annually 2. 

The vast impact soybean production has on the state of Arkansas and its residents is the reason 
why the number of complaints received by the Arkansas State Plant Board (ASPB) alleging misuse 
of the herbicide dicamba throughout the summer of 2017 is so harrowing. As of Sept. 1, 2017, there 
have been 963 complaints alleging dicamba misuse over 26 Arkansas counties 3, with most received 
through May and June. In response to such an unprecedented number of complaints, ASPB voted to 
enact an emergency rule that would ban the sale and use of the herbicide dicamba in the state for 
120 days. 

The emergency rule was reviewed by the Governor and the legislature before becoming effective on 
July 11, 2017. On August 1, 2017, a separate law and corresponding rules that allowed for increased 
civil penalties for “egregious violations” of dicamba use also went into effect. Even with record 
numbers of alleged misuse, the decision to implement an emergency ban was not made lightly. The 
off-target effects being investigated by the ASPB were weighed heavily against a growing fight with 
Palmer amaranth, a pervasive weed plaguing Arkansas soybean farmers.  

Dicamba is one of a limited number of options for Arkansas farmers battling Palmer amaranth, 
more commonly known as pigweed. This is especially true in areas that have pigweed with a resis-
tance to Protoporphyrinogen oxidase (PPO) inhibitors, a popular and widespread herbicide formu-
lation. The caveat with dicamba use, however, is that soybeans are particularly sensitive to dicamba, 
meaning that farmers using dicamba need to purchase dicamba-tolerant beans and follow the label 
instructions closely in order to prevent off-target movement of the product.

Recognizing the need for certainty in the 2018 growing season and beyond, as well as the October 
and November planning and purchasing period for Arkansas farmers, Gov. Hutchinson called upon 
ASPB and the Arkansas Agriculture Department to create a task force. That task force was charged 
by Gov. Hutchinson with reviewing dicamba technology, examining current problems with its use 
and application, and making long-term recommendations for the future.

Given the divisive nature of the issues surrounding dicamba use in Arkansas, Secretary of Agricul-
ture Wes Ward assembled a task force comprising members on all sides of the issues and brought 
in the nonprofit Winthrop Rockefeller Institute (the Institute) to serve as impartial, indepen-
dent facilitators for the Dicamba Task Force meetings. The Institute employs what it terms the 
“Rockefeller Ethic” in its collaborative programs, a guiding mindset modeled after the convening 

1https://usda.mannlib.cornell.edu/usda/current/Acre/Acre-06-30-2017.pdf

2 https://www.uaex.edu/farm-ranch/crops-commercial-horticulture/soybean/

3 http://www.aad.arkansas.gov/arkansas-dicamba-information-updates
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and problem-solving methods of Gov. Winthrop Rockefeller, for whom the Institute is named and 
whose legacy it perpetuates. It was Gov. Rockefeller’s belief that when you bring the right minds 
to the table, no problem was without a solution. 

The Task Force

Secretary of Agriculture Wes Ward, in conjunction with the Arkansas State Plant Board director Ter-
ry Walker, assembled an 18-member task force representing a cross-section of those most affected 
by the issues surrounding dicamba use4. By and large the members had a family history of farming 
and agriculture or represented agriculture associations throughout the state, oftentimes both. Task 
force members broadly fell into two equally represented camps: those seeking a safe way to contin-
ue using dicamba technology given the fight against Palmer amaranth; and those seeking a complete 
ban or pause in dicamba use given the extent of the alleged damage.

Task Force Members

Stacey Bruff, Arkansas Seed Dealers Association

Sterling Clifton, CCA, Arkansas Crop Consultants

Terry Dabbs, Arkansas Farm Bureau

Chad Duckworth, Arkansas Seed Dealers Assoc.

Blake Foust, CCA, Arkansas Crop Consultants

Dan Gladden, Arkansas Plant Food Association

Andrew Grobmyer, Agricultural Council of Arkansas5

A. J. Hood, Ar. Soybean Association6

David Hundley, Poultry Industry

Don Johnson, Arkansas Crop Protection
Brad Koen, Arkansas Crop Protection

Billy Maddox, Arkansas Seed Growers Assoc.

Joe Mencer, Southeast Arkansas Farmer
Shawn Peebles, Central Arkansas Farmer

John Petrus, Arkansas Seed Growers Association
Dale Reed, Arkansas Plant Food Association

Danny Townsend, Arkansas Green Industry

David  Wildy, Northeast Arkansas Farmer

4http://www.aad.arkansas.gov/Websites/aad/files/Content/6042043/Dicamba_Task_Force_Announcement,_Aug_7_2017.pdf

5Mr. Grobmyer was replaced by West Higginbotham, President of the Agricultural Council of Arkansas, at both task force meetings.

6  Mr. Hood was unable to attend the second task force meeting on August 24. He was replaced by Robert Stobaugh, a farmer also representing 
the ARSA.
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To help the task force members make the most informed decision, an advisory group was drawn 
together. The advisors were in place at task force meetings to present information to the task force 
members and answer their questions, but were not part of the task force itself. The advisors repre-
sented both product manufacturers and the University of Arkansas Division of Agriculture.

Advisory Members 

Ralph Bagwell, Bayer

Ford Baldwin, Independent Consultant

Tom Barber, University of Arkansas

Tina Bhakta, Monsanto

Jeff Birk, BASF
Chet Chaney, Monsanto

Kyle Colwell, Dow Agroscience

Judy Fersch, BASF
Dennis Gardisser, Agriculture Engineer

John Hemminghaus, Monsanto
Alan Hopkins, Bayer

Rachel Hurley, Monsanto

William Johnson, Bayer
Elisha Kemp, Dow Agroscience

Warren Mayberry, Dupont

Kirby Miraglia. Bayer

Jason Norsworthy, University of Arkansas
Tom Orr, Monsanto

Wayne Schumacher, Dupont

Bob Scott, University of Arkansas

Jonathan Siebert, Dow Agroscience
Dan Westberg, BASF

Ty Whitten, Monsanto

Attending the meetings as the conveners of the task force were members of the Arkansas Agricul-
ture Department (AAD) and the Arkansas State Plant Board (ASPB), including Sec. Ward and direc-
tor Walker. The AAD and ASPB members also provided information upon request of the task force.
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Convening Members

Adriane Barnes, Arkansas Agriculture Department

Annelie Browder, Arkansas Agriculture Department

West Higginbotham, Arkansas Agriculture Council

Wade Hodge, Arkansas Agriculture Department

Larry Jayroe, Arkansas State Plant Board
Susie Nichols, Arkansas Agriculture Department

Brandi Reynolds, Arkansas Agriculture Department

Terry Walker, Arkansas Agriculture Department

Wes Ward, Secretary of Agriculture

Also in attendance at the meetings on the first and second days were 22 and 26 members of the gen-
eral public, respectively, with a vested interest in the final recommendations. Several public mem-
bers made comments for the task force’s consideration. Those comments, as well as any discussion 
around them, are available for viewing in Appendix A. 

The Facilitation Process

“The desire to work together to make everything all right has to be in the hearts of those on both 
sides of the table.”  --Winthrop Rockefeller, A Letter to My Son

Division on the issues surrounding dicamba and the importance of the recommendations made 
essential the need for the task force meetings to be inclusive and for the recommendations to be 
supported by enough interests to be sustainable.  The Institute’s application of the Rockefeller Ethic 
is intended to help examine all sides of an issue represented and coming to a consensus decision 
through a facilitated and open, civil dialogue. Gov. Rockefeller encountered many complex and 
sometimes controversial issues during his time in office, but his process of bringing together the 
right people and charging them with finding a solution led to many positive outcomes for Arkansas.

Similarly, the task force members brought together by Sec. Ward under the charge of Gov. Hutchin-
son represented a diverse mix of viewpoints in the room to make recommendations about dicamba 
use in Arkansas. Per the Rockefeller Ethic, the task force represented not only those knowledgeable 
about agriculture issues and the impacts of dicamba’s use or ban, but equal representation from 
both sides of the issue. A central tenant of the Rockefeller Ethic is that both sides engage in a struc-
tured dialogue surrounding the issue. For a consensus decision to be reached, it was necessary that 
all points of view and available knowledge from the task force be heard and considered. 

As is reflected in the exploration of the meeting structure later in the report and in the appendices, 
the task force members were given the best available knowledge and the most opportunities possi-
ble to discuss and explore the issues around dicamba use given the available timeframe.           
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The Final Recommendations

On the evening of Aug. 26, 2017, the 18 members of the dicamba task force came to a consensus 
agreement on the following recommendations around dicamba and its use in Arkansas:

• A cutoff date for the in-crop use of dicamba in Arkansas of April 15, 2018 and the need to revisit 
the issue for the 2019 growing season after more data and research has been collected and 
reviewed.

• Amend the current law (Arkansas Code § 2-16-203) allowing there to be “egregious violations” 
subject to enhanced penalties without the need to prove “significant off-target crop damage.”   

• Increased independent and university testing of new products before they come to market, with 
an additional stipulation that the entire technology package (seeds and herbicide) be ready for 
market at the same time.

These recommendations represent common threads from small-group discussions about the issues 
that were then further refined by a full group discussion by the task force. The task force reached 
consensus on the above recommendations through an exercise know as Gradients of Agreement, a 
process that also helped refine the final recommendations.

Reaching Consensus 

More than a simple “yes/no” vote on a matter, the Gradients exercise allows decision-makers to 
better understand each other’s actual motivations and concerns. Participants mark their position 
on a graded scale, from wholly endorsing a proposal to being vehemently against it, along with their 
reason for taking that position. This allows for a deeper discussion on an issue, fostering a dialogue 
about the options. 

As discussion about the issues continues, changes can be made to the proposal and the group is 
given the chance to change their position on the gradient, again stating their new reasoning. As the 
process continues, the proposal is refined and discussed until a majority of the decision-makers fall 
somewhere in support gradients. The final consensus decision represents not only a thoughtfully 
considered final proposal or recommendation, but also allows for points of contention or concern to 
be addressed and discussed fully. Following this process creates a dialogue-guided decision where 
all voices and all options are explored.  

For the task force meeting, the members were presented with the following gradient, with an Insti-
tute-proposed consensus threshold of 85%, or 15 members, in the “support” gradients for the final 
recommendations:
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The above gradient was used to work from the following starting recommendations to get to the 
final three. Once again, these starting recommendations were pulled from small discussion groups 
and then examined by the task force at large. They represent the common elements that the task 
force members recognized from each other’s discussion groups and provided the beginning founda-
tion of the consensus decision:

• Cutoff date of April 15 (Proposed dates ranged from April 15 to June 1, but for the beginning 
recommendation the task force chose a hard April 15 cutoff for consideration.)

• Fix the law to remove proof of damage. Misuse should constitute a violation. 

• There needs to be more independent and university testing of products. The entire package 
must be ready at once.

• On-label use emphasis to follow manufacturer label recommendations for not spraying near/
upwind of sensitive crops.

• Mandatory in-person applicator training. Should be available in Spanish.

After the initial round of discussion and marking their positions based on the above starting recom-
mendations, the task force members fell into the following positions:

This initial result ended with 13 votes either in various grades of support, not enough for the 
proposed consensus threshold. When examining and discussing the reasons for their positions, it 
became apparent that the most dividing recommendation was the cutoff date for dicamba use in 
Arkansas. Two differing opinions emerged within the task force, one for a strict April 15 cutoff and 
one in support of recommending a cutoff date range that extended into the growing season.
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“Why not a date range?” - Dissenting Opinion

Following the Gradients exercise and in an effort to reach consensus, the recommendations were 
amended to represent a recommended date range for a usage cutoff that extended into the growing 
season to May 15. After the task force was invited to update their position and reasoning, the gradi-
ent positions were:

This lowered the ending results from 13 members in supporting gradients to only 12. At this point, 
the task force considered the consensus threshold. After discussion, the task force settled on a 
consensus threshold of 75%, or 14 members, in support of the recommendations as their goal. 
Members discussed what it would take to reach a consensus on the date range with little movement. 
As the original recommendations were closer to a consensus decision, Institute facilitators adjusted 
back to the starting recommendation of an April 15 cutoff date and invited task force members to 
restate their gradient positions. 

A final round of discussions saw the additional provision to only have the April 15 cutoff date for 
dicamba use in 2018, allowing for more research and data to be collected before revisiting the issue 
for the 2019 growing season. After more discussion, calling on the advisors to answer additional 
questions and concerns and further consideration, the task force positions settled to needing one 
more member in a grade of support for the recommendations to have a consensus. Following a 
period of discussion, one task force member moved from objecting to supporting the decision with 
major reservations in favor of having a consensus to move forward. 

The 14th task force member to support the recommendations noted that they disagreed with the 
April 15 cutoff, citing, among other concerns, the dearth of options available for farmers fighting 
post-emergent pigweed, the uncertainty of what caused the off-target effects this year and desire 
for more information, and the timing of the initial complaints to the Arkansas State Plant Board 
(ASPB). This task force member felt strongly that the task force should have recommended a range 
of dates and allowed ASPB to make the final determination. In effect a dissenting opinion, this task 
force member’s movement to support the recommendations, even with strong objections to the 
cutoff date, resulted in a consensus decision with the following final positions:
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The consensus decision to support the April 15 cutoff date for 2018 also affected the recommenda-
tions to emphasize on-label use regarding nearby sensitive crops and in-person applicator training. 
Because the April 15 cutoff date is early in the growing season, relegating dicamba use to treating 
pre-emergent weeds, the task force saw no need to include recommendations for in-crop appli-
cations. It should be noted, however, that before coming to a consensus on the April 15 date there 
were no objections to those recommendations from any task force members.

As can be seen by the Gradients exercise and process, coming to a consensus recommendation was 
no easy task. The decisions reached by the task force are the culmination of two, day-long sessions 
that provided the task force members with informational presentations from all sides of the issue, 
dialogue with one another, comments from the public and the chance to ask questions of the re-
searchers and manufacturers to make the best-informed decision possible.

The Meetings

Held on Aug. 17 and 24, 2017, the two dicamba task force meetings at the Winthrop Rockefeller 
Institute were designed to give task force members access to experts on all sides of the issues and 
foster open dialogue. To that end, there were allowances for presentations from University of Ar-
kansas weed scientists, product manufacturer researchers, requested data from the Arkansas State 
Plant Board and even public comments.

The University of Arkansas presented research findings at the first meeting that linked in-field 
dicamba use to volatilization of the product, leading to a majority of off-target symptomology. 
During the second meeting, manufacturers BASF, which had the only approved dicamba herbicide 
formulation for use in Arkansas in the 2017 growing season, and Monsanto presented their own re-
search and test methodology suggesting that volatility was not the main issue and that physical drift 
and off-label usage of dicamba products were causing the glut of issues. Both sides were available 
at both meetings to answer questions from the task force members about both presentations. The 
slides from all three presentations can be found in Appendices B, C and D of this report. 

Task force members also asked questions and requested further data of the Arkansas State Plant 
Board. The requested data included the details and dates of the complaint data related to dicam-
ba the ASPB had received as well as the number of complaints that occurred in other states. That 
requested data can be found in Appendix E. 

In addition to professional and academic research, the task force also heard public comments, with 
two public members presenting documents for the task force’s consideration, one at each of the two 
meetings. Those materials are included in Appendix A.  
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This process of gathering data about an issue, considering and discussing that information and 
then repeating the process with new data is integral to the Rockefeller Ethic. It is time intensive, 
something that becomes even more apparent when dealing with such consequential issues in such a 
short time frame, but it is the only way to ensure that the final decision is made with the best possi-
ble foundation.    

The Motion to Vote

It is important to note that the differences between the Rockefeller Ethic and traditional commit-
tee-style meetings are difficult to acclimate to, especially when the matters at hand are as divisive 
and personal as dicamba was to the task force members. That incongruity manifested itself at the 
end of the first task force meeting on Aug. 17, 2017, when there was a motion made to have an up-
or-down vote on the continued use of dicamba in Arkansas.

Facilitators moved the task force away from holding a vote at the close of the first meeting as per the 
process outlined above, but there were some frustrations given the immediacy of the issue. 

From the outside, the value of the process used by the Institute may not be readily apparent, espe-
cially when there are some decision-makers ready to come to a conclusion. It is a process, however, 
that focuses on participatory decision making and dialogue, two things not borne out in a stan-
dard vote. It is also a process that demands the most information be available before a decision is 
reached. At the close of the first meeting, when the call for a vote was made, there were many unan-
swered questions the task force had posed to the advisory panel, as well as data and presentations 
from the other side of the issue to be heard.

Frustrated or not, the entirety of the task force participated in the second meeting, taking part in 
each facilitated session. It was in those sessions, after hearing all of the data available from the ad-
visory group at the time, that the task force began the discussions that eventually became the final 
recommendations around dicamba use in Arkansas. 

Discussion Group Highlights

The final recommendations listed in this report represent much discussion and refinement. Before 
the lengthy group dialogue about possible recommendations and the Gradient exercise to come 
to consensus, the task force members met in small discussion groups composed of differing view-
points. It was in those groups that recommendations began to form. 

After hearing from UA Division of Agriculture scientists, product manufacturers Monsanto and 
BASF, and receiving additional data from the ASPB and hearing public comment, the Institute 
divided the task force into four (4) small discussion groups for a structured dialogue to answer the 
following questions:

1. Can Dicamba be used safely in Arkansas in the 2018 growing season? If so, under what condi-
tions or restrictions? 

2. What are the recommendations for training, education, equipment used in application, specific 
cutoff date for use, application hours and conditions? 

3. Should restrictions be applied at a statewide level or should they be regionalized or confined to 
a specific geographic area?
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4. If Dicamba use is suspended or banned, are there alternative solutions for farmers who need the 
technology? What are those alternatives, and what are the impacts to farmers?

Winthrop Rockefeller Institute facilitators worked within the small groups to foster dialogue across 
differences of opinion to uncover the common themes that would help inform the task force recom-
mendations.

In addition to what became the final recommendations, however, there were also common and im-
portant topics discussed. Some highlights of the small-group discussion follow:

• Farmers need more options to control Palmer amaranth. Despite desperately needing the 
dicamba technology, many task force members could not get past unanswered questions related 
to volatility.  

• Several task force members agreed that the evidence they had been presented on volatili-
ty would endanger their neighbors downwind or with sensitive crops and they didn’t feel as 
though they could take that risk.  They were all in agreement that a cutoff date needed to be con-
sidered, that the law should provide for tougher enforcement for misuse and that the language 
around penalties in the law should be clarified, as was reflected in the final recommendations.

• None of the groups felt it was plausible to explore a regional approach around dicamba regula-
tions.  

• Each of the groups favored more testing, as was borne out in the final recommendations.  Ideas 
around testing included having an independent third party conduct tests, and requiring that 
testing occurs “where we live,” i.e., in-field conditions replicating those in Arkansas.

• There are no good alternatives to dicamba where producers encounter PPO-resistant Palmer 
amaranth. Groups discussed the use of Liberty Link and concerns over differences in yield and 
cost. Other alternatives include crop rotation where possible and the use of manpower and 
“cold hard steel” to chop weeds.  

• The sale of dicamba-tolerant seeds raised concerns over the potential to encourage misuse of 
the dicamba product in the future.

Conclusion

The recommendations made by the dicamba task force did not come lightly. The process they 
engaged in at the Winthrop Rockefeller Institute, however, allowed them to make their recommen-
dation with the best available knowledge and ample consideration. As can be seen in the Gradients 
exercise and discussion group work, the consensus recommendations are the result of an ongoing 
dialogue about the issues. While not everyone on the task force agreed with all the recommenda-
tions, when surveyed the majority of members felt that they had the opportunity to speak, be heard 
and hear their fellow decision makers (Appendix F).

The task force members, people from a mix of agricultural backgrounds and on many sides of the 
issues surrounding dicamba use in Arkansas, put in two days of consideration and facilitated dis-
cussion to produce the recommendations in this report. This report and the task force recommen-
dations will now be considered by the Arkansas State Plant Board. Should the State Plant Board 
decide to amend or adopt new regulations regarding the use of dicamba the regulations must be 
reviewed by the Governor and the Arkansas Legislative Council before they become effective. Al-
though only the first step in the process, the task force members came together and laid the best 
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possible foundation for a decision in service of those most affected by dicamba’s role in Arkansas 
agriculture: their family, friends and neighbors.
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Appendix A

Public Comment
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Appendix A - Public Comment
Richard Coy, Beekeeper

Richard Coy, Beekeeper
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Appendix A - Public Comment 
Richard Coy, Beekeeper



Atmospheric Loading and 
In-Season, Dicamba Volatility.

Table 1 Estimated percentage of a county sprayed with Dicamba

Acres Acres
Area Area Planted in Planted in      Percent of County Planted in:

County
Square 

Miles Acres Cotton Soybeans Cotton Soybeans
Soybeans 
+ Cotton

Mississippi 920       588,678  83,550       280,513   14.2% 47.7% 61.8%
Craighead 713       456,109  65,558       107,650   14.4% 23.6% 38.0%
Pulaski 808       516,902  194            16,550     0.0% 3.2% 3.2%

Area
Estimated percentage of the Estimated percentage of the Sprayed with
acres sprayed with Dicamba county sprayed with Dicamba Dicamba

Cotton Soybeans Cotton Soybeans
Soybeans 
+ Cotton

Square 
Miles

Mississippi 70% 35% 9.9% 16.7% 26.6% 245         
Craighead 70% 35% 10.1% 8.3% 18.3% 131         
Pulaski 70% 35% 0.0% 1.1% 1.1% 9             

2016 Planted acres
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Appendix A - Public Comment
Ed Fryar, Ozark Mountain Poultry

Slide 01

Slide 02

Ed Fryar, Ozark Mountain Poultry



Illustration 1: Land mass equal to Mississippi county 
in 1/4 section blocks
20% of acres sprayed with Dicamba

Illustration 2: Dicamba application within 2 miles
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Appendix A - Public Comment
Ed Fryar, Ozark Mountain Poultry

Slide 03

Slide 04



Illustration 3: Potential overlapping non-Traceable off-
Target damage from applications of Dicamba within 2 
miles

Illustration 4: Illustration 3 enlarged
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Table 2 Estimated Area sprayed with Dicamba,  Atmospheric Loading, and counties with Dicamba complaints

Sprayed with 
Dicamba Area

Sprayed with 
Dicamba Area

Arkansas Area Area
Soybeans + 

Cotton

Sprayed 
with 

Dicamba Complaints Arkansas Area Area
Soybeans + 

Cotton

Sprayed 
with 

Dicamba Complaints

County
Square 

Miles Acres %  Area
Square 

Miles 8/23/2017 County
Square 

Miles Acres %  Area
Square 

Miles 8/23/2017
Mississippi 920       588,678  26.6% 245         240 Monroe 621       397,632  9.8% 61           22
Crittenden 636       407,283  20.4% 130         184 Arkansas 1,034    661,600  8.4% 87           2
Phillips 727       465,498  18.9% 137         48 Lonoke 803       513,818  7.9% 63           9
Lee 620       396,480  18.9% 117         67 Lincoln 572       366,195  8.2% 47           2
Poinsett 764       488,710  15.4% 118         89 Greene 580       370,918  6.6% 39           5
Saint Francis 643       411,206  14.8% 95           88 Lawrence 592       379,098  6.1% 36           2
Craighead 713       456,109  18.3% 131         92 Jefferson 914       584,819  5.8% 53           3
Cross 622       398,278  13.3% 83           45 Ashley 941       601,939  5.2% 49           5
Chicot 691       442,106  13.1% 90           6 Miller 638       408,096  2.8% 18           2
Clay 641       410,522  14.5% 93           15 Randolph 656       419,866  2.5% 17           1
Woodruff 594       380,166  11.2% 67           6 White 1,042    666,976  1.7% 18           2
Jackson 642       410,560  10.1% 65           2 Little River 565       361,453  1.2% 7             1
Desha 820       524,499  10.7% 88           9 Pulaski 808       516,902  1.1% 9             3

2016 Planted acres Dicamba Applied to: 70.0% of Cotton 35.0% of Soybeans

Table 3 Estimated Area sprayed with Dicamba, and  Atmospheric Loading
in 6 states

Percentage 1,238    
sprayed 

with 
Dicamba Area

Area Area
Soybeans + 

Cotton

Sprayed 
with 

Dicamba

County Square Miles Acres %  Area
Square 

Miles
Arkansas Mississippi 920              588,678   26.6% 245       

Crittenden 636              407,283   20.4% 130       
Illinois
Mississippi Coahoma 583              373,216   25.6% 149       
Missouri New Madrid 697              445,805   28.5% 198       

Mississippi 429              274,406   20.7% 89         
Dunklin 547              350,195   27.9% 152       
Pemiscot 513              328,595   23.1% 118       

Tennessee Crockett 266              170,074   24.3% 64         
Iowa Worth 402              257,242   22.7% 91         
Total 9 Total 1,238    

Dicamba Applied to:
70.0% of Cotton
35.0% of Soybeans

2016 Planted acres
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Table 4 Estimated Area sprayed with Dicamba, and  Atmospheric Loading
in 6 states with increased Dicamba Resistant acreage

Sprayed with 
Dicamba Area

Sprayed with 
Dicamba Area

Soybeans + 
Cotton

Sprayed 
with 

Dicamba
Soybeans + 

Cotton

Sprayed 
with 

Dicamba

State County %  Area
Square 

Miles State County %  Area
Square 

Miles
Arkansas Mississippi 38.5% 354         Mississippi Coahoma 33.5% 195         

Crittenden 33.2% 211         Washington 30.5% 232         
Phillips 30.8% 224         Sunflower 27.6% 195         
Lee 27.4% 170         Bolivar 26.0% 236         
Poinsett 24.4% 187         Tunica 23.4% 113         
Saint Francis 23.3% 150         Leflore 22.3% 135         
Craighead 24.2% 173         Missouri New Madrid 39.2% 273         
Cross 22.5% 140         Mississippi 35.6% 152         
Chicot 21.0% 145         Dunklin 35.9% 196         
Clay 21.0% 135         Pemiscot 34.5% 177         

Illinois Piatt 28.2% 124         Stoddard 27.0% 224         
Douglas 26.5% 111         Scott 22.3% 95           
Richland 26.5% 96           Audrain 20.3% 141         
Ford 24.9% 121         Tennessee Crockett 33.0% 88           
Livingston 24.3% 254         Lake 28.1% 54           
Washington 24.2% 136         Dyer 26.2% 138         
Iroquois 24.1% 269         Haywood 23.7% 127         
Clay 23.9% 112         Gibson 20.7% 125         
Edgar 23.4% 146         Lauderdale 20.5% 104         
Jasper 23.0% 115         Iowa Worth 39.0% 157         
McLean 22.7% 270         Winnebago 32.4% 130         
Stark 22.7% 65           Scott 25.6% 120         
White 22.6% 113         Story 25.2% 145         
Hamilton 22.1% 97           Taylor 24.7% 132         
Champaign 22.0% 220         Osceola 23.5% 94           
Lawrence 21.6% 81           Grundy 23.3% 117         
Christian 21.6% 155         O'Brien 22.6% 129         
Gallatin 21.6% 71           Buena Vista 22.2% 129         
Logan 21.5% 133         Pocahontas 21.6% 125         
Vermilion 21.3% 192         Plymouth 21.1% 183         
Woodford 21.0% 114         Clay 20.7% 119         
Wabash 20.9% 48           Cherokee 20.7% 120         
Moultrie 20.9% 72           Calhoun 20.4% 117         
De Witt 20.9% 85           Emmet 20.4% 82           
Grundy 20.9% 90           Humboldt 20.1% 88           
Wayne 20.7% 148         Benton 20.0% 143         
Crawford 20.2% 90           Total 76 Total 10,972    
Bond 20.1% 77           
Effingham 20.1% 96           Dicamba Applied to:
Shelby 20.0% 154         70.0% of Cotton
Coles 20.0% 102         60.0% of Soybeans

2016 Planted acres

Table 5 Estimated Area sprayed with Dicamba, and  Atmospheric Loading
in 6 states with increased Dicamba Resistant acreage
35%, 60%, and 70% of Soybeans

Arkansas, Illinois, Iowa, Mississippi, Missouri, and Tennessee

Dicamba Applied to: Counties 9
70.0% of Cotton Square Miles 1,238    
35.0% of Soybeans

Dicamba Applied to: Counties 76
70.0% of Cotton Square Miles 10,972  
60.0% of Soybeans

Dicamba Applied to: Counties 129
70.0% of Cotton Square Miles 18,806  
70.0% of Soybeans
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This summer we have been running a very-large-scale, uncontrolled experiment
in Atmospheric Loading in Mississippi and Crittenden counties

You have a duty to protect those that 
cannot protect themselves
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Agricultural Council of Arkansas - 
Recommendations for Revisions to Penalty Law UA

The Arkansas Agricultural Council submitted the following public comment and suggestion for 
revising the penalty law (Arkansas Code § 2-16-203).  

Existing Penalty wording: 

(b) A violation is egregious only if significant off-target crop damage occurred as a result of the 
application of dicamba or an auxin-containing herbicide or any new herbicide technology re-
leased after the effective date of this act. 

Suggested revision:

(b) A violation is egregious only if it 1) relates to the application of dicamba or an auxin-con-
taining herbicide or any new herbicide technology released after the effective date of this act. 2.) 
Plant Board finds that the application carried the potential of causing significant off-target crop 
damage. 

** Emergency Rule: is necessary to enact immediately so it is in place prior to the 2018 crop year.

Note: 

Problem with current law is the fines are not applicable until it can be proven that crop damage 
occurred as a result of an illegal application.  The Plant Board should be able to assess fine of 
greater than $1K and up to $25K if it finds an application of dicamba was reckless, illegal, egre-
gious, etc.
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Jason K. Norsworthy

Professor and Endowed Chair of Weed Science

Dicamba: What do we know?

Bob Scott

Professor of Weed Science

Tom Barber

Professor of Weed Science

Volatility Evaluation of Different 
Dicamba Formulations and Mixtures
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Keiser Hoop Trial Preliminary Data
12 days after application
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Untreated Clarity + Rdp P2 Roundup Xtend Xtendimax +

Rdp 2 + AMS

19 days after application

Engenia + Rdp P2Xtendimax +

Rdp P2

Roundup Xtend Banvel + Rdp P2

19 days after application
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Rohwer Hoop Trial Preliminary Data 
14 DAT
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Soybean placed in treated field 30 minutes after application

S-metolachor + Xtendimax Engenia

21 days after application 1
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Application Parameters

Nozzle 

Type

TTI

Nozzle 

Size

11003

Spray 

Volume

10 gal/A

Speed

9 mph

XtendimaxEngenia
3.5 A 3.5 A

4.66 A
5.26 A

Greatest Distance to 5% Damage

302 ft 303 ft

0 to 6 hrs

6 to 20 hrs

20 to 24 hrs

0 to 72 hrs

Avg: 2.9 mph     Max: 7 mph

2
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Wind Direction Following 
(Large drift trial)
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Soybean from greenhouse

Xtendimax Movement –
North Transect

Distance from treated area (ft)
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Engenia Movement – North Transect
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Xtendimax 22 oz 
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Xtendimax

1.5 Acres

Sterling Blue

1.5 Acres

Farmington Volatility Trial #1
July 25, 2017 (3:50 PM)

Temperature Following Application 
(Farmington – Trial #1)
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Secondary Damage to Soybean
(Farmington Trial #1)

Time in treated area after application
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Farmington Volatility Trial #2
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Temperature Following Application 
(Farmington – Trial #2)
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Dr. Tom Mueller, University of Tennessee 6

7
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Warmer

Cooler

Volatility from earlier applications

9:00 AM to 4:00 PM spray restrictions will not correct this problem

PPO-Resistant Palmer amaranth
7 states and counting!

Arkansas, Mississippi, 

Tennessee, Missouri, 

Illinois, Kentucky, Indiana

Most Xtend acres in this area 

(cotton & soybean) treated 

multiple times
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Broad Acreage Uniformly Damaged 

Atmospheric loading

Multiple exposures
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Weeping CherrySycamore
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What have we learned?

• Behavior of dicamba in March & April is quite 
different than in warmer summer months

• There is significant volatility of newer 
products in the field

• Use of the current dicamba formulations 
across vast acres in the summer months will 
cause widespread damage to sensitive 
plants, including non-agricultural species 
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Arkansas Meeting
August 24, 2017

Monsanto Company Confidential

Roundup Ready® Xtend Crop System

Agenda

• What Have We Learned from Field Volatility Research
• Preliminary Look at Academic Trials Conducted in 2017
• Learnings from 2017 Season

– 2017 Applicator Off-Target Movement Inquiries
• What Can You Expect for 2018

Monsanto Company Confidential
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What Have We Learned from Volatility Research

Monsanto Company Confidential

Confidence in XtendiMax® with VaporGrip® Technology

What Have We Learned from Volatility Research
• Monsanto has conducted extensive volatility testing since 2009 

– 1200+ controlled tests and field studies
• Controlled tests in various laboratory environments (humidome & hoophouse)
• Field studies that were representative of multiple field conditions including varying 

geographies, environmental conditions (e.g. heat, humidity) & surfaces (e.g. soil, 
foliage)

• Based on Monsanto’s extensive testing and field observations 
thus far 
– Confident the symptomology in the fields is not attributable to volatility when 

applying XtendiMax with VaporGrip Technology and following all label 
requirements 

– Volatility is the least likely cause of damage when compared to physical drift 
• Volatility is less severe than spray drift due to miniscule dose compared to drift
• Supporting on-going volatility demonstration trials by academic researchers in multiple 

states (results expected early fall)

Monsanto Company Confidential

Humidome Studies

Field Studies
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Monsanto is committed to enabling growers with the lowest volatility options

Monsanto Company Confidential

Existing data does not support dicamba volatility as the cause of 
whole field symptomology observed in some fields
• Monsanto began defining methodology to quantify and test dicamba volatility in 2009

– Field studies conducted with Banvel and Clarity in 2009 - 2011 confirmed the profile of dicamba volatility (peer 
reviewed and published in Journal of Weed Science)

– Humidome developed to test different formulations, conditions and tank mixtures
– Regulatory data set built on field volatility and field deposition studies for XtendiMax with VaporGrip™ Technology 

confirms prior field studies

6

Monsanto defines 
assays to measure 

volatility

Field studies confirm 
volatility profile of 
existing dicamba 

formulations

Field drift studies help 
define application 

requirements

Monsanto completes 
training of ~50,000 

applicators prior to 2017 
season

Full system launch of 
Roundup Ready® Crop 

System

2009 2011 2013 2015 2017

Monsanto Company Confidential
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2009 Field Volatility Results Suggest Majority of Volatility 
Occurs within 24 hours of Application after Spraying

Average Results from Three Trials
Y-axis is ng/m3

• 1 lb/A ae (32 oz/A) Application Rate
• On No Till RR Soy
• Calm winds at application
• Temp 60 – 95 °F
• Detection in the Center of 50 X 50 plot

Thomas C. Mueller, Daniel R. Wright, and Kirk M. Remund (2013) Effect of Formulation and Application Time of Day on Detecting 
Dicamba in the Air under Field Conditions. Weed Science: October-December 2013, Vol. 61, No. 4, pp. 586-593

ng
/m

3

Monsanto Company Confidential

Dicamba volatility from sprayed foliage or bareground does 
not significantly impact amount detected outside sprayed area

• 50’ X 50’ Plot
• 1lb/A Clarity + .75 lb Roundup PowerMAX
• Temp. 70 – 93 °F
• Test 48 hours
• Results

– Four samplers 10’ outside the sprayed area 
detected low levels during 48 hour period
• Canopy <15% total outside plot than detected in  

center
• Bare ground <3% total outside the plot than detected 

in center

48 hour Total Detected Results
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Monsanto Company Confidential
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Dicamba Volatility Potential Increases with Higher Temperatures, humidome data 
(Diurnal cycle – 16 hours at 85oF and 8 hours at 70oF)
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Monsanto Company Confidential

Humidome demonstrates 90% reduction in volatility 
potential of Xtendimax with VaporGrip Technology

10

Source: Monsanto Internal Testing; DCV 1175
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Humidome allows for relative volatility comparisons 
across tank mixtures
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Clarity + Roundup PowerMax +
AMS

Clarity + Roundup PowerMax XtendiMax with VaporGrip
technology + Roundup

PowerMax

Roundup Xtend with VaporGrip
technology
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r, 
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When used in combination with glyphosate, 
dicamba formulations with VaporGrip™ 
technology reduce volatility potential compared 
to Clarity® in combination with glyphosate

Source: Monsanto Internal Testing; DCV 1173

Monsanto Company Confidential

Field studies and mathematical models can be used to 
estimate off-target movement potential and crop 
symptomology due to dicamba volatility 

12

FLUX
(Field Study)

Off-target Movement
(PERFUM Model)

EXPOSURE/
RESPONSE 
(Humidome)

Application Field Adjacent Field
Monsanto Company Confidential
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Field studies measure the amount of vapor volatilizing off of a field

• Tom

Monsanto Company Confidential

Field Volatility Studies Measure Flux over 72 Hour Period  
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Monsanto Company Confidential
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Field Volatility Studies Measure Flux over 72 Hour Period  

15
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Symptomology measured at varying 
dicamba air concentrations in humidome to 
ensure constant exposure
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PERFUM model does not predict levels that would produce 
symptomology 5 meters outside of the treated fields 

3-5%

Monsanto Company Confidential

10% Symptomology

• Test locations were representative of 
typical growing areas

• Compared applications to bare ground 
and in-crop to plant tissue 

• Data generated at the highest testing 
standards (GLP)

• Modeled air concentration was 
calculated 5 meters from edge of field

• Dicamba air concentrations outside of 
the treated field did not demonstrate 
levels that would produce a visual 
response

5% Symptomology

Research on XtendiMax with VaporGrip Technology has shown:

• XtendiMax with VaporGrip Technology is a low volatility formulation, not a no volatility 
formulation
– Volatilized dicamba concentrations however are extremely low on fields treated with XtendiMax with VaporGrip

Technology and is not sufficient to cause the level of symptomology reported, regardless of the size of the 
application area

– Of the small amount that volatilizes, 90% of the potential volatility with XtendiMax with VaporGrip Technology 
occurs within the first 24 hours

• Under typical environmental conditions volatile dicamba dissipates and does not build up 
concentration in the atmosphere
– Therefore, after application of XtendiMax with VaporGrip Technology, dicamba air concentrations outside of the 

treated field does not demonstrate levels that would produce a visual response to the level being reported
• Certain types of tank mix additives can increase volatility potential of dicamba products 

– For example, ammonium sulfate (AMS) can significantly increase volatility potential of dicamba formulations 
including XtendiMax with VaporGrip Technology and therefore not an approved tank-mix partner

Monsanto Company Confidential
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Preliminary Look at 2017 Academic Trials

Monsanto Company Confidential

2017 Field Studies with Academics
• Working with 5 academics across multiple states to support 

drift and volatility trials with XtendiMax® with VaporGrip®

Technology for 2017 season
– Larry Steckel – University of Tennessee
– Dan Reynolds – Mississippi State University
– Jason Norsworthy – University of Arkansas
– Bryan Young – Purdue University
– Greg Kruger – University of Nebraska

• Other academics also conducting trials (MO & TN)
• Plans to reconvene this fall to review findings and plan 

additional trials for 2018  

20
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Monsanto Company Confidential
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Dicamba Volatility by Herbicide

Field Low Tunnel Experiment
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Methods:

Data provided by Bryan Young at Purdue

Monsanto Company Confidential

Summary of Monsanto Findings and Preliminary Academic Data
• Monsanto field studies confirm XtendiMax® with VaporGrip® Technology as a 

low volatility formulation
• Volatilized dicamba concentrations are extremely low on fields treated with 

XtendiMax with VaporGrip Technology and is not sufficient to cause the level of 
symptomology reported, regardless of the size of the application area

• Use of low volatility formulations, such as XtendiMax® with VaporGrip®

Technology, are an essential part of application requirements
• Small and large scale drift studies support nozzle and boom height 

components of application requirements

22 Monsanto Company Confidential
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Learnings from 2017 Season 

Monsanto Company Confidential

Roundup Ready® Xtend Crop System

2017 Late-Season Update
• Strong demand in 2017

– ~20M acres planted of Roundup Ready 2 Xtend® soybeans
– ~5M acres planted of cotton with XtendFlex® technology

• Farmers experiencing success with XtendiMax® with VaporGrip® Technology
– Effective tool to combat tough-to-control weeds as part of overall weed management program
– Successful on-target application when following application requirements

• Reports of leaf cupping in non-Roundup Ready 2 Xtend® soybean fields
– If a customer has experienced symptomology or weed control issues, contact us as soon as possible at 

1–844-RRXTEND
– Monsanto representative will contact the customer to arrange a time to meet at their field to review the 

symptomology together
• What caused the leaf cupping symptoms may not always be clear as many factors can cause this 

type of symptomology
• Timing and level of symptoms are key factors in determining potential yield response

Monsanto Company Confidential
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XtendiMax® with VaporGrip® Technology

Learnings from 2017 Season - Off Target Movement
• Responded to over 1,000 inquiries to our call center relating to concerns regarding possible 

off-target movement from applicators applying XtendiMax® with VaporGrip® Technology
– No calls from Arkansas where our product was not approved for in-season in-crop use
– Based on our early evaluation, in most cases where XtendiMax® with VaporGrip® Technology was used the factors that 

are leading to off-target movement are readily identifiable
– Illegal use of non-approved dicamba products and possible contamination are important factors not reflected in our 

evaluation
• Majority of the cases drift (not volatility) appears to be the cause of off-target 

movement
– Identifiable factors that contributed to drift are controllable and can be readily addressed through education, training and 

following the product label for successful application of XtendiMax® with VaporGrip® Technology 

Opportunity to ensure that applicators continue to have access to 
robust training so they can have success with the system in 2018

Monsanto Company Confidential

Applicator OTM Inquiries – National (as of 8/18/17)

• Monsanto is collaborating with applicators who have contacted us at  1-(844)-RRXTEND to evaluate 
concerns regarding  potential OTM of Xtendimax® with Vaporgrip® Technology

• Initial site visit by independent Field Engagement Specialists contracted by Monsanto
• Evaluating compliance with 10 key label requirements based on applicator self-reported data including:

• Applicators routinely manage to BMPs with similar requirements with other pesticides
• Validating environmental conditions and analyzing publicly available weather data with support from the 

Climate Corporation
• Evaluating other possible factors

Monsanto Company Confidential

9 Required Buffer
9 Approved Nozzle
9 Application Rate
9 Application Volume
9 Ground Speed

9 Boom Height 
9 Wind Speed
9 Approved Tank Mixes & Use of DRAs
9 Nozzle Pressure
9 No Sensitive Crops Downwind
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Applicator OTM Inquiries - National (as of 8/18/17)

Inquiries by Applicators of Xtendimax® with VaporGrip®

Technology regarding possible off-target movement

• 1,356 Applicator inquiries to date

• 1,016 site visits thus far

• 858 applicators supplied sufficient data for review of first 7 of 10 key 
label requirements being evaluated 

• In 77% of the cases evaluated to date (660 of 858), applicators have 
self-reported errors from one or more of first 7 of 10 key label 
requirements checked that could have contributed to OTM
– Still evaluating remaining key label requirements and environmental & weather data
– Inversions, contamination and proximity to fields where unapproved products may 

have been utilized may also be factors in some cases

Applicator OTM Inquiries (National)
(as of 8/18/17)

Pending 
Visit
340

No Applicator Reported Errors
(7 of 10 requirements)

198

Applicator Reported Errors
(7 of 10 requirements)

660

Incomplete
Information

158

Monsanto Company Confidential

Applicator OTM Inquiries - National (as of 8/18/17)

Application Requirement Applicator Reported 
Deficiencies

Required Buffer* 513
Approved Nozzle 143

Boom Height 135
Application Rate 44

Wind Speed 32
Application Volume 9

Ground Speed 8

• Most commonly self-reported deficiency is Inadequate Buffer 
in 60% of cases

• Unapproved Nozzles a factor in 17% of cases
• Wrong Boom Height a factor in 16% of cases
• Some applicators self-reported multiple application 

deficiencies
• Still evaluating 3 of 10 key label requirements:

– Nozzle Pressure 
– Approved Tank Mix Information
– Downwind presence of sensitive crops 

• Also evaluating:
– Climate Corp’s environmental & weather data on wind 

speed, direction and inversion potential
– Supporting applicators concerned about possible 

contamination through testing
• Inversions and proximity to fields where other unapproved 

products may be been utilized may be a factor in some cases

Monsanto Company Confidential

*Includes no/inadequate buffer and applicator reported sensitive crop downwind

All are factors that are addressable 
through training and education
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Roundup Ready® Xtend Crop System

What Can You Expect for 2018 
• Our aim is to build upon the positive experience of the vast majority of applicators 

utilizing Roundup Ready Xtend Crop System in 2017 as we know it offers important 
weed management options that growers want and need 

• We are committed to helping our customers and the industry continue to learn how 
best to use the Roundup Ready Xtend Crop System 
– Continue to collaborate with farmers, retailers, state regulators and industry associations to gain 

valuable insights and ensure that all applicators continue to have access to robust training as we 
prepare for the 2018 season

– Continue to work with academics to support on-going volatility, drift and application requirement 
demonstration trials in multiple states  

– Engage with our Climate Corporation team to help growers better identify weather and inversion 
conditions, among other efforts

– Monsanto and states are communication with EPA for 2018

Monsanto Company Confidential

Tools & Resources

• Available agronomic documents for support
– Diagnosing Leaf Cupping in Soybeans
– Air Temperature Inversion Effects on Herbicide Spray Drift
– Preparing to Apply XtendiMax with VaporGrip Technology

• Educational Materials
– XtendiMax with VaporGrip Technology Technical Sheet
– Volatility Flier
– Applications Requirements Flier

• Websites
– www.roundupreadyxtend.com
– www.xtendimaxapplicationsrequirements.com

• Additional Considerations
– Expansion of Flag the Technology promotional offer
– Potential nozzle promotion

Monsanto Company Confidential
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Questions

31 Monsanto Company Confidential
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Aug.	  24,	  2017

Need  for  Technology
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Case	File Status Violations	Issued Notes
17-0016 Closed Record	Keeping	and	Off	Label	Use	(Veg.	Management	used	for	Ag	Use) Burndown	app
17-0026 Closed Drift* *NOT	DICAMBA	Drift	of	2,4-D	and	Glyphosate
17-0027 Waiting	on	additional	records
17-0038 Closed Drift	and	Buffer* Buffer	was	for	Glyphosate	Product	not	Dicamba
17-0098 Discontinued
17-0107 Closed 13-Including	Drift,	Records,	Buffer	(State),	Tank	Mix,	Label	Rate Includes	2	Private	App,	1	Comm.	App,	and	1	Comm.Firm
17-0108 Closed See	CF17-0107
17-0117 Under	Review	by	Agri	Program	Mgr
17-0127 Pending	Staff	Review
17-0131 Pending	Staff	Review
17-0132 Pending	Staff	Review
17-0133 Pending	Staff	Review
17-0135 Pending	Staff	Review
17-0141 Closed Record	Keeping	and	Buffer	(State)
17-0149 Pending	Staff	Review
17-0157 Pending	Staff	Review
17-0159 Pending	Staff	Review
17-0168 Pending	Staff	Review
17-0194 Pending	Staff	Review
17-0208 Pending	Staff	Review
17-0213 Pending	Staff	Review
17-0214 Pending	Staff	Review
17-0215 Discontinued
17-0217 Pending	Staff	Review
17-0220 Pending	Staff	Review
17-0226 Discontinued
17-0247 Pending	Staff	Review
17-0258 Pending	Staff	Review
17-0264 Discontinued
17-0272 Closed Symptoms	Present	-	No	Violations	Identified
17-0315 Discontinued
17-0320 Pending	Staff	Review
17-0359 Pending	Staff	Review
17-0374 Waiting	on	additional	records
17-0425 Pending	Staff	Review
17-0426 Pending	Staff	Review
17-0434 Pending	Staff	Review
17-0435 Pending	Staff	Review
17-0436 Pending	Staff	Review
17-0437 Pending	Staff	Review
17-0438 Pending	Staff	Review
17-0439 Waiting	on	additional	records
17-0440 Pending	Staff	Review
17-0441 Pending	Staff	Review
17-0460 Pending	Staff	Review
17-0511 Discontinued
17-0529 Waiting	on	additional	records
17-0587 Pending	Staff	Review
17-0588 Pending	Staff	Review

Case	File	Status	for	files	received	by	office	staff	as	of	August	22,	201776
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Case	File Status Violations	Issued Notes
Case	File	Status	for	files	received	by	office	staff	as	of	August	22,	2017

17-0589 Waiting	on	additional	records
17-0590 Pending	Staff	Review
17-0611 Pending	Staff	Review
17-0684 Discontinued
17-0691 Pending	Staff	Review
17-0692 Pending	Staff	Review
17-0693 Waiting	on	additional	records
17-0711 Under	Review	by	Ag	Specialist
17-0729 Waiting	on	additional	records
17-0798 Pending	Staff	Review
17-0807 Waiting	on	additional	records
17-0822 Pending	Staff	Review
17-0834 Under	Review	by	Ag	Specialist
17-0921 Dismissed
17-0927 Discontinued
17-1046 Waiting	on	additional	records
17-1047 Waiting	on	additional	records
17-1048 Waiting	on	additional	records
17-1086 Discontinued
17-1144 Pending	Staff	Review
17-1145 Pending	Staff	Review
17-1146 Waiting	on	additional	records
17-1147 Waiting	on	additional	records
17-1148 Waiting	on	additional	records
17-1149 Waiting	on	additional	records
17-1150 Pending	Staff	Review
17-1151 Pending	Staff	Review
17-1152 Pending	Staff	Review
17-1153 Waiting	on	additional	records
17-1154 Waiting	on	additional	records
17-1155 Waiting	on	additional	records
17-1156 Pending	Staff	Review
17-1157 Pending	Staff	Review
17-1158 Waiting	on	additional	records
17-1159 Waiting	on	additional	records
17-1160 Waiting	on	additional	records
17-1161 Pending	Staff	Review
17-1162 Waiting	on	additional	records
17-1163 Waiting	on	additional	records
17-1164 Pending	Staff	Review
17-1165 Pending	Staff	Review
17-1166 Pending	Staff	Review
17-1167 Waiting	on	additional	records
17-1168 Waiting	on	additional	records
17-1201 Dismissed77
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AUGUST	24,	2017	

DICAMBA	TASK	FORCE		

DICAMBA	CASE	FILE	STATUS	

	

AS	OF	AUGUST	22,	2017:	

TOTAL	ALLEGED	DICAMBA	COMPLAINTS	=	950	(1202	TOTAL	COMPLAINTS)	IN	26	COUNTIES.		

93	OF	THE	950	DICAMBA	CASE	FILES	RECEIVED	BACK	IN	THE	OFFICE	

DISCONTINUED/DISMISSED	=	11	

CLOSED	=	7	

CASE	FILES	RECEIVED	BUT	WAITING	ON	ADDITIONAL	RECORDS	=	25	

CASE	FILES	UNDER	STAFF	REVIEW	=	4	

PENDING	STAFF	REVIEW	=	47	

Totals:	
Arkansas	2	
Ashley	5	
Chicot	6	
Clay	15	
Craighead	92	
Crittenden	184	
Cross	45	
Desha	9	
Greene	5	
Jackson	2	
Jefferson	3	
Lawrence	2	
Lee	67	
Lincoln	2	
Little	River	1	
Lonoke	9	
Miller	2	
Mississippi	240	
Monroe	22	
Phillips	48	
Poinsett	89	
Pulaski	3	
Randolph	1	
St.	Francis	88	
White	2	
Woodruff	6	
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Dicamba Tracking Info-CropAffected 8_21_17.xlsx

Page 1

CASEFILE	# DATE Crop	Affected Suspected	Pesticide
1 17-0016 3/24/17 N/A Dicamba
2 17-0026 4/3/17 Greenhouse Dicamba
3 17-0027 4/3/17 Peaches,	grapes,	blackberries 2,4-D/Dicamba
4 17-0098 5/11/17 Soybeans Dicamba
5 17-0107 5/16/17 Oak	trees,	crepe	myrtle Dicamba
6 17-0108 5/16/17 Oak	Trees Dicamba/2,4-D
7 17-0117 5/17/17 Soybeans Dicamba
8 17-0127 5/23/17 Soybeans Dicamba	or	2,4-D
9 17-0131 5/25/17 Roundup	Soybeans Dicamba
10 17-0132 5/25/17 Soybeans Dicamba
11 17-0133 5/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
12 17-0135 5/30/17 Soybeans Dicamba
13 17-0136 5/30/17 Roundup	Ready	Soybeans Dicamba
14 17-0141 5/30/17 Soybeans Dicamba
15 17-0147 5/31/17 Soybeans Dicamba
16 17-0149 6/1/17 Roundup	Ready	Soybeans Dicamba
17 17-0150 6/1/17 Soybeans Dicamba,	2,4-D
18 17-0153 6/2/17 Soybeans Dicamba
19 17-0155 6/5/17 Soybeans Dicamba
20 17-0157 6/6/17 Soybeans Dicamba
21 17-0159 6/6/17 Soybeans Dicamba
22 17-0161 6/7/17 Soybeans Dicamba
23 17-0162 6/7/17 Soybeans Dicamba
24 17-0167 6/8/17 Soybeans Dicamba
25 17-0168 6/9/17 Soybeans Dicamba
26 17-0169 6/9/17 Soybeans Dicamba
27 17-0170 6/9/17 Tomatoes	and	trees Dicamba,	Quinclorac
28 17-0171 6/12/17 Soybeans Dicamba
29 17-0172 6/12/17 Soybeans Dicamba
30 17-0174 6/12/17 Soybeans Dicamba
31 17-0175 6/12/17 Soybeans Dicamba
32 17-0176 6/12/17 Soybeans Dicamba
33 17-0181 6/12/17 Soybeans Dicamba
34 17-0182 6/12/17 Soybean-RoundupReady	&Liberty Dicamba
35 17-0184 6/12/17 Soybeans Dicamba
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Dicamba Tracking Info-CropAffected 8_21_17.xlsx

Page 2

36 17-0186 6/12/17 Soybeans Dicamba
37 17-0187 6/12/17 Soybeans Dicamba
38 17-0188 6/12/17 Soybeans Dicamba
39 17-0189 6/12/17 Soybeans Dicamba
40 17-0191 6/12/17 Soybeans Dicamba
41 17-0194 6/12/17 Soybeans Dicamba
42 17-0195 6/13/17 Soybeans Dicamba
43 17-0196 6/13/17 Soybeans Dicamba
44 17-0197 6/13/17 Soybeans Dicamba
45 17-0198 6/13/17 Soybeans Dicamba
46 17-0199 6/13/17 Soybeans Dicamba
47 17-0202 6/13/17 Soybeans Dicamba
48 17-0203 6/13/17 Soybeans Dicamba
49 17-0204 6/13/17 Soybeans Dicamba
50 17-0205 6/13/17 Soybeans Dicamba
51 17-0207 6/14/17 Soybeans 200	acres	o 	LL Dicamba
52 17-0208 6/14/17 Soybeans Dicamba
53 17-0209 6/14/17 lo ers,	S uash,	 ucumbers Dicamba
54 17-0210 6/14/17 Soybeans Dicamba
55 17-0211 6/14/17 Soybeans Dicamba
56 17-0213 6/14/17 Soybeans Dicamba
57 17-0214 6/14/17 Soybeans Dicamba
58 17-0215 6/14/17 Soybeans 2,4-D,	Dicamba
59 17-0217 6/14/17 Soybeans Dicamba
60 17-0218 6/15/17 Soybeans Dicamba
61 17-0219 6/15/17 Soybeans Dicamba
62 17-0220 6/15/17 Soybeans Dicamba
63 17-0221 6/15/17 Soybeans Dicamba
64 17-0222 6/15/17 Soybeans Dicamba
65 17-0223 6/15/17 Soybeans Dicamba
66 17-0224 6/15/17 Soybeans Dicamba
67 17-0225 6/15/17 Soybeans Dicamba
68 17-0226 6/15/17 Soybeans Dicamba
69 17-0227 6/15/17 Soybeans Dicamba
70 17-0228 6/15/17 Soybeans Dicamba
71 17-0229 6/15/17 Soybeans Dicamba
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Dicamba Tracking Info-CropAffected 8_21_17.xlsx

Page 3

72 17-0230 6/15/17 Soybeans Dicamba
73 17-0232 6/15/17 Soybeans Dicamba
74 17-0233 6/15/17 Soybeans Dicamba
75 17-0234 6/16/17 Soybeans,	Peanuts Dicamba
76 17-0235 6/16/17 Soybeans Dicamba
77 17-0236 6/16/17 Soybeans Dicamba
78 17-0237 6/16/17 Soybeans Dicamba
79 17-0240 6/16/17 Soybeans Dicamba
80 17-0241 6/16/17 Soybeans Dicamba
81 17-0242 6/16/17 Soybeans Dicamba
82 17-0244 6/16/17 Soybeans 300	RR Dicamba
83 17-0246 6/16/17 Soybeans Dicamba
84 17-0247 6/16/17 Soybeans Dicamba
85 17-0248 6/16/17 Soybeans Dicamba
86 17-0249 6/16/17 Trees Dicamba
87 17-0250 6/16/17 Soybeans Dicamba
88 17-0251 6/17/17 N/A Dicamba, etolachlor,	Gly os	 tra
89 17-0252 6/19/17 Soybeans Dicamba
90 17-0253 6/19/17 Soybeans Dicamba
91 17-0254 6/19/17 Soybeans Dicamba
92 17-0255 6/19/17 Soybeans Dicamba
93 17-0257 6/19/17 Soybeans Dicamba
94 17-0258 6/19/17 Soybeans Dicamba
95 17-0259 6/19/17 Soybeans Dicamba
96 17-0260 6/19/17 Tomato, antaloupe, atermelons Dicamba
97 17-0261 6/19/17 Soybeans Dicamba
98 17-0262 6/19/17 Soybeans Dicamba
99 17-0263 6/19/17 Soybeans Dicamba
100 17-0264 6/19/17 Soybeans Dicamba
101 17-0266 6/19/17 Soybeans Dicamba
102 17-0267 6/19/17 Soybeans Dicamba
103 17-0268 6/19/17 Soybeans Dicamba
104 17-0269 6/19/17 Soybeans Dicamba
105 17-0270 6/19/17 Soybeans Dicamba
106 17-0272 6/19/17 Soybeans Dicamba
107 17-0274 6/19/17 Soybeans Dicamba
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Dicamba Tracking Info-CropAffected 8_21_17.xlsx

Page 4

108 17-0275 6/19/17 Tree Dicamba
109 17-0276 6/19/17 Soybeans Dicamba
110 17-0277 6/19/17 Soybeans Dicamba
111 17-0278 6/19/17 Soybeans Dicamba
112 17-0279 6/19/17 Soybeans Dicamba
113 17-0281 6/19/17 otton Dicamba
114 17-0282 6/19/17 Soybeans Dicamba
115 17-0283 6/19/17 Soybeans Dicamba
116 17-0284 6/19/17 Soybeans Dicamba
117 17-0285 6/19/17 Tomatoes Dicamba
118 17-0287 6/20/17 Garden Dicamba
119 17-0288 6/20/17 Soybeans Dicamba
120 17-0289 6/20/17 Soybeans Dicamba
121 17-0290 6/20/17 Soybeans Dicamba
122 17-0292 6/20/17 Soybeans Dicamba
123 17-0293 6/20/17 Soybeans Dicamba
124 17-0294 6/20/17 Soybeans Dicamba
125 17-0295 6/20/17 Soybeans Dicamba
126 17-0296 6/20/17 Soybeans Dicamba
127 17-0297 6/20/17 Soybeans Dicamba
128 17-0298 6/20/17 Soybeans Dicamba
129 17-0299 6/20/17 Soybeans Dicamba
130 17-0300 6/20/17 Soybeans Dicamba
131 17-0301 6/20/17 Soybeans Dicamba
132 17-0302 6/20/17 Soybeans Dicamba
133 17-0303 6/20/17 Soybeans Dicamba
134 17-0304 6/20/17 Soybeans Dicamba
135 17-0305 6/20/17 Soybeans Dicamba
136 17-0306 6/20/17 Soybeans Dicamba
137 17-0307 6/20/17 Soybeans Dicamba
138 17-0308 6/20/17 Soybeans Dicamba
139 17-0309 6/20/17 Soybeans Dicamba
140 17-0310 6/20/17 Soybeans Dicamba
141 17-0311 6/20/17 Soybeans Dicamba
142 17-0313 6/20/17 Soybeans Dicamba
143 17-0314 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
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Dicamba Tracking Info-CropAffected 8_21_17.xlsx

Page 5

144 17-0315 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
145 17-0317 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
146 17-0318 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
147 17-0319 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
148 17-0320 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
149 17-0321 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
150 17-0322 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
151 17-0323 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
152 17-0324 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
153 17-0325 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
154 17-0326 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
155 17-0327 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
156 17-0329 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
157 17-0330 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
158 17-0331 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
159 17-0332 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
160 17-0333 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
161 17-0334 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
162 17-0335 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
163 17-0336 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
164 17-0337 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
165 17-0338 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
166 17-0339 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
167 17-0340 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
168 17-0341 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
169 17-0342 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
170 17-0343 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
171 17-0344 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
172 17-0345 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
173 17-0346 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
174 17-0347 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
175 17-0348 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
176 17-0349 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
177 17-0350 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
178 17-0351 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
179 17-0352 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
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180 17-0353 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
181 17-0354 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
182 17-0355 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
183 17-0356 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
184 17-0357 6/21/17 Tomato	Plants Dicamba
185 17-0358 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
186 17-0359 6/21/17 Liberty	Soybeans Dicamba
187 17-0360 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
188 17-0361 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
189 17-0362 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
190 17-0363 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
191 17-0364 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
192 17-0365 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
193 17-0366 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
194 17-0367 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
195 17-0368 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
196 17-0369 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
197 17-0370 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
198 17-0371 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
199 17-0372 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
200 17-0373 6/21/17 Trees Dicamba
201 17-0374 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
202 17-0375 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
203 17-0376 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
204 17-0377 6/21/17 Peas,	Tomatoes Dicamba
205 17-0378 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
206 17-0379 6/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
207 17-0381 6/22/17 Tomatoes,	 ell	Peppers Dicamba
208 17-0382 6/22/17 Peanuts Dicamba
209 17-0383 6/22/17 Soybeans Dicamba
210 17-0384 6/22/17 Soybeans Dicamba
211 17-0385 6/22/17 Soybeans Dicamba
212 17-0387 6/22/17 Soybeans Dicamba
213 17-0388 6/22/17 Soybeans Dicamba
214 17-0389 6/22/17 Soybeans Dicamba
215 17-0390 6/22/17 Soybeans Dicamba
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216 17-0391 6/22/17 Soybeans Dicamba
217 17-0395 6/22/17 Soybeans Dicamba
218 17-0396 6/22/17 Soybeans Dicamba
219 17-0397 6/22/17 Soybeans Dicamba
220 17-0398 6/22/17 Soybeans Dicamba
221 17-0399 6/22/17 Soybeans Dicamba
222 17-0400 6/22/17 Soybeans Dicamba
223 17-0401 6/22/17 Soybeans Dicamba
224 17-0402 6/22/17 Soybeans Dicamba
225 17-0403 6/22/17 Soybeans Dicamba
226 17-0404 6/22/17 Soybeans Dicamba
227 17-0405 6/22/17 Soybeans Dicamba
228 17-0406 6/22/17 Soybeans Dicamba
229 17-0407 6/22/17 Soybeans Dicamba
230 17-0408 6/22/17 Soybeans Dicamba
231 17-0409 6/22/17 Soybeans Dicamba
232 17-0410 6/22/17 otton Dicamba
233 17-0411 6/22/17 Soybeans Dicamba
234 17-0412 6/22/17 Soybeans Dicamba
235 17-0413 6/22/17 Soybeans Dicamba
236 17-0414 6/22/17 Soybeans Dicamba
237 17-0415 6/22/17 Soybeans Dicamba
238 17-0416 6/22/17 Soybeans Dicamba
239 17-0418 6/22/17 Soybeans Dicamba
240 17-0419 6/22/17 Soybeans Dicamba
241 17-0420 6/23/17 Soybeans Dicamba
242 17-0421 6/23/17 Soybeans Dicamba
243 17-0422 6/23/17 Soybeans Dicamba
244 17-0424 6/23/17 Soybeans Dicamba
245 17-0425 6/23/17 Soybeans Dicamba
246 17-0426 6/23/17 Soybeans Dicamba
247 17-0427 6/23/17 Peanuts Dicamba
248 17-0428 6/23/17 Soybeans Dicamba
249 17-0429 6/23/17 Soybeans Dicamba
250 17-0430 6/23/17 Soybeans Dicamba
251 17-0431 6/23/17 Soybeans Dicamba
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252 17-0432 6/23/17 Soybeans Dicamba
253 17-0433 6/23/17 Soybeans Dicamba
254 17-0434 6/23/17 Soybeans Dicamba
255 17-0435 6/23/17 Soybeans Dicamba
256 17-0436 6/23/17 Soybeans Dicamba
257 17-0437 6/23/17 Soybeans Dicamba
258 17-0438 6/23/17 Soybeans Dicamba
259 17-0439 6/23/17 Soybeans Dicamba
260 17-0440 6/23/17 Soybeans Dicamba
261 17-0441 6/23/17 Soybeans Dicamba
262 17-0442 6/23/17 Tomatoes	and	 ell	Peppers Dicamba
263 17-0443 6/23/17 Soybeans Dicamba
264 17-0444 6/23/17 Soybeans Dicamba
265 17-0445 6/23/17 Soybeans Dicamba
266 17-0446 6/23/17 Soybeans Dicamba
267 17-0447 6/23/17 Soybeans Dicamba
268 17-0448 6/23/17 Soybeans Dicamba
269 17-0450 6/23/17 Soybeans Dicamba
270 17-0451 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
271 17-0452 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
272 17-0453 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
273 17-0454 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
274 17-0455 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
275 17-0456 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
276 17-0457 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
277 17-0458 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
278 17-0459 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
279 17-0460 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
280 17-0461 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
281 17-0462 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
282 17-0463 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
283 17-0464 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
284 17-0465 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
285 17-0466 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
286 17-0467 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
287 17-0468 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
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288 17-0469 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
289 17-0470 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
290 17-0471 6/26/17 Soybeans	and	 otton Dicamba
291 17-0472 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
292 17-0473 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
293 17-0474 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
294 17-0475 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
295 17-0476 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
296 17-0477 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
297 17-0478 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
298 17-0479 6/26/17 Roundup	Soybeans Dicamba
299 17-0480 6/26/17 Shrubs	and	Tomatoes Dicamba
300 17-0481 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
301 17-0482 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
302 17-0483 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
303 17-0484 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
304 17-0486 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
305 17-0487 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
306 17-0488 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
307 17-0489 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
308 17-0490 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
309 17-0491 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
310 17-0492 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
311 17-0493 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
312 17-0494 6/26/17 RR	Soybeans Dicamba
313 17-0495 6/26/17 RR	Soybeans Dicamba
314 17-0496 6/26/17 RR	Soybeans Dicamba
315 17-0497 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
316 17-0498 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
317 17-0499 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
318 17-0500 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
319 17-0501 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
320 17-0502 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
321 17-0503 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
322 17-0504 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
323 17-0505 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
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324 17-0506 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
325 17-0507 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
326 17-0508 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
327 17-0509 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
328 17-0510 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
329 17-0511 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
330 17-0512 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
331 17-0513 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
332 17-0514 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
333 17-0515 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
334 17-0516 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
335 17-0517 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
336 17-0518 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
337 17-0519 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
338 17-0520 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
339 17-0521 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
340 17-0522 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
341 17-0523 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
342 17-0524 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
343 17-0525 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
344 17-0526 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
345 17-0527 6/26/17 Soybeans Dicamba
346 17-0528 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
347 17-0529 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
348 17-0530 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
349 17-0531 6/27/17 Soybeans	and	 ruit	Trees Dicamba
350 17-0532 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
351 17-0533 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
352 17-0534 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
353 17-0535 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
354 17-0536 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
355 17-0537 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
356 17-0538 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
357 17-0539 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
358 17-0540 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
359 17-0541 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
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360 17-0542 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
361 17-0543 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
362 17-0544 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
363 17-0545 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
364 17-0546 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
365 17-0547 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
366 17-0548 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
367 17-0549 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
368 17-0550 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
369 17-0551 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
370 17-0552 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
371 17-0553 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
372 17-0554 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
373 17-0555 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
374 17-0556 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
375 17-0557 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
376 17-0558 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
377 17-0559 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
378 17-0560 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
379 17-0561 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
380 17-0562 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
381 17-0563 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
382 17-0564 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
383 17-0565 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
384 17-0566 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
385 17-0567 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
386 17-0568 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
387 17-0569 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
388 17-0570 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
389 17-0571 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
390 17-0572 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
391 17-0573 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
392 17-0574 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
393 17-0575 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
394 17-0576 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
395 17-0577 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
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396 17-0578 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
397 17-0579 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
398 17-0580 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
399 17-0581 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
400 17-0582 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
401 17-0583 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
402 17-0584 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
403 17-0585 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
404 17-0586 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
405 17-0587 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
406 17-0588 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
407 17-0589 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
408 17-0590 6/27/17 Soybeans Dicamba
409 17-0591 6/28/17 Soybeans Dicamba
410 17-0592 6/28/17 Soybeans Dicamba
411 17-0593 6/28/17 Soybeans Dicamba
412 17-0594 6/28/17 Soybeans Dicamba
413 17-0595 6/28/17 Soybeans Dicamba
414 17-0596 6/28/17 Soybeans Dicamba
415 17-0597 6/28/17 Soybeans Dicamba
416 17-0598 6/28/17 Soybeans Dicamba
417 17-0599 6/28/17 Soybeans Dicamba
418 17-0602 6/28/17 Soybeans Dicamba
419 17-0603 6/28/17 Soybeans Dicamba
420 17-0605 6/28/17 Soybeans Dicamba
421 17-0606 6/28/17 Soybeans Dicamba
422 17-0607 6/28/17 Soybeans Dicamba
423 17-0608 6/28/17 Soybeans Dicamba
424 17-0609 6/28/17 Soybeans Dicamba
425 17-0610 6/28/17 Soybeans Dicamba
426 17-0611 6/28/17 Soybeans Dicamba
427 17-0612 6/28/17 Soybeans Dicamba
428 17-0613 6/28/17 Soybeans Dicamba
429 17-0614 6/28/17 Soybeans Dicamba
430 17-0615 6/28/17 Soybeans Dicamba
431 17-0616 6/28/17 Soybeans Dicamba
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432 17-0617 6/28/17 Soybeans Dicamba
433 17-0618 6/28/17 Soybeans Dicamba
434 17-0619 6/28/17 Soybeans Dicamba
435 17-0621 6/28/17 Soybeans Dicamba
436 17-0622 6/28/17 Soybeans Dicamba
437 17-0623 6/29/17 Soybeans Dicamba
438 17-0624 6/29/17 Soybeans Dicamba
439 17-0625 6/29/17 Soybeans Dicamba
440 17-0626 6/29/17 Soybeans Dicamba
441 17-0627 6/29/17 Soybeans Dicamba
442 17-0628 6/29/17 Soybeans Dicamba
443 17-0629 6/29/17 Soybeans Dicamba
444 17-0630 6/29/17 Soybeans Dicamba
445 17-0631 6/29/17 Soybeans Dicamba
446 17-0632 6/29/17 Soybeans Dicamba
447 17-0633 6/29/17 Soybeans Dicamba
448 17-0634 6/29/17 Soybeans Dicamba
449 17-0635 6/29/17 Soybeans Dicamba
450 17-0636 6/29/17 Soybeans Dicamba
451 17-0637 6/29/17 Soybeans Dicamba
452 17-0638 6/29/17 Soybeans Dicamba
453 17-0639 6/29/17 Soybeans Dicamba
454 17-0640 6/29/17 Soybeans Dicamba
455 17-0641 6/29/17 Soybeans Dicamba
456 17-0642 6/29/17 Soybeans Dicamba
457 17-0643 6/29/17 Soybeans Dicamba
458 17-0644 6/29/17 Soybeans Dicamba
459 17-0645 6/29/17 Soybeans Dicamba
460 17-0646 6/29/17 Trees Dicamba,	Glu osinate
461 17-0647 6/29/17 Soybeans Dicamba
462 17-0648 6/29/17 Soybeans Dicamba
463 17-0649 6/29/17 Soybeans Dicamba
464 17-0650 6/29/17 Soybeans Dicamba
465 17-0651 6/29/17 Soybeans Dicamba
466 17-0652 6/29/17 Soybeans Dicamba
467 17-0653 6/29/17 Soybeans Dicamba
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468 17-0654 6/29/17 Soybeans Dicamba
469 17-0655 6/29/17 Soybeans Dicamba
470 17-0656 6/29/17 Soybeans Dicamba
471 17-0657 6/29/17 Soybeans Dicamba
472 17-0658 6/29/17 Soybeans Dicamba
473 17-0659 6/29/17 Soybeans Dicamba
474 17-0660 6/29/17 Soybeans Dicamba
475 17-0661 6/29/17 Soybeans Dicamba
476 17-0662 6/29/17 Soybeans Dicamba
477 17-0663 6/29/17 Soybeans Dicamba
478 17-0664 6/29/17 Shrubs	and	 lo ers Dicamba
479 17-0665 6/29/17 Garden Dicamba
480 17-0666 6/29/17 Soybeans Dicamba
481 17-0667 6/29/17 Soybeans Dicamba
482 17-0668 6/29/17 Soybeans Dicamba
483 17-0669 6/29/17 Soybeans Dicamba
484 17-0670 6/29/17 Soybeans Dicamba
485 17-0671 6/29/17 Soybeans Dicamba
486 17-0672 6/29/17 Soybeans Dicamba
487 17-0673 6/29/17 Soybeans Dicamba
488 17-0674 6/29/17 Soybeans Dicamba
489 17-0675 6/29/17 Soybeans Dicamba
490 17-0676 6/29/17 Soybeans Dicamba
491 17-0677 6/29/17 Soybeans Dicamba
492 17-0678 6/29/17 Soybeans Dicamba
493 17-0681 6/29/17 Soybeans Dicamba
494 17-0682 6/29/17 Soybeans Dicamba
495 17-0683 6/30/17 Soybeans Dicamba
496 17-0684 6/30/17 Soybeans Dicamba
497 17-0685 6/30/17 Soybeans Dicamba
498 17-0686 6/30/17 Soybeans Dicamba
499 17-0687 6/30/17 Soybeans Dicamba
500 17-0688 6/30/17 Soybeans Dicamba
501 17-0689 6/30/17 Soybeans Dicamba
502 17-0690 6/30/17 Soybeans Dicamba
503 17-0691 6/30/17 Soybeans Dicamba
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504 17-0692 6/30/17 Soybeans Dicamba
505 17-0693 6/30/17 Soybeans Dicamba
506 17-0694 6/30/17 Tomatoes,	Peach	Trees,	Persimm Dicamba
507 17-0698 6/30/17 Soybeans Dicamba
508 17-0699 6/30/17 Soybeans Dicamba
509 17-0700 6/30/17 Soybeans Dicamba
510 17-0701 6/30/17 Soybeans Dicamba
511 17-0702 6/30/17 Soybeans Dicamba
512 17-0703 6/30/17 eeping	 heery	Tree,	Redbud	Pa Dicamba
513 17-0704 6/30/17 Soybeans Dicamba
514 17-0705 6/30/17 Soybeans Dicamba
515 17-0706 6/30/17 Soybeans Dicamba
516 17-0707 6/30/17 Soybeans Dicamba
517 17-0708 6/30/17 Soybeans Dicamba
518 17-0711 6/30/17 Soybeans Dicamba
519 17-0712 6/30/17 Soybeans Dicamba
520 17-0713 6/30/17 ushes,	la n,	trees Dicamba
521 17-0714 6/30/17 Soybeans Dicamba
522 17-0715 6/30/17 Soybeans Dicamba
523 17-0716 6/30/17 Soybeans Dicamba
524 17-0717 6/30/17 Soybeans Dicamba
525 17-0718 6/30/17 Soybeans Dicamba
526 17-0719 6/30/17 Soybeans Dicamba
527 17-0720 6/30/17 Soybeans Dicamba
528 17-0722 6/30/17 Soybeans Dicamba
529 17-0723 6/30/17 Garden Dicamba
530 17-0724 6/30/17 Soybeans Dicamba
531 17-0726 6/30/17 Soybeans Dicamba
532 17-0727 7/3/17 Soybeans Dicamba
533 17-0728 7/3/17 Soybeans Dicamba
534 17-0729 7/3/17 Soybeans Dicamba
535 17-0730 7/3/17 Soybeans Dicamba
536 17-0731 7/3/17 Soybeans Dicamba
537 17-0732 7/3/17 Soybeans Dicamba
538 17-0733 7/3/17 Soybeans Dicamba
539 17-0734 7/3/17 Soybeans Dicamba
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540 17-0735 7/3/17 Soybeans Dicamba
541 17-0736 7/3/17 Soybeans Dicamba
542 17-0738 7/3/17 Soybeans Dicamba
543 17-0739 7/3/17 a aleas,	crepe	myrtles Dicamba
544 17-0740 7/5/17 Soybeans Dicamba
545 17-0742 7/5/17 Soybeans Dicamba
546 17-0744 7/5/17 Soybeans Dicamba
547 17-0745 7/5/17 Soybeans Dicamba
548 17-0746 7/5/17 Soybeans Dicamba
549 17-0747 7/5/17 Soybeans Dicamba
550 17-0751 7/5/17 Trees Dicamba
551 17-0752 7/5/17 Soybeans Dicamba
552 17-0753 7/5/17 Soybeans Dicamba
553 17-0754 7/5/17 Soybeans Dicamba
554 17-0755 7/5/17 Soybeans Dicamba
555 17-0756 7/5/17 Soybeans Dicamba
556 17-0757 7/5/17 Soybeans Dicamba
557 17-0758 7/6/17 Soybeans Dicamba
558 17-0759 7/6/17 Soybeans Dicamba
559 17-0760 7/6/17 Soybeans Dicamba
560 17-0761 7/6/17 Soybeans Dicamba
561 17-0762 7/6/17 Soybeans Dicamba
562 17-0764 7/6/17 Soybeans Dicamba
563 17-0765 7/6/17 Soybeans Dicamba
564 17-0766 7/6/17 Soybeans Dicamba
565 17-0767 7/6/17 Soybeans Dicamba
566 17-0768 7/6/17 Soybeans Dicamba
567 17-0769 7/6/17 Soybeans Dicamba
568 17-0772 7/6/17 La n,	Trees Dicamba
569 17-0773 7/6/17 Soybeans Dicamba
570 17-0774 7/6/17 Soybeans Dicamba
571 17-0775 7/6/17 Soybeans Dicamba
572 17-0776 7/6/17 Soybeans Dicamba
573 17-0777 7/6/17 Soybeans Dicamba
574 17-0778 7/6/17 Soybeans Dicamba
575 17-0779 7/6/17 Soybeans Dicamba
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576 17-0780 7/6/17 Soybeans Dicamba
577 17-0781 7/6/17 Soybeans Dicamba
578 17-0782 7/6/17 Soybeans Dicamba
579 17-0783 7/6/17 Soybeans Dicamba
580 17-0784 7/6/17 Soybeans Dicamba
581 17-0785 7/6/17 Soybeans Dicamba
582 17-0786 7/6/17 Soybeans Dicamba
583 17-0787 7/6/17 Soybeans Dicamba
584 17-0788 7/6/17 Soybeans Dicamba
585 17-0789 7/6/17 Soybeans Dicamba
586 17-0790 7/6/17 Soybeans Dicamba
587 17-0791 7/6/17 Soybeans Dicamba
588 17-0792 7/6/17 Soybeans Dicamba
589 17-0793 7/6/17 Soybeans Dicamba
590 17-0794 7/6/17 Soybeans Dicamba
591 17-0795 7/6/17 Soybeans Dicamba
592 17-0796 7/6/17 Soybeans Dicamba
593 17-0797 7/6/17 Soybeans Dicamba
594 17-0798 7/6/17 Soybeans Dicamba
595 17-0799 7/6/17 Soybeans Dicamba
596 17-0801 7/7/17 Soybeans Dicamba
597 17-0802 7/7/17 Soybeans Dicamba
598 17-0803 7/7/17 Soybeans Dicamba
599 17-0804 7/7/17 Soybeans Dicamba
600 17-0805 7/7/17 Soybeans Dicamba
601 17-0807 7/7/17 Soybeans Dicamba
602 17-0808 7/7/17 Soybeans Dicamba
603 17-0809 7/7/17 Soybeans Dicamba
604 17-0810 7/7/17 Soybeans Dicamba
605 17-0812 7/7/17 Soybeans Dicamba
606 17-0813 7/7/17 Soybeans Dicamba
607 17-0814 7/7/17 Soybeans Dicamba
608 17-0815 7/7/17 Soybeans Dicamba
609 17-0816 7/7/17 Soybeans Dicamba
610 17-0817 7/7/17 Soybeans Dicamba
611 17-0818 7/7/17 Soybeans Dicamba
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612 17-0819 7/7/17 Soybeans Dicamba
613 17-0820 7/7/17 Soybeans Dicamba
614 17-0821 7/7/17 Trees Dicamba
615 17-0822 7/10/17 Soybeans Dicamba
616 17-0823 7/10/17 Soybeans	and	 otton Dicamba
617 17-0827 7/10/17 Soybeans Dicamba
618 17-0828 7/10/17 Tomatoes,	 ruit	Trees,	 lo ers Dicamba
619 17-0829 7/10/17 ushes Dicamba
620 17-0830 7/10/17 Soybeans Dicamba
621 17-0831 7/10/17 Soybeans Dicamba
622 17-0832 7/10/17 Peaches Dicamba
623 17-0833 7/10/17 Soybeans Dicamba
624 17-0834 7/10/17 Soybeans Dicamba
625 17-0835 7/10/17 Soybeans Dicamba
626 17-0836 7/10/17 Soybeans Dicamba
627 17-0837 7/10/17 Trees,	and	 apanese	 aples Dicamba
628 17-0838 7/10/17 Soybeans Dicamba
629 17-0841 7/11/17 Soybeans Dicamba
630 17-0842 7/11/17 Soybeans Dicamba
631 17-0843 7/11/17 Soybeans Dicamba
632 17-0845 7/11/17 Soybeans Dicamba
633 17-0846 7/11/17 Soybeans Dicamba
634 17-0848 7/11/17 Soybeans Dicamba
635 17-0849 7/11/17 Soybeans Dicamba
636 17-0850 7/11/17 Soybeans Dicamba
637 17-0851 7/11/17 Soybeans Dicamba
638 17-0852 7/11/17 Soybeans Dicamba
639 17-0853 7/11/17 ruit	Trees	and	Garden Dicamba
640 17-0854 7/11/17 Soybeans Dicamba
641 17-0855 7/11/17 Soybeans Dicamba
642 17-0858 7/12/17 Soybeans Dicamba
643 17-0859 7/12/17 Soybeans Dicamba
644 17-0860 7/12/17 Soybeans Dicamba
645 17-0861 7/12/17 Soybeans Dicamba
646 17-0862 7/12/17 Soybeans Dicamba
647 17-0863 7/12/17 Soybeans Dicamba
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648 17-0864 7/12/17 Soybeans Dicamba
649 17-0865 7/12/17 Soybeans Dicamba
650 17-0866 7/12/17 Oak	Trees Dicamba
651 17-0867 7/12/17 Soybeans Dicamba
652 17-0868 7/12/17 Soybeans Dicamba
653 17-0869 7/12/17 Soybeans Dicamba
654 17-0870 7/12/17 Soybeans Dicamba
655 17-0871 7/12/17 Soybeans Dicamba
656 17-0872 7/13/17 Oak,	 ushes Dicamba
657 17-0873 7/13/17 Soybeans Dicamba
658 17-0874 7/13/17 Soybeans Dicamba
659 17-0875 7/13/17 Soybeans Dicamba
660 17-0876 7/13/17 Soybeans Dicamba
661 17-0877 7/13/17 Soybeans Dicamba
662 17-0878 7/13/17 Soybeans Dicamba
663 17-0879 7/13/17 Soybeans Dicamba
664 17-0880 7/13/17 Soybeans Dicamba
665 17-0881 7/13/17 Soybeans Dicamba
666 17-0882 7/13/17 Soybeans Dicamba
667 17-0883 7/13/17 Soybeans Dicamba
668 17-0884 7/13/17 Soybeans Dicamba
669 17-0885 7/13/17 Soybeans Dicamba
670 17-0886 7/13/17 Soybeans Dicamba
671 17-0887 7/13/17 Soybeans Dicamba
672 17-0888 7/13/17 Soybeans Dicamba
673 17-0889 7/13/17 Soybeans Dicamba
674 17-0890 7/13/17 Soybeans Dicamba
675 17-0891 7/13/17 Soybeans Dicamba
676 17-0892 7/13/17 Soybeans Dicamba
677 17-0893 7/13/17 Soybeans Dicamba
678 17-0894 7/13/17 Soybeans Dicamba
679 17-0895 7/13/17 Soybeans Dicamba
680 17-0896 7/13/17 Soybeans Dicamba
681 17-0897 7/13/17 Soybeans Dicamba
682 17-0898 7/14/17 Soybeans Dicamba
683 17-0899 7/14/17 Soybeans Dicamba
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684 17-0900 7/14/17 Soybeans Dicamba
685 17-0901 7/14/17 Tomatoes,S uash,Pepper	Plant Dicamba
686 17-0902 7/14/17 Soybeans Dicamba
687 17-0906 7/17/17 Soybeans Dicamba
688 17-0908 7/17/17 Soybeans Dicamba
689 17-0909 7/17/17 Soybeans Dicamba
690 17-0910 7/17/17 Soybeans Dicamba
691 17-0911 7/17/17 Soybeans Dicamba
692 17-0912 7/17/17 Soybeans Dicamba
693 17-0913 7/17/17 Soybeans Dicamba
694 17-0915 7/17/17 Soybeans Dicamba
695 17-0916 7/17/17 Soybeans Dicamba
696 17-0917 7/17/17 Soybeans Dicamba
697 17-0918 7/17/17 Soybeans Dicamba
698 17-0919 7/17/17 Soybeans Dicamba
699 17-0920 7/17/17 Soybeans Dicamba
700 17-0921 7/17/17 N/A Dicamba
701 17-0922 7/17/17 Soybeans Dicamba
702 17-0923 7/17/17 Soybeans Dicamba
703 17-0924 7/17/17 Soybeans Dicamba
704 17-0925 7/17/17 Tomatoes,	Pear	Tree Dicamba
705 17-0926 7/17/17 Soybeans Dicamba
706 17-0927 7/17/17 Soybeans Dicamba
707 17-0928 7/18/17 Soybeans Dicamba
708 17-0930 7/18/17 Soybeans Dicamba
709 17-0931 7/18/17 Soybeans Dicamba
710 17-0932 7/18/17 Soybeans Dicamba
711 17-0935 7/18/17 Soybeans Dicamba
712 17-0936 7/19/17 Soybeans Dicamba
713 17-0937 7/19/17 Soybeans Dicamba
714 17-0938 7/19/17 Pine,	Pecan,	Nectarine,	and	Do Para uat/Dicamba/Glu osinate
715 17-0940 7/19/17 Soybeans Dicamba
716 17-0941 7/19/17 Soybeans Dicamba
717 17-0942 7/19/17 Soybeans Dicamba
718 17-0943 7/19/17 Soybeans Dicamba
719 17-0944 7/19/17 Soybeans Dicamba
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720 17-0945 7/19/17 Soybeans Dicamba
721 17-0949 7/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
722 17-0950 7/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
723 17-0951 7/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
724 17-0953 7/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
725 17-0954 7/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
726 17-0955 7/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
727 17-0956 7/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
728 17-0957 7/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
729 17-0958 7/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
730 17-0959 7/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
731 17-0960 7/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
732 17-0961 7/21/17 otton Dicamba
733 17-0962 7/21/17 otton Dicamba
734 17-0963 7/21/17 otton Dicamba
735 17-0964 7/21/17 otton Dicamba
736 17-0965 7/21/17 otton Dicamba
737 17-0966 7/21/17 otton Dicamba
738 17-0968 7/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
739 17-0969 7/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
740 17-0970 7/21/17 otton,	Soybeans Dicamba
741 17-0971 7/24/17 Soybeans Dicamba
742 17-0972 7/24/17 Pumpkins Dicamba
743 17-0973 7/24/17 Soybeans Dicamba
744 17-0974 7/24/17 Soybeans Dicamba
745 17-0975 7/24/17 Soybeans Dicamba
746 17-0977 7/24/17 soybeans Dicamba
747 17-0978 7/24/17 soybeans Dicamba
748 17-0979 7/24/17 soybeans Dicamba
749 17-0980 7/24/17 soybeans Dicamba
750 17-0981 7/24/17 soybeans Dicamba
751 17-0983 7/25/17 soybeans Dicamba
752 17-0984 7/25/17 soybeans Dicamba
753 17-0985 7/25/17 soybeans Dicamba
754 17-0986 7/25/17 soybeans Dicamba
755 17-0987 7/25/17 soybeans Dicamba
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756 17-0988 7/25/17 soybeans Dicamba
757 17-0989 7/25/17 soybeans Dicamba
758 17-0990 7/25/17 Roundup	Ready	Soybeans Dicamba
759 17-0991 7/25/17 soybeans Dicamba
760 17-0992 7/25/17 soybeans Dicamba
761 17-0993 7/25/17 soybeans Dicamba
762 17-0994 7/25/17 Soybeans Dicamba
763 17-0995 7/25/17 soybeans Dicamba
764 17-0996 7/25/17 soybeans Dicamba
765 17-0997 7/25/17 ruit	trees,	brad ord	pears Dicamba
766 17-0998 7/25/17 oods Dicamba
767 17-0999 7/25/17 oods Dicamba
768 17-1000 7/25/17 peanuts Dicamba
769 17-1002 7/26/17 soybeans Dicamba
770 17-1003 7/26/17 N/A Dicamba
771 17-1004 7/26/17 soybeans Dicamba
772 17-1005 7/26/17 soybeans Dicamba
773 17-1006 7/26/17 soybeans Dicamba
774 17-1007 7/26/17 soybeans Dicamba
775 17-1008 7/26/17 soybeans Dicamba
776 17-1009 7/26/17 soybeans Dicamba
777 17-1010 7/26/17 pecan	orchard Dicamba
778 17-1011 7/26/17 N/A Dicamba
779 17-1012 7/27/17 soybeans Dicamba
780 17-1013 7/27/17 soybeans Dicamba
781 17-1014 7/27/17 soybeans Dicamba
782 17-1015 7/27/17 soybeans Dicamba
783 17-1016 7/27/17 soybeans Dicamba
784 17-1017 7/27/17 soybeans Dicamba
785 17-1018 7/27/17 soybeans Dicamba
786 17-1019 7/27/17 soybeans Dicamba
787 17-1020 7/27/17 soybeans Dicamba
788 17-1022 7/27/17 soybeans Dicamba
789 17-1023 7/27/17 soybeans Dicamba
790 17-1024 7/27/17 soybeans Dicamba
791 17-1025 7/27/17 soybeans Dicamba
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792 17-1026 7/27/17 soybeans Dicamba
793 17-1027 7/27/17 soybeans Dicamba
794 17-1028 7/27/17 soybeans Dicamba
795 17-1029 7/27/17 soybeans Dicamba
796 17-1030 7/27/17 soybeans Dicamba
797 17-1031 7/27/17 soybeans Dicamba
798 17-1032 7/27/17 soybeans Dicamba
799 17-1033 7/28/17 N/A Dicamba	and	Triclopyr
800 17-1034 7/28/17 ruit	trees Dicamba,	Atra ine,	Glyphosate
801 17-1035 7/27/17 soybeans Dicamba
802 17-1036 7/28/17 Soybeans Dicamba
803 17-1038 7/28/17 Soybeans Dicamba
804 17-1039 7/28/17 Soybeans Dicamba
805 17-1042 7/31/17 Soybeans Dicamba
806 17-1043 7/31/17 Soybeans Dicamba
807 17-1045 7/31/17 Soybeans Dicamba
808 17-1046 7/31/17 N/A Dicamba	and	Glu osinate
809 17-1047 7/31/17 N/A Dicamba	and	Glu osinate
810 17-1048 7/31/17 N/A Dicamba	and	Glu osinate
811 17-1049 7/31/17 Soybeans Dicamba
812 17-1050 8/1/17 Soybeans Dicamba
813 17-1051 8/1/17 Soybeans Dicamba
814 17-1052 8/1/17 Soybeans Dicamba
815 17-1053 8/1/17 Soybeans Dicamba
816 17-1054 8/1/17 Soybeans Dicamba
817 17-1055 8/1/17 Soybeans Dicamba
818 17-1056 8/1/17 Soybeans Dicamba
819 17-1057 8/1/17 Soybeans Dicamba
820 17-1058 8/1/17 Soybeans Dicamba
821 17-1059 8/1/17 Soybeans Dicamba
822 17-1061 8/7/17 Soybeans Dicamba
823 17-1062 8/1/17 Soybeans Dicamba
824 17-1063 8/1/17 Soybeans Dicamba
825 17-1064 8/1/17 Soybeans Dicamba
826 17-1065 8/1/17 Soybeans Dicamba
827 17-1066 8/1/17 Soybeans Dicamba101
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828 17-1067 8/2/17 Soybeans Dicamba
829 17-1068 8/2/17 Soybeans Dicamba
830 17-1069 8/2/17 Soybeans Dicamba
831 17-1070 8/2/17 Soybeans Dicamba
832 17-1071 8/2/17 Soybeans Dicamba
833 17-1072 8/2/17 Soybeans Dicamba
834 17-1073 8/2/17 Soybeans Dicamba
835 17-1074 8/2/17 Soybeans Dicamba
836 17-1075 8/2/17 Soybeans Dicamba
837 17-1076 8/2/17 Soybeans Dicamba
838 17-1077 8/2/17 Soybeans Dicamba
839 17-1078 8/2/17 Soybeans Dicamba
840 17-1079 8/2/17 Soybeans Dicamba
841 17-1080 8/2/17 Soybeans Dicamba
842 17-1081 8/2/17 Soybeans Dicamba
843 17-1082 8/2/17 Soybeans Dicamba
844 17-1083 8/2/17 Soybeans Dicamba
845 17-1084 8/2/17 Soybeans Dicamba
846 17-1086 8/3/17 Pine	Trees,	 ruit	Trees,	 ig	T Dicamba
847 17-1087 8/3/17 Soybeans Dicamba
848 17-1088 8/5/17 Soybeans Dicamba
849 17-1089 8/4/17 Soybeans Dicamba
850 17-1090 8/4/17 Soybeans Dicamba
851 17-1091 8/5/17 Soybeans Dicamba
852 17-1092 8/7/17 Soybeans Dicamba
853 17-1093 8/7/17 Soybeans Dicamba
854 17-1094 8/7/17 Soybeans Dicamba
855 17-1095 8/7/17 Soybeans Dicamba
856 17-1096 8/7/17 Soybeans Dicamba
857 17-1097 8/7/17 Soybeans Dicamba
858 17-1098 8/7/17 Soybeans Dicamba
859 17-1099 8/7/17 Soybeans Dicamba
860 17-1100 8/7/17 Soybeans Dicamba
861 17-1101 8/7/17 Soybeans Dicamba
862 17-1102 8/7/17 Soybeans Dicamba
863 17-1103 8/7/17 Trees Dicamba
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864 17-1104 8/7/17 Soybeans Dicamba
865 17-1105 8/8/17 Soybeans Dicamba
866 17-1106 8/8/17 Soybeans Dicamba
867 17-1107 8/8/17 Soybeans Dicamba
868 17-1108 8/8/17 Soybeans Dicamba
869 17-1109 8/8/17 Produce	 arm Dicamba
870 17-1110 8/8/17 lueberries Dicamba
871 17-1112 8/9/17 Soybeans Dicamba
872 17-1113 8/9/17 Soybeans Dicamba
873 17-1114 8/9/17 Soybeans Dicamba
874 17-1115 8/9/17 Soybeans Dicamba
875 17-1116 8/9/17 Soybeans Dicamba
876 17-1117 8/9/17 Tree Dicamba
877 17-1119 8/10/17 Soybeans Dicamba
878 17-1120 8/11/17 Soybeans Dicamba
879 17-1121 8/11/17 Soybeans Dicamba
880 17-1122 8/11/17 Soybeans Dicamba
881 17-1123 8/11/17 Soybeans Dicamba
882 17-1124 8/11/17 Soybeans Dicamba
883 17-1125 8/11/17 N/A Dicamba
884 17-1126 8/14/17 Soybeans Dicamba
885 17-1127 8/17/17 Shrubbery Dicamba
886 17-1130 8/14/17 Trees Dicamba
887 17-1131 8/15/17 Garden Dicamba
888 17-1132 8/15/17 Trees	and	Shrubs Dicamba
889 17-1133 8/15/17 Peach	Trees,	Garden Dicamba
890 17-1135 8/15/17 Soybeans-Research	Plot Dicamba
891 17-1136 8/15/17 Trees	in	 ront	yard	&	Shrubs	b Dicamba
892 17-1138 8/16/17 Soybeans Dicamba
893 17-1139 8/16/17 Soybeans Dicamba
894 17-1140 8/16/17 Soybeans Dicamba
895 17-1141 8/16/17 Soybeans Dicamba
896 17-1142 8/16/17 Soybeans Dicamba
897 17-1144 8/17/17 Soybeans Dicamba
898 17-1145 8/17/17 Soybeans Dicamba
899 17-1146 8/17/17 Soybeans Dicamba103
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900 17-1147 8/17/17 Soybeans Dicamba
901 17-1148 8/17/17 Soybeans Dicamba
902 17-1149 8/17/17 Soybeans Dicamba
903 17-1150 8/17/17 Soybeans Dicamba
904 17-1151 8/17/17 Soybeans Dicamba
905 17-1152 8/17/17 Soybeans Dicamba
906 17-1153 8/17/17 Soybeans Dicamba
907 17-1154 8/17/17 Soybeans Dicamba
908 17-1155 8/17/17 Soybeans Dicamba
909 17-1156 8/17/17 Liberty	Soybeans Dicamba
910 17-1157 8/17/17 Liberty	Soybeans Dicamba
911 17-1158 8/17/17 Soybeans Dicamba
912 17-1159 8/17/17 Soybeans Dicamba
913 17-1160 8/17/17 Soybeans Dicamba
914 17-1161 8/17/17 Liberty	Soybeans Dicamba
915 17-1162 8/17/17 Soybeans Dicamba
916 17-1163 8/17/17 Soybeans Dicamba
917 17-1164 8/17/17 Soybeans Dicamba
918 17-1165 8/17/17 Soybeans Dicamba
919 17-1166 8/17/17 Soybeans Dicamba
920 17-1167 8/17/17 Soybeans Dicamba
921 17-1168 8/17/17 Soybeans Dicamba
922 17-1169 8/17/17 Soybeans Dicamba
923 17-1170 8/17/17 Soybeans Dicamba
924 17-1172 8/17/17 Soybeans Dicamba
925 17-1173 8/18/17 La n Dicamba
926 17-1174 8/17/17 Soybeans Dicamba
927 17-1175 8/18/17 Soybeans Dicamba
928 17-1176 8/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
929 17-1177 8/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
930 17-1178 8/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
931 17-1179 8/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
932 17-1180 8/21/17 Soybeans Dicamba
933 17-1181 8/21/17 Tree,	La n Dicamba
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Status	Summary	of	Dicamba	Cases	by	District	

Southeast	District	

   Total Number of Case Files with suspected and/or confirmed Dicamba symptoms 45 
 Number of Case Files  "Confirmed Dicamba" 42 
 Number of Case Files  "Still Under Investigation" 0 
 Number of Case Files  "Other Pesticide" 3 
 Number of Case Files  "Discontinued" 0 
 Number of Case Files "No Pesticide Symptoms" 0 
 	

Western	District:	

  Total Number of Case Files with suspected and/or confirmed Dicamba symptoms 3 
Number of Case Files  "Confirmed Dicamba" 1 
Number of Case Files  "Still Under Investigation" 0 
Number of Case Files  "Other Pesticide" 0 
Number of Case Files  "Discontinued" 2 
Number of Case Files "No Pesticide Symptoms" 0 

  East	Central	District:	

  Total Number of Case Files with suspected and/or confirmed Dicamba symptoms 477 
Number of Case Files  "Confirmed Dicamba" 437 
Number of Case Files  "Still Under Investigation" 13 
Number of Case Files  "Other Pesticide" 7 
Number of Case Files  "Discontinued" 20 
Number of Case Files "No Pesticide Symptoms" 0 
	

Northeast	District	(Note:	Due	to	time	constraints,	we	were	not	able	to	obtain	all	information	
from	the	NE	district.	We	will	continue	to	work	and	finalize	this	information).		

  Total Number of Case Files with suspected and/or confirmed Dicamba symptoms 438 
Number of Case Files  "Confirmed Dicamba" 330 
Number of Case Files  "Still Under Investigation" 10 
Number of Case Files  "Other Pesticide" 4 
Number of Case Files  "Discontinued" 13 
Number of Case Files "No Pesticide Symptoms" 1 
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Total Number of Case Files with suspected and/or confirmed Dicamba symptoms 963 
Number of Case Files  "Confirmed Dicamba" 810 
Number of Case Files  "Still Under Investigation" 23 
Number of Case Files  "Other Pesticide" 14 
Number of Case Files  "Discontinued" 35 
Number of Case Files "No Pesticide Symptoms" 1 
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Week mber of Dicamba Case Files
03/19/17-03/25/17 1
04/02/17-04/08/17 2
05/07/17-05/13/17 1
05/14/17-05/20/17 3
05/21/17-05/27/17 4
05/28/17-06/03/17 7
06/04/17-06/10/17 9
06/11/17-06/17-17 61
06/18/17-06/24/17 181
06/25/17-07/0/17 262
07/02/17-07/08/17 83
07/09/17-07/15/17 72
07/16/17-07/22/17 54
07/23/17-07/29/17 64
07/30/17-08/05/17 47
08/06/17-08/12/17 32
08/13/17-08/19/17 44
08/20/17-08/21/17 6
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Soybeans / Cotton (863)

Trees, Shrubs, Vegetables,
Gardens, Etc. (70)

92.5%

Alleged Dicamba Misuse Complaints
Arkansas Total: 933 (as of 8/21/2017)

7.5%
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Survey Results

At the conclusion of the meetings, task force members were surveyed to discover whether or not 
the collaborative dialogue process accomplished the goals of reviewing dicamba technology, ex-
amining current problems with its use and application, and making long term recommendations 
for the future in a way that allowed all points of views to be heard and discussed.  The results of 
the survey follow below.

Question 1

How much do you agree with the following statement?

“I felt comfortable voicing my position.”

Appendix F - Survey Results
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Question 2

How much do you agree with the following statement?

“I am confident that other task force members understood my position.”

Question 3

How much do you agree with the following statement?

“I am confident that I understand the positions of my fellow task force members.”
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How satisfied are you with the investment of your time in the meeting?

Question 5

How satisfied are you that you were able to participate and be heard
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How satisfied are you with the examination of the issues around dicamba at this meeting?

Question 7

How much do you agree with the following statement?

“Discussions were well-facilitated and ensured all participants had an equal voice, 
were focused and productive.”
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Question 8

Did information shared at the dicamba task force meeting change your 
opinion or stand on any issues?

Question 9

How satisfied are you that your recommendations account for 
the views of all task force members?
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Question 10

How satisfied are you that your recommendations represent a fair and 
thorough examination of the issues?
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Addendum - Appendix B: University of Arkansas Presentation by Dr. Jason Norsworthy

Dicamba Task Force Day 1
First set of Presentations (Dr. Jason Norsworthy) 
(Transcript for video 121809 7)

JN: Dr. Jason Norsworthy - Professor and Endowed Chair of Weed Science, University of Arkansas

TB: Tom Barber - Professor of Weed Science, University of Arkansas

BS: Bob Scott - Professor of Weed Science, University of Arkansas

JN:  Okay. I appreciate the opportunity to come and to speak to you today. Just out of curiosity, how 
many of you actually attended one of the field days? The one that was a week ago this Tuesday 
or this... okay, so we have about ⅔s of you had an opportunity to come out and see the plots. 
I’m going to talk today really about what we’ve been doing from a research stand point. When 
I’m a scientist… I’m a weed scientist, trained as a scientist. And with me, it is all about science 
and trying to understand what really happened and being able to describe what happened. 
I’m going to talk about facts today, facts associated with research and what we’ve observed 
in those plots that you guys have had an opportunity to come and see it. I want to appreciate 
the… the opportunity to speak. And thank Tom Barber and thank Bob Scott for the collabora-
tion that we have in terms of trying to address issues like what we have here. It’s an issue as 
Mr. Wildy said. It’s an unfortunate issue. I’ve been doing this for almost 20 years now. And I 
have never in my time as a weed scientist seen an issue that has divided, not only the agricul-
tural community, but the agriculture versus the non-agriculture community like we have with 
this issue. And with that… Again, we need to be able to look, to take a step back, look at the 
issues and really try to understand what is the path forward. What does the science say, what 
does the data say, as we look at this issue. One thing is for certain, never have we seen the 
number of complaints, the number of off target issues like we have this past year. And while 
folks look at Arkansas and say… You know, this is really just an Arkansas issue. No, this is a 
national issue. We’re now at 3.2 million acres in the US, soybean acres in the US, that are dam-
aged. We are over 2200 official complaints, those are official complaints, with this herbicide. 
I’m going to tell you that I’ve spent the majority of my career, almost all of my career, working 
in herbicide resistance and we need new tools. We need tools like dicamba. We need things 
that are coming in the pipeline. And you guys have talked about this some this morning. But 
we’ve also got to make sure that we’ve got products that are well tested and stay put. And we 
are going to talk about some of the research associated with that. 2012 I started my first work 
on dicamba, looking on the off target movement of dicamba, and at that time we were really 
working on physical drift. And if I say anything today that an individual doesn’t understand. 
If we don’t understand physical drift and I’m assuming that everyone here in the agricultural 
community, we understand what physical drift is. We started with physical drift. Ways to stop 
physical drift. We were looking at nozzles. Looking at ways to increase droplet size. We’ve 
done a lot of work looking at boom heights. We know how to correct a physical drift problem. 
That is something… That is something we in academia and the industry can easily fix. But 
when we come to other issues such as secondary movement. And I’ve talked about secondary 
movement. And we’re going to talk about volatility. A herbicide converting over to a gas. Or 
possibly herbicides blowing in on dust. We talked about some of that, we’ve looked at some of 
that in the past. That’s what we are going to focus on today as we look at the research. That is 

7  For the accompanying video to this and other presentations, visit: 
https://youtu.be/cFjw-iKRtvc?t=7m56s
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something that cannot be addressed by the academia. So with that… This past year, and based 
on the issues that occurred in 2016, we had some volatility work we did in 16. But I’m going 
to tell you today folks, it was limited. It was limited. And there’s various reasons it was limited. 
But in 2017, with registration of these products, we’ve gone and we’ve conducted a good bit 
of work at this stand point. By trying to understand the volatility of these different forms of 
dicamba. And on thing I’m going to say and I’m going to say it repeatedly today… This is not 
something that Jason Norsworthy, weed scientist with the University of Arkansas, was the only 
one to do this. There’s colleagues across the US that I’m going to point to today that are doing 
similar work. And we’re going to talk about similar findings. 
Here is what we call a hoop trial or tunnel trial. For those of you that were at the research sta-
tion at Kaiser, we set up a tunnel. This is an artificial system in the field. And we placed trays 
of soil under it. This is my actual plots. This is what I had at the time of establishing this study. 
And I want everybody to also understand today. It takes a tremendous amount of effort to pull 
this off. We were at a meeting the other day and an individual looked and said… Why aren’t 
you testing hundreds of combinations? Why don’t you test this? Why don’t you test that? This 
trial right here we looked at 7 herbicides, 7 herbicide combinations. 130 man hours to pull 
this trial off. These are trials that takes a lot of time and effort and we have to have a real good 
idea of what we want to test. We can’t just test any and every option in terms of volatility. So 
this is how the trials are set up. We’ve got small plants out here we put these hoops over. We 
try to set up… we try to set up an artificial system where we can see volatility. In these trials 
we take trays of soil. These trays of soil are about a quarter of a mile from where they were 
placed in the field. We make an application of the herbicide to the soil. We take those trays of 
soil then and we take them to these tunnels and we place 2 trays of soil in the center of the 
tunnel. Folks, there is no way that we sprayed… we are not spraying these plants, here we have 
soybeans in this one that I’m showing you has cotton, the one that I’m going to present on 
today has 2 rows of soybeans. We have soil that is treated. We are not treating these soybeans. 
We place those under there and we leave those trays under there for 48 hours. After 48 hours, 
we take the tunnel, we take the trays and we take them out of the field. They are gone. Now 
the only thing we are evaluating there is the potential for that herbicide to gas off. To gas off 
and damage those crops. It gives us an opportunity to look at differences in formulations. We 
know about the factors of older formulations. There is a lot of talk about newer formulations, 
Xtendimax, Engenia, and FeXapan. Those are newer formulations. So it gives us an opportunity 
to assess whether those newer formulations truly reduce the volatility of a product. 

So here is the data. I set it up. If we take a look at soybean injury in the trial that I conducted 
in Kaiser this year that many of you saw. My Kaiser Hoop trial at 12 days after application. I’m 
looking at the damage to soybeans. And I will tell you we had some background damage and 
show you that in a moment. If you know anything about Mississippi County and Crittenden 
County, there was a lot of damage up there this year. Actually, I had to replant my soybeans, 
about 100 to 120 acres of soybeans just due to the damage that we saw. Because you can’t 
conduct volatility drift work when you have tremendous damage across these acres. So, we 
had some background damage 3 percent. And then you’ve got your older form of dicamba. 
You’ve got Banvel. Banvel is what we call a dimethylamine salt. You have your diglycolamine 
salt. What’s interesting when you look at this is, is actually BASF says that Clarity is 50 percent 
less volatile than Banvel. That’s well document. When you look at our data, our data says BASF 
is correct, it is 50 percent less volatile. Now when we look at Clarity and begin to compare 
Clarity to the other newer forms of dicamba… Engenia, Xtendimax… this Roundup Xtend is 
actually a pre-mix that is not available today of glyphosate and dicamba, should be somewhat 
comparable to Xtendimax with Roundup PowerMAX, the P2 is Roundup PowerMAX. So when 
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you look at these, in addition to seeing the 50 percent reduction, you really notice for the most 
part there is not a lot of differences here. Actually, numerically, these are almost identical. En-
genia, the newer form. Xtendimax, the newer form in this study. If you take Xtendimax, as the 
label does say, if you take Xtendimax and you add AMS to it, you do increase the volatility of 
the product. That is stated on the label. And that is correct. But what you see here is, at least in 
this trial and this is only one trial in the field, but it is a field trial that says Engenia and Xten-
dimax are comparable to Clarity in terms of volatility. 

Now, I want to show you some plots. We can’t walk the field today so here are the photo-
graphs. I will tell you as you look at these again, we’ve got some background damage. You see 
the cupping here? That’s dicamba on that leaf. There’s dicamba on that leaf. When we rated 
that, we said the background dicamba was 3 percent. Look at the far right. What we see on 
the far right is Xtendimax plus Roundup PowerMAX plus AMS. You look at the middle 2 rows. 
I would contend that those look pretty comparable. The one on the left is actually Clarity and 
the one on the right is the Roundup Xtend. So, it’s got the Vapor Grip technology in it. Now 
what about some other slides? Look at the left, look at those. Are those different? Which 
ones better? Which ones better, Don? The middle 2? Okay, the middle 2. We’ve got Xtendi-
max here, Engenia, Roundup Xtend, and Banvel. The differences are pretty subtle. Let’s look 
at some more data. Tom Barber is with us. Tom conducted a similar trial at Rohwer. He had a 
few treatments that were slightly different. He had Xtendimax plus Roundup PowerMAX plus 
AMS. Here is his data where he has Vision. Vision is the free acid form of dicamba. So you have 
Vision plus Roundup PowerMAX. Clarity. Look at Clarity. Look at Engenia. Here is Engenia 
plus Outlook plus Roundup PowerMAX. Here we do see a slight reduction with the Xtendimax 
in this trial. Now, from there, I want to take you, and we are going to talk about doing larger 
field trials where you actually spray products and look at products moving. So we sprayed a 
field… 2 separate fields. And we made a simultaneous application of Engenia and we sprayed 
S-metolachor plus Xtendimax. We sprayed those and 30 minutes we come back to the field 
and we inserted these plants and we kept them out there for up to 24 hours. So, 23.5 hours. 
And here is what we observed when we brought those back to the greenhouse, set them in the 
greenhouse 21 days after application. Is that physical drift? Shouldn’t be. So we have damage, 
and we have damage to plants that were placed in the field following application. That’s what 
the data says. That was the first time this summer that I had an opportunity to see what I’m 
going to call today, volatility. First time right here, I’m marking it as number 1. Back on July 
the 20th… On July the 20th we took a sprayer, we took 2 sprayers and we sprayed 3 .5 acres in 
the center of 2 20 acre fields. Those of you that have come to Kaiser have had an opportunity 
to see this. We sprayed at 9 miles per hour, 10 gallons per acre, a TTI11003 Nozzle. That is a 
labeled application according to the Xtendimax label and the Engenia label. So, we are mak-
ing these applications simultaneously. We actually came into the field here and we started 
spraying with an 8 row sprayer, a Mudmaster. Many of you are familiar with the Mudmaster 
here. We are spraying Engenia in one field and Xtendimax in another field. And we started 
spraying that day at 11:56… 11:56 we start spraying and we exit the field… We exit the field 
at 12:19. 23 minutes to make the spray. When we were spraying, the average wind speed was 
2.9 miles per hour. We had a weather station here on the North, Northeast corner of the field. 
Weather station that’s recording the wind. 2.9 miles per hour, we had a maximum wind speed 
of 7 miles per hour. That’s what the weather station said, a gust. Is that a labeled application? 
Yeah, that’s a label application. With that, the wind was blowing out of… the wind was blowing 
out of the west. So the wind is coming across this field and we are expecting to see… we are 
expecting to see damage on the east side of the field. But does everyone also notice that we 
have damage on the north side? We had damage on the north side of the field that day. And 
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what I am showing you here this white… the white is 12 days after making that application, 
we walked the 5 percent damage line where we saw 5 percent damage. We walked that and 
when we calculated the area, we came up with 4.66 acres with Engenia. Sprayed 3.5 acres 
and had damage to 4.66. Xtendimax we sprayed 3.5 acres damage… damage to 5.26. Now I am 
not standing here today telling you that Engenia is any different than Xtendimax in terms of 
volatility. I don’t think that is what the data says there. But what it does say is that we’ve got 
product here moving and we’ve got product moving in 2 directions here. Wind starts off 0 to 
6 hours, it’s blowing out of the west. Then at 6:30 that day, 6 hours after treatment it shifts 
and starts coming out of the south. I’m going to actually show you some data on that. Actual 
data. It comes out of the south… it’s coming out of the south. But should there be physical 
spray particles 6 hours after spraying, moving in this northerly direction here? 20 to 24 hours 
later we’ve got wind that’s coming back out of the west, it’s moving across this field… that is 
what the data says. And lastly, if we look from 0 to 72 hours it either came out of the south or 
it came out of the west. We did not have wind coming out of the North. We did not have wing 
coming out of the east. That is why we did not damage on the left hand… on the west side or 
the southern portion of this. If you take a look at the labels… the label, and I understand that 
Arkansas guidelines are slightly different, if you look at the label, the label says there is a 110 
foot buffer in a down wind direction. So you would have a buffer, based on the endangered 
species act you have a buffer of 110 feet here. You don’t have a 110 foot buffer here, you have 
no buffer here, you have no buffer. There is no buffer. That is what the label says. So when we 
measured the distance what we saw was 302 feet… 302 feet from the edge of the field to these 
corners up here. This distance here 302 feet. 302 feet for Engenia and 303 feet for Xtendimax. 
Really no difference. Now I want to point to these white stars. There’s 10 white stars in the 
center of this and 10 white stars in the center of this field. At 30 minutes after application, we 
brought soybeans in, and we placed 2 soybeans beside each white star, each white flag that we 
had in the field. 30 minutes after application. Did that for Engenia and Xtendimax. Also at the 
time of application we had 4 transects running across this field and at every 10 feet we had 
a bucket that was physically sitting over the soybeans. Is it possible to get physical drift on a 
soybean that is covered by a bucket? It shouldn’t be, not for 30 minutes. We removed those 
buckets after 30 minutes and then we came back and we monitored the amount of damage 
that we had along these transects. Not only to what’s adjacent to where the buckets where 
but also under the bucket. This is the second field study… large field study that we conducted. 
Now here is the result in terms of the wind data. 270 degrees is west so the wind is coming 
out of the west, not quite due west, but west. It shifts, coming almost out of the south direc-
tion, and it shifts back 20-24 hours. That is the actual data recorded by the weather station 
sitting there in the field. 
Now what is the soil temperature doing? What is the air temperature doing? At noon, I told 
you 11:56 we started spraying, 93 to 94 degrees when we started spraying on July the 20th. 
The air temperature gets up to about 96 to 97 degrees. You see it falls to about 76 degrees. 
That is the air temperature. But what about soil temp? Soil temp the second day, we reached 
a maximum temp of 113 degrees. There is some data my colleague Brain Young has, as well 
as other data in the literature, that says the volatility off of a plant surface is greater than 
volatility off of soil. So the volatility off of a soybean is greater than off of the soil, however, 
those are 38 inch rows that were V3 at the time of application. A V3 soybean on a 38 inch row 
is not going to intercept a lot of dicamba. Very little dicamba. Most of it is on the soil surface. 
Now, when I say that the volatility on soybeans is greater that soil, that is at equal tempera-
tures. But here what we have is soil… On the soil we have 113 degrees. Now let’s go and take 
a look at the where the buckets were. You see damage to plants under the bucket. Here is the 
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transect coming across the field, you see this is the east side of the field. Here is what we see. 
The leaf cupping associated with that experiment. The east side of the field, here you see the 
damage. We also have damage… you can kind of look and see where it moved coming out or 
the north direction. And here is the damage along that transect. Here is where we had plants 
introduced. We introduced these plants after half an hour. We also introduced plants 24 hours 
after spraying. I have those plants right here, we are going to look at those plants in a moment. 
Here is the data. So, on the northern most transect on the east side of the field, I have a prima-
ry and secondary drift. That is physical drift, secondary drifts going to be made up of volatility 
and any other off target movement that you could have beyond the primary. So the combina-
tion of those, we are at 45 percent damage 10 feet in. You get out to 110 feet and we are still 
at 25 percent damage. And at the edge of the field we’re at 220 feet, we are still at about 5 
percent damage. If you look at the secondary movement, what’s coming off of that field after 
we sprayed. This is under the bucket, we remove the bucket after 30 minutes. You’ve got 30 
percent damage that begins to dissipate and we still have damage. It dissipates as it gets to the 
end of the field. That is Xtendimax. Engenia looks somewhat similar. It was numerically a little 
bit less. We start out at 45 percent damage, we’re down here at 18 percent for physical drift 
and primary and secondary movement. For the other we are down here at 18 percent. Both of 
them are volatizing. Both of them are moving. So, that was trial number 2.

Trial number 3, Tom Barber conducted. Tom conducted this trial down at Rohwer. Tom only 
sprayed Xtendimax and he sprayed a label rated Xtendimax and he sprayed it on 4 acres in the 
center of a 20 acre soybean field. Tom covered a portion of the soybeans in the center of that 
field with a tarp. No way they could have been sprayed. He removed that tarp 30 minutes after 
spraying and what your seeing is 40 percent damage to those plants that were under the tarp. 
He also had buckets 20 feet in a down wind direction with a 4 mile an hour wind. Those buck-
ets were removed 30 minutes after spraying. And at 40 feet, he removed those 30 minutes 
after spraying. 20 percent damage and 7 percent damage. That is what was under the buckets. 
The wind also shifted at some point and he’s got some damage. He recorded damage in the up 
wind direction at some point 20 feet under the bucket. He is recording less damage but he has 
6-7 percent damage. He is even recording some damage out to 40 feet. This is material that 
would be coming off of that field, under the bucket. Once he removes the bucket, these plants 
are damaged. Trial number 3. 

So with that I loaded my equipment and went to Northwest Arkansas. And this research was 
actually conducted on my place on Northwest Arkansas. On July the 25th at 3:50pm we made 
an application of both Xtendimax and Sterling Blue. Sterling Blue is just straight DGA dicam-
ba. Similar to Clarity. Just a DGA dicamba. So, I’ve got Xtendimax with Vapor Grip. Acre and a 
half… acre and a half that is sprayed. We sprayed those and 30 minutes later we introduced 12 
soybean plants in the center of this, from the greenhouse. 12 plants here. We also brought and 
placed some plants on the other end of the field. Just as a control to make sure that we are not 
getting contamination through here. Now, let’s look at the results. Here is the weather data. 
At time of application we are about 93 degrees at 3:50. You can see it cools off. It was about 5 
to 7 degrees cooler than what we saw at Kaiser. Cooler conditions, We introduced plants 30 
minutes after application, 24 hours after application, and this time we introduced plants into 
the field 48 hours after application. Hoping that we would not see any damage to those plants. 
Hopefully those materials would be gone at that point. We removed those plants at 70 hours 
after the initial spray. Now let’s look at the data. What we saw was with Sterling Blue, we had 
volatility half an hour to 70 hours… those plants that were in the field, you see the damage. 
Soybean damage- 0 to 100 is the rating. 0 is no damage, 100 is a dead plant. Dead plants at 
100. So we have damage here. We’ve got damage here with Sterling Blue, we have damage 
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with Xtendimax. And let’s go out to 48 hours. 48 hours when we introduced plants, we are 
still getting damage. Damage from Xtendimax, damage from Sterling Blue. So we went back 
and conducted the study again. And on July the 28, 2017 at 2:50 pm we spray a different area. 
Sterling Blue, Xtendimax. We spray a different area, put an untreated check out here 30 min-
utes later. Repeat that study and what do we have. We’ve got temperatures of 85 to 86 degrees, 
we have a lot cooler temperatures. And we are seeing night fall temperatures approaching 
57-58 degrees. Cooler conditions. Now the reason I was looking for cooler conditions, if you 
talk about the volatility of a product here, as the temperature decreases the volatility should 
likewise decrease. And at some point you get to a cool enough temperature that hopefully you 
can really minimize volatility. We introduced plants 30 minutes, 24 hours, and 48 hours. We 
took them out at 72. Let’s look at the data. So when we come back and rated those, and I had a 
student that rated those at 15 days after application, we are still getting damage. In the second 
study that we did, actually this is study number 5 in terms of field studies, we’ve get damage. 
Sterling Blue and Xtendimax. 48 hours and we a still getting these products coming off and 
these products are still damaging soybeans 48 hours after the spray. Now, are we the only 
ones that see that? Tom Barber had a study, I have had studies, are we the only ones that have 
observed the materials coming off of a field? Tom Mueller with the University of Tennessee, 
and I’m going to call the number 6… Tom Mueller with the University of Tennessee sprayed 
Engenia with Roundup. He sprayed Engenia by itself. He went back out to those fields and 
placed what we call air samplers in there to measure the amount of dicamba. And what Tom 
saw 0 to 6 hours, 6 to 12 hours, 12 hours to 24 hours, 24 to 36 hours, Tom Mueller… What did 
he find, he found dicamba. He found dicamba where he sprayed it by itself or when Engenia 
with roundup was sprayed. So it is coming off or it is at least in the air there. This is field trial 
number 6. 

If we go to Columbia, Missouri Keven Bradley a colleague at the University of Missouri. He 
went to the field and sprayed Banvel which is the DMA, the old form of dicamba. He sprayed 
Engenia. He sprayed Xtendimax. And he also measured the amount of dicamba that was com-
ing off. And what he found was, numerically, there was more Banvel initially coming off than 
he did Engenia and Xtendimax. But Engenia and Xtendimax are still coming off. 2 to 5 hours 
later you are seeing that this one is staring to go down. He is still finding a lot of it. And some 
Xtendimax and Engenia. But watch this. The grey bars start going down and as we progress 
in the day, the Xtendimax and Engenia start coming off. So, these are starting to come off and 
he is starting to detect these in the air. That is volatility. Xtendimax and Engenia. And then we 
turn and move into cooler temps at night and with that we have little or no volatility. Kevin, I 
was just told a few minutes ago, I believe today is going to release the data. The data on this 
portion here 16 to 72 hours and the amount of material that was found there. But we’re seeing 
material coming off this following the application. That is number 7.

Number 8 I don’t have a slide for. Number 8 I haven’t seen the data but I have spoken to him. 
Larry Steckel did a trial identical to the ones at Kaiser. You saw the set up here. He did one 
identical to what I did at Kaiser. Spoke to him the other day, spoke to him again this morning. 
Larry Steckel said that when he removed buckets from his trial, he said he had a 3 to 5 mile an 
hour wind. When he removed buckets from that trial and rated them, he said he had damage 
underneath the buckets. He also said, similar to my trial (he saw my trial a week ago), he said 
2 hours after application the wind shifted and when the wind shifted, he had damage in 
another direction of the field. And he said the damage was comparable to what he saw in the 
direction the wind was initially blowing. And he said that would indicate to him that he was 
seeing volatilization and he had Xtendimax and Engenia in that trial. So, if we have a product 
that is coming off of the soil or coming off of plant tissue, there has been a lot of talk about 
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inversions. A lot of talk about inversions and spraying into an inversion. If you have a material 
that is coming off and it is coming off 6 hours later, 12 hours later, 24 hours later, you have a 
material that can come off and regardless of when the applicator sprays it… The applicator can 
spray it and do things correctly, the material can gas off and at that point it can become hung 
in an inversion. This is a photograph taken in Marianna back about a month ago. I took this. 
And the material could come off and be dispersed with in an inversion. Once you have a 
material that gases off and becomes in that inversion, it is really a function of the number of 
acres that are sprayed. The more acres you spray, the more material you have that is in that 
layer. With wind, you begin to have movement. Once you have warmer temperatures the next 
day, you are going to have dissipation of this inversion. And the material is going to sit down at 
that point and when it sits down its going to sit down over vast acres and that is when you are 
able to walk across a field and you are able to see damage from one side of the field to the 
other side of the field. And the damage is quite uniform. And anyone that’s walked fields this 
year in Arkansas, you’ve seen a lot of uniform damage. My colleagues are telling that they’ve 
seen the same thing in other states. Tom and Bob and I has spoken and they say that when 
they walk across in other states they see uniform damage from one side of the field to the 
other. Which would be indicative of what I am describing here. With that, you have volatility 
from earlier applications and one thing I want everyone to understand here today. I’ve had 
conversations with Kevin Bradley and with Larry Steckel, there was an article that actually 
came out yesterday. A 9 o’clock and 4 o’clock spray period does not fix a volatility issue. A 9 
o’clock to 4 o’clock spray will fix an issue where it’s getting hung up in an inversion. Actual 
physical spray in an inversion. You can fix this. The number of complaints in Missouri when 
they enacted the 9 to 4 spray, doubled. The number of complaints has doubled. Larry Steckel 
in Tennessee tells me that he is confident that the number of complaints in Tennessee had 
doubled with their 9 to 4 spray. And the reason being is because, again, you are not going to fix 
a physical spray problem with a 9 to 4 restriction. So why and how do we have all of this 
damage in Northeast Arkansas? I’m going to tell you here today that I believe it is a function of 
the number of acres sprayed. And it is not only Northeast Arkansas, it is the boot hill of Mis-
souri and west Tennessee. This is my map on PPO resistant pigweed. Any of you from North-
east Arkansas are familiar with PPO resistant pigweed. Now when that shows the map, in 
reality, I can circle this are here and if you live in this area here. The likelihood you have PPO 
resistant pigweed in your field is 50 percent or greater. If you have pigweed, there is a high 
likelihood that you have PPO resistant pigweed. And with that, once the dicamba resistant 
technology was planted, these grows had to use dicamba to kill pigweed. That is the only 
option. Once pigweed emerged, there was no chemical option to control pigweed in those 
fields. I talked to an individual the other week. Said he has planted 9,000 acres with no intent 
of spraying but once pigweed came up, he had 2 options. Chop or spray. Those were the 
options. And he said he chose to spray. With that, most of our Xtend acres in this region, cotton 
and soybeans, where treated at least once if not multiple times. And with that you begin to 
have what I’m calling atmospheric loading. Because you have material that is volatilizing off, 
you are spraying a lot of acres. And now you begin to get this uniform damage across these 
acres. That’s what we saw at the farm at Kaiser. I don’t care which side of the farm you were 
on, it was uniform damage in field after field that we walked. It was a uniform damage. This is 
a farmer’s field with uniform damage across this field. Broad acre damage. Here is a field in 
Mississippi County, I don’t care if you are on this corner of the field or that corner of the field, 
uniform damage. That is a crop that he is going to harvest in 10 to 14 days. That is an irrigated 
soybean field. We have a wealth of single exposures. This person here was hit multiple, multi-
ple times this past growing season. Not only is there a yield loss, this individual chopped and 
chopped and chopped to try to prevent seed production of pigweed. Trying to prevent taking a 
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step back we talk about zero tolerance, we talk about seed bank management, trying to pre-
vent losing control of the seed bank in this field. Here is another field, uniform damage across 
this field. The beans haven’t canopied. This field, and I’m going to look at these fields in a 
second, this field here was in corn last year. Any of you in production know, that when you 
follow corn, you expect to get a yield increase. In 2015, this field right here cut 72.1 bushels 
soybeans… 72.1. And this what the grower is confronted with, uniform damage across this and 
you can travel half a mile across this and this is what we see. That is not physical drift. As 
pointed out earlier, this is also not just an agricultural issue. There is plenty of plants like this. 
This is a Magnolia Tree. Damage to a Magnolia tree. Oaks. Sycamore. Weeping Cherry or that 
may be a weeping Mulberry. There is a tomato. Peppers. Before we look at plants I just want to 
give you some thoughts here. What have we learned this year? What have we learned as we 
have looked at these 8 trials? Myself and my colleagues we definitely know the behavior of 
dicamba in March and April when we have typically used it as a burn down material it behaves 
as completely deferent then when we see it used in these warmer summer months. Greater 
potential for volatility. We also know there is significant volatility of these newer products. 
There is no doubt in my mind based on the data that we have on this point. We know we have 
volatility of these products. Use of these currant dicamba formulations across vast acres in the 
summer months will lead, did lead to wide spread damage of sensitive plants and those 
sensitive plants move well beyond soybeans. I told you tomatoes, peppers, peanuts, non-agri-
culture species. This is what we observe, we saw in walking, in looking at these fields this year 
and what we saw in our research. Now what I want to do. I want to show you some plants. I 
want everyone to look at some plants here. This is an Xtend 4.6 soybean. This was grown on 
the Northwest research station in Kaiser. It’s a normal looking soybean, a good-looking soy-
bean. The station there typical cuts around 75 bushel. That is what we average on what we call 
our filler beans, production beans. Good looking bean. This bean right here was 5 feet from it. 
I should tell you also that this bean, by the way, was not sprayed with dicamba. It had a 
pre-emergence herbicide, came back over the top with Roundup and Prefix. That is what we 
use to control the weeds in this. A row over, this is a Liberty Link soybean planted the same 
date, planted mid-May. Same day Liberty Link soybean. Folks, look at the damage. That is 
damage that the growers in Mississippi County, Crittenden County… this is damage that was 
experienced, right adjacent. Look at the fruit load, look at the pod load. This plant we have 
done a wealth of work, R1 stage, this plant had dicamba on R1 soybeans. And here is where we 
are. Now, I am going to show you some other beans. This is the photograph I was just showing 
you. This is the 4.6 soybean. 4.6 soybean that was planted April 15. This is the field that was 
rated 71.2 bushel beans 2 years ago. Here is the last field I was showing. That is a 3.8 soybean. 
3.8 soybeans planted April the 15th. Does everyone notice all of the blanks? See the brown 
pods? The blanks? This thing is full of blanks. That is what you can experience when we have 
dicamba on a soybean. The other thing we… Tom and I have done a wealth of work… you 
notice the curvature here? The curvature in that pod. If you get dicamba on a soybean during 
reproductive development or R3, R4, R5, it can actually cause damage to the progeny. So if this 
a seed production field, this field is abandoned. It’s gone. No one’s going to get paid a premi-
um. There is talk now of whether or not here is going to be enough seed available next year 
because of this right here. This is what’s happened this year. This is what the data… when we 
look at the data. That is the research that has been conducted. The last thing I will leave you 
with right here is the actual trials that we looked at. The trials that we sprayed 3.5 acres. 3.5 
acres. We came back and a half an hour after spraying. We actually took a flat. We took flats 
and soybeans and placed them in flats. Half hour after spraying and kept them out there for up 
to 36 hours. And this is the symptoms we saw on those soybeans. So that is an half an hour. So 
what happens with, and that was Xtendimax, what happens if we are out to 24 hours? These 
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beans here look a little better. But we still have damage. I’m not going to show you Engenia. 
Eugenia’s back there. Xtendimax and Engenia, I’ll be honest with you, there wasn’t any differ-
ence. They both exhibited symptoms. I’m going to tell you right now again, 20 years of working 
in the area of herbicide resistance, we need tools. Folks, we need tools. I will tell you this as we 
get ready to close. I was talking at… I was speaking at a meeting with the EPA… the EPA and 
myself met with the American Soybean Association on December the 5, 2015. December 5, 
2015. Eric Mopen and I did not know Eric at the time. Eric farms in west Tennessee. And I 
spoke about the resistance issues, the resistance issues that we are dealing with. And Eric 
Mopen walked to the front of the room after I finished speaking and he grabbed the micro-
phone. He said if you are farming in the state of Iowa, Illinois, Indiana, Nebraska, you listen to 
what I am about to tell you. He said on my farm in West Tennessee, I am one herbicide away 
from not being able to farm soybeans. Folks, I want, just like Erik every tool we can put in the 
toolbox. We need every tool. But also, we can be killing Oak trees. This is a product, I can tell 
you this right now as a weed scientist, I cannot tell you how to fix this product. I can’t fix it. So, 
that is what we’ve seen, that is what our research says. With that, I am going to open the floor 
to questions from the task force. If there are any questions here about what I just covered, I 
would be more than happy to answer those.

TF: Can dicamba damage in the studies be attributed to physical drift or volatilization? 

JN:  No, not… there was some physical drift. If it’s blowing toward the east side of the field then 
there is some physical drift. But when I have buckets and when I remove those buckets and 
there is stuff underneath them… There are eight studies right here. Those eight studies say 
there is volatilization. Now, does a product move with physical drift? Absolutely. Absolutely. I 
can fix a physical drift problem. I can’t fix a volatilization problem. 

TF:  Jason, you mentioned earlier there was limited volatility research for various reasons. What 
are some of those reasons? 

JN:  Well, and again I mean it’s been well known. We did, we did some humidome studies on 
Engenia. And in those humidome studies, we did one, actually it was a demo for the Arkan-
sas state plant board, and. In the demo it appeared to be slightly better than Clarity. We did a 
field volatility study in 2015 or we tried to and it rained (with Engenia). 2016 we did one. We 
sprayed a third of an acre and the product volatilized. The data said it volatilized and it said 
it moved. It was one of those bucket trials similar, but we only sprayed a third of an acre. The 
Clarity volatilized and moved a little further. Based on that data, the AR State Plant Board al-
lowed the registration of Engenia. That was all the data that we had access to here in the State 
of AR. In terms of Xtendimax, the first time that I’ve ever touched Xtendimax from a volatility 
standpoint was this year because we weren’t given the opportunity to evaluate it. We were 
given the opportunity to evaluate the efficacy of it, I mean that’s been stated numerous times, 
I think Monsanto stated that in an AR State Plant Board meeting. That decision had been made 
and with that, this was the first opportunity I’d had, not only myself, but Kevin Bradley, Bryan 
Young, Tom Mueller, Larry Stuckel, it was our first opportunity to see Xtendimax.

TF:  I want to make sure I’m clear on this. With volatility being our number one problem, we had a 
⅓ of an acre tested for Engenia and zero on Xtendimax prior to this year?

JN:  We tried to conduct two. 2015 we had rain and in 2016 we successfully conducted one, and 
that was where we were here in the state of Arkansas.
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TF:  Jason, I’ve entered into this saying I was going to be open minded and objective. And several farm-
ers in our county got together some that were for dicamba and told me they couldn’t farm without 
it. They told me they’d go out of business without dicamba. All level-headed farmers got together 
and we spent about 2 ½ to 3 hours visiting about this situation. Our goal was to try to come up 
with some solutions so that we could all co-mingle and make this work. We came up with 6 or 
8 different ideas that we thought was very practical ideas that would make this work. That was 
before we attended the field day at NEREC. We attended the field Day at NEREC and all of us were 
there but one. After that field day was over, there was a different attitude from those people. Ac-
tually the person that was there the last day when the taskforce was there that morning who was 
adamant about keeping this technology later came to me, after seeing your presentation and said 
I owe you an apology. He said I’d hoped we could make this work. And he said I hope that we can 
figure out something, I hope industry can go back and could get their arms around this and make 
this work, but he said it doesn’t look like it will right now. The other individual sent me a text, and I 
want to read it, and this is the same individual who said I farm inside the levee with PPO resistant 
pigweed, I’ll go out of business if we don’t have this technology; and this is what he said:
“I’ve done a lot of thinking since our meeting yesterday. There’s no way I can support wide-
spread in-crop applications of dicamba next year. If scientists can come up with a cutoff date 
that they feel is safe, then I’m on board. But if they stop at April 15, I won’t object. I’d rather 
work harder and have weeds and a clear conscience than see a repeat of this year. One of the 
recommendations that came out of our meeting was to divide the county. Let some spray it 
and ban it in other areas. I do not think dividing the county or the state is a good idea.”

So, I guess with that, all farmers when they saw your presentation changed their minds. But in 
their behalf, even driving down here I called some more farmers, and I had calls this morning 
people that are adamantly for keeping this technology. I’m a farmer I have resistant pigweed, 
I need the technology, I want the technology. I need the technology. But if I can’t keep it on 
target it’s not technology we can use. It’s got to be fixed before we can move forward with this. 
What I’m asking you in defense of those farmers who say they need it and can’t farm without 
it, even today I had calls telling me that, in your professional opinion, is there some way that 
we can use this technology and not damage our neighbors and non Xtend crops in Arkansas? 
Is there some way we can do it without a formulation change or a technology change? 

JN:  Mr. Wildy, if you take a look at this product, and again it’s not only based on my work, it’s 
based on Tom Barber’s work, Kevin Bradley’s work, Larry Stuckel’s work, Tom Mueller’s work, 
it says that this is a product that is broken. It’s not a product we are going to be able put on the 
acre in the summer months and keep it where we’re applying it. That’s what the data says, and 
as I said a moment ago, as a weed scientist, that’s a problem I can’t fix. I can fix physical drift. 
I cannot fix a volatility issue. So, it, um, that’s where we are. And I back up at this point and at 
this point it’s out of my hands and there’s nothing I can do moving forward, nothing that I can 
do to address this issue in its current form that I’m aware of.

TF:  One of the farmers that called me this morning was very adamant that we could increase 
regulations, that we can increase buffer zones, that we can make sure our training was done 
properly, he thinks the that it was misuse, it was applied at night, those sorts of things. Are any 
of those things going to solve the issues we see here?

JN:  You know, the question was asked of me the other day along those same lines in terms of 
buffers. Do you take and go to a quarter mile on all four sides, should it be a half mile? Should 
it be a mile? Should it be a two mile? I was on farms this year, two miles, three miles from the 
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nearest Xtend and you observed symptoms, and quite uniform symptoms. And when you have 
a product that picks up and moves, no, it’s… I can’t set a buffer. I could not tell you what a buf-
fer distance would need to be to prevent off target movement of a product like that. Can’t do it.

TF:  I didn’t realize that you’d found volatility in your third of an acre. You know, we had guys that 
applied 8,000 acres down there with absolutely no movement. So how can it volatize in one 
area and not in another?  

JN:  It’s not that it’s not…. When you take a look at volatility, it’s really a function of what it’s around. 
[Refers to presentation] First of all, my first response to that is I think it’s a function of envi-
ronmental conditions. Environmental conditions has some influence on the amount of material 
coming off. The data would fully support that. I think also when you take a look, it’s really just 
a function of what you’re around. And I’m gonna come to this [Refers to presentation slide] I 
mean, here, I have and I am still going to contend that I have a product that is volatilizing and 
moving. How else… so here’s my question. How else do you describe that? How else do you 
describe the damage that is on the north side of that field? I can’t describe it any other way. I tell 
you when you say, well if it’s volatile, well, it’s not being volatile here, it’s not moving here. Well 
it’s not moving here because of the wind. Well let’s say you have wind and you have wind for 
48 hours and it’s coming out of the west. And you’ve got a proper buffer here. Well, you never 
would see volatility. Let’s say you have corn over here. You wouldn’t see volatility. Also I think 
the problem you get into when you talk about volatility here it comes back to the sheer number 
of acres that are sprayed. The more that you spray and the more material that you get in the 
environment the more that you have. And it’s a sensitivity issue here along those lines. When 
you come back there’s data. The National Geological Society has data on Glyphosate. 2014 they 
pulled air samples out of the state of Mississippi. Glyphosate is a non-volatile product but they 
were able to find trace amounts of glyphosate. If you take a look at a product like dicamba for 
which we have volatility here (that’s the only way I can explain this) it becomes a sensitivity 
issue. So the more that you have out there, the more that you increase the concentration within 
an environment, the more that you’re going to have a response. That’s where I am.

TF:  I know the UA Weed Scientists get together every year to make a recommendation. If this tech-
nology is available next year, how will you recommend its use? 

JN:  Tom and Bob and I have met, of course we’ve been together this week and had a good oppor-
tunity to talk and we’ve talked about NP44 and the recommendations and at this point we 
can’t. How do you recommend a product that, based on what was observed in ’17, that does 
not stay where it was sprayed? You cannot recommend that product. That’s where we are. 

[PAUSE for further questions from the advisory members or other task force members]

TF:  Are all row crop products tested prior to release?

JN:  I’m not gonna say they are tested for volatility but in terms of testing, typically yes. We eval-
uate all products prior to release. Now we don’t necessarily evaluate volatility every time if 
you have a product that doesn’t exhibit volatility. If you take a look at products like dicamba… 
2,4-D is a good example. 2,4-D is a product for which we’ve had issues in the past. 2012 we 
tested Enlist Duo 2012, 2013, 2014 we actually tested the volatility of the Enlist Duo product. 
We’ve also done a tremendous amount of physical drift work with that product to try to have 
some understanding of that product. I’m not going to sit here today and tell you we have all 
the answers but we have a pretty good understanding of how that product behaves. 
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TF: What is the average time for testing? 

JN:  Typically we are going to test a product for at least two (2) years, a minimum of two year prior 
to launch. That’s pretty standard across the industry.

TF:  It sounds like to me what little research y’all got, we didn’t get a very good look at it (on the 
dicamba). 

JN:  Well, again, we did and we probably should have done a little bit more with Engenia than what 
we did, I’ll be the first to admit that, and I think there is other folks that would say that, and 
then the other product we had no option. I mean we weren’t given the opportunity.

TF: How many different ways can dicamba be off target? 

JN:  If you could take a look at how dicamba could move off target, I think you’d probably be talking six 
or seven. I mean, when you talk about off target applications, of course tank contamination would 
be one. Spraying, physically spraying and hanging a material in an inversion would be one. But I 
would contend that if you’re going to have mass damage with that, you’re probably gonna have to 
put it out of an airplane rather than just spraying a field to get it hung in an inversion. In terms of, 
you’re going to have to spray vast acres. It’d be easier to put that in an airplane and get it hung up 
and cause damage than you would putting it out of a sprayer, that’s what I’m saying there. Um… 
So tank contamination, physical drift, inversions, you could have, we looked at dust this year, dust, 
there’s actually some data on 2,4-D back in the 1970’s looking at dust. I don’t think dust is a major 
contributor to what we saw this year because folks it was wet in Northeast Arkansas. But that is 
one we’ve been able to go back and simulate. We had about a seven day, eight day period that we 
uh, we did have some dry conditions and were able to simulate. You could have, the label even says 
in terms of moving it in water, I mean, dicamba is a herbicide that is highly soluble in water, it has 
a low KOc meaning it is not tightly bound to soil. So with that you potentially could move it. There 
are several ways but there’s, with those, those ways I just named you don’t get landscape damage. 
And we’ve looked at all of those. And what’s interesting, when you mention that, Stacy, is when 
we first started seeing the damage, the first damage that we would see, we could actually go and 
you could trace it more often than not. I mean, it was physical drift. Maybe an individual used the 
wrong nozzle or had the wrong boom height. But you could trace it. But when you start talking 
about physical drift, generally physical drift is not something for which you have landscape dam-
age. And that’s what, at least Northeast Arkansas, when I say Northeast I’m talking Phillips Coun-
ty, Lee County, Crittenden County, there’s about eight counties, it was landscape damage. It was 
turnrow to turnrow, that type of damage was. And the, what I was just telling you, even the tank 
contamination, I saw a tank contamination. What’s interesting on a tank contamination, generally 
speaking individual’s gonna miss a foot or two foot of row. When he comes in the field he may miss 
a foot here and miss a foot there. And you could actually pick out the tank contamination based on 
what he missed. So those are easily recognizable and we’re able to diagnose those when we go in 
the field. But, yes, I mean there are other ways to have off target movement. 

TF: [Unintelligible] You think there’s a pattern difference between those two?

JN:  Well, a pattern difference between an inversion… ? Inversion, inversion gen… No. I think in 
inversion what’s going to happen is an inversion’s going to pick up and inversion’s going to 
move over. But I come back to the fact why I say it’s not inversion, so if its an inversion, I’m 
talking inversion, spraying into an inversion. If it’s spraying into an inversion you saw that 
with a 9:00-4:00 spray.
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TF:  I guess what I’m getting at, is when we look at the damage that was in Northeast Arkansas, 
what evidence do we have that it’s all volatility? 

JN:  No, no, no, I’m not saying that at all. No, no, no, absolutely not. I agree with you 100%. I’m not 
saying and never have said it’s all volatility. 

TF: So, what’s the value, what’s the extent of volatility damage?

JN:  So what we say, based on walking and looking at these, what I say is based on what I have 
seen is I believe the majority of it is volatility based on the uniform and based on, I’m going on 
that based on the data. The data, the data that’s presented, and I have yet to find anyone that 
presented any data, I’m talking University data, that would be different than this, the eight 
trials that I have seen or am aware of, they would point to volatility. And with that, if you have 
a volatile product, it would have the same symptoms across vast acres. Now again I come back. 
I’m not saying there isn’t other damage and yes, I think there was potentially other damage 
but I still contend the majority of what we saw, the majority of what we saw, was volatility.

TF:  Hey Jason, you mentioned that there’s 3.2 million acres now with damage. When you say dam-
age, are you saying that’s damage to yield or is that symptomology? 

JN:  No, that’s symptom. We don’t… I mean, we’re not able to assess… First of all, I tell folks, if 
anyone… now I can probably take those beans right there and I can give you a pretty good 
estimate of the yield loss. But anyone that walks into a field, especially a V5, V6 soybean early 
on in the year and looks at you and tells you that he has, he has yield loss or starts telling you 
how much yield loss, they don’t know what they are talking about. Because we have been 
unable… the only time that we… what we can tell you now we cannot look at symptoms and 
tell you the amount of yield loss. There’s a wealth of data out there that says you can’t do that. 
But what there is also a wealth of data that says, when you walk into a field and you see a 
height reduction, if you have height reduction, in other words if you have an area of the field 
in which they are shorter than they should be then yes, you will have yield loss. So yes you 
have symptoms out there. And I think with that we have no idea what the yield loss is going 
to be. But if you take… in Mississippi County, and I spent most of my summer, myself and Tom 
Barber spent most of our summer in Mississippi and Crittenden County, I can assure you there 
is considerable loss in those counties. I think the other thing, if you look at those LL, those 
Liberty Link, those 4.6 soybeans right beside those Xtend soybeans, there’s a false sense of 
security out there right now. On July the 11 when most of the spraying stopped, should have 
stopped, those soybeans on the station, at the Northeast Research Extension Center, there was 
severe damage across that entire station. And then following that, about two weeks ago these 
beans started to recover. And they actually give the appearance, if you look at that bean, and 
I want to grab that bean again, [referring to exhibits]. Because I had, I had several… we had a 
field day a week ago this past Tuesday, and I had several folks drive by this field of beans. And 
they said, “Man, those are some good looking beans. They’ve almost canopied.” Good looking 
beans.” There wasn’t a lot of symptoms. I had a graduate student. I was there when she actual-
ly pulled the leaves off of this. There was two or three cupped up leaves on these plants. Now 
I’m gonna also tell you there’s some damaged fields, there’s some damaged fields that I don’t 
think there’s gonna be yield loss. And there’s some damaged fields… there’s no need of even 
putting a combine in the field here [refers to exhibit of damaged plant]. I will assure you today 
this field here’s not gonna average five bushel. So, it’s all over the place, and no one, no one has 
attempted… when they say 3.2 million acres, I’m not aware of any weed scientist, university 
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weed scientist, in the U.S. today that has looked at anyone and has tried to predict the number 
of, the, the, the yield loss across the U.S. No. Now there has been asked, we have been asked to 
try to make some predictions roughly within a region and I’ll tell you right now, I mean it’s, it’s 
a rough guess. It’s a rough guess because partly, the other thing that we run into is that there’s 
not a soul that I’m aware of today that has any data on multiple hits. And I’ll assure you of this. 
Anyone that’s been in Northeast Arkansas, it wasn’t one hit, it wasn’t two, it was multiple hits, 
three, four, hits. The other thing, when you take a look at yield loss, yield loss is a function of 
when you got hit. It’s a function of how many times you got hit. It’s a function of what rate you 
got hit with. And it’s a function of environmental conditions following that exposure. Now we 
have been very, very fortunate in this state. We have a good looking bean crop. We have a good 
looking bean crop because we’ve had very favorable environmental conditions this year. And 
we should, we SHOULD break a soybean yield, or soybean state yield record this year accord-
ing to our… We should have, now I’m not for sure we will. But based on the environmental 
conditions that we’ve had for the soybean crop this year, according to our soybean specialist, 
he says that we should break a soybean yield record. We’ll see if that happens.

TF:  Jason, I’ve got another question, uh, about a different product, uh, Command. Now you remem-
ber when we had a few years… To solve that product, problem, you encapsulated it. Can that 
be done to this product and would that work on this?

JN:  You know, I’m not so… and I’ve had folks that ask this, can you encapsulate it? That’s some-
thing that I think BASF, Monsanto will have to answer. I will take a stab at it, I don’t think… my 
answer to that would probably be no, and the reason I say that encapsulation would be unlike-
ly to work is that encapsulation, when you take a look at encapsulation, also the encapsulation 
basically dictates the rate of release of that material from that capsule. It’s a diffusion process. 
And with that, with a foliar applied herbicide, I’m not aware of any microencapsulated formu-
lations that are foliar applied. If you take a look at all the ME’s [microencapsulations] that I’m 
aware of they’re are all soil applied. I also contend, and this is the other thing, this is a herbi-
cide that is 60 years old and BASF I’m assuming they thought of microencapsulation and have 
probably even tested that, surely by this point, as to whether that would be an option.

TF:  Well, if I could present that to some of the advisors, can you tell me if there’s been any work on 
that? From Monsanto or BASF or Dow?

Advisors: Yes, over the years we’ve looked at encapsulation but it’s post-product with foliar activity. 
Yes, we can have some soil activity. We have looked at encapsulation as a way to create more 
of a soil residual product and have been unsuccessful in that just because it’s, it’s primarily 
a foliar material. So if you encapsulate it, it won’t be taken up by the plant. That’s kind of the 
simple way to put it.

TF:  [to advisors] Are there any other technologies that could be done, used, to reduce revolatiliza-
tion?

Advisor: We have continued to innovate with dicamba over the years. You know, Banvel was one 
of the first, Clarity was the second, the introduction of Distinct, followed by Status and then 
also with Engenia, with the brand new salt. Um, I will maybe get a chance to comment on 
this later, and I’ve talked to Jason, I’ve talked to other guys here, um I, at this point I think it’s 
premature to attribute everything that we have seen to volatility. Um, I don’t know if it’s the 
time to go into that, we can touch it later. I don’t know what the process is. Alright so, there is 
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certainly an intensity of us in the Northeast part of Arkansas, in the Boot-heel of Missouri, I 
will admit that. And we’ll ultimately, we will have all the information on that as the sales data 
is completed, but that does not mean that we are not treating other areas of the country at a 
significant level. There are certainly some differences in crop patterns and use patterns and 
environmental conditions and things like that, but if volatility was the prime driver for what 
we have seen in this North Delta area, then we would see this on a broad scale basis every-
where. Um, probably the closest analogy that we would have to this area, and it wouldn’t be 
100%, would be in North Carolina. There is a significant mix of soybeans and cotton there, 
dicamba tolerant and non-dicamba tolerant. I don’t have those numbers right now, but there 
will be an intensity of use right there that will not be insignificant. My personal observations, 
and I have spent a lot of time in the North Delta because of what we’ve seen here. I’ve worked 
27 years with dicamba - my entire professional career. I have never seen anything like this. 
There’s something unique that’s gone on. And right now I could not attribute… the way it’s 
occurring right now, all this to volatility. Can’t do it. 

JN: And Dan, I don’t either…

Advisor: That is not the message that was sent to us…

JN:  What I said is, this is volatile, it is volatile. And I’m not saying… I do think the majority of what 
we are dealing with, and I’m gonna still hold with this, that majority is volatile. But yes, we 
have physical drift, yes we have dust, we have all… Stacy what we just talked about. I do be-
lieve all of those are contributing. But what I am saying is, I AM convinced, based on the data, 
there is volatilization, and what I cannot do, Mr. Wildy, is I cannot solve a volatility issue. I can 
fix some of these others. I can fix a physical drift issue. I can fix a nozzle issue, I can fix a boom 
height issue. I cannot fix a volatility issue. What percentage of it is out there, I don’t know, but 
I cannot fix a volatility issue

Advisor: I’ll just close my comments by saying that we have a lot of information that we are still 
trying to collect and gather that I think will shed light and more clarity on what has transpired 
here. And I hope we are given the chance to review that and have an exchange, a fair exchange 
of ideas and information. That is my sincere hope. With that, I guess that’s all I have. Oh, I 
did say, one other thing I wanted to ask is that one key pieces of information that we need to 
have is that we need to have some results from the investigations the Plant Board had. What 
have they found? I can tell you from what I’ve seen of our investigations right now we are 
going to have a good number of them that are incomplete. An applicator may not share their 
information with us. We have no avenue to compel that information. So before we make some 
really concrete decisions on the path forward, we should have a sound understanding of what 
was observed and what was found in all of the investigations that took place. And right now, 
well, cart is well ahead of the horse. Maybe that’s a personal opinion of mine, but I don’t think 
we’ve, I don’t think we’ve looked at everything yet. With that I’ll…

TF:  [to advisor] I had a question. You say you’ve got information to collect. When will that infor-
mation be available? I know a lot of these growers buy their seed in October and that’s kind of 
not very far off right now.

Advisor: I understand, I understand that. We are, first off, all of our complaint, my understanding 
is that all of our complaint information should be in by, I think it’s the end of next week. It will 
take a couple of weeks to go through all of that, but as I said, I don’t know how complete it will 
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be. But it will give us an indication. We are also, I mentioned the intensity of use data, and I 
could be wrong, I believe that we will have all of that sales data, and when I talk about sales 
data its point of sales data where we can actually pinpoint I think down to the county where 
its actually sold. So that will give us a real accurate read. I don’t think that’ll be complete until 
the end of September. And obviously that, there’s an issue with the timing of decisions on 
seed, and I fully understand

TF: How long have you been working with dicamba? 26 years? 

Advisor: 27 

TF: [to advisors] [unintelligible]

Advisor: I will not stand here and say that Engenia is not volatile. But based upon what I’ve seen it’s 
a minor contribution to that. And some of that, some of the data that was shown here, will 
show you that it is temperature sensitive. Alright? And I think Bradley’s data, as soon as we 
get the rest of it might show this I hope…

JN: Absolutely [unintelligible] 

Advisor: …is once you get into the nighttime, it’s essentially nil. And so that’s when, though, an 
inversion is going to set in, is in that late evening and night time. So there’s a little bit of conflict 
here that if volatility’s gone to nothing then how are we loading that inversion layer? And I don’t 
think it’s from the daytime applications. And I’m still, and we’re working with some people to 
understand more the mechanics and physics of that, so I have a better understanding myself, I 
wouldn’t consider myself an expert, but it’s not doubt in my mind that that inversion layer got 
loaded up here. Some how, some way, and I’m not sure how that’s done yet.

TF: I had a two part question… [unintelligible] 

JN: Atmospheric loading?

TF:  [unintelligible]… with glyphosate over the last 20 years, or at least the Plant Board says, in 20 
years of glyphosate use they’ve had 300 complaints. In one year of dicamba use, they’ve had 
almost 900 complaints. Why did we all of a sudden forget how to apply [unintelligible].

JN:  Mr. Wildy, I don’t think anyone did forget how to apply. There has also been some talk about 
training. Individuals here in Arkansas went through training prior to spraying this technology 
and again, as I said earlier, were there some individuals out there probably using the wrong 
nozzles? Absolutely. There is no doubt in our mind that that was the case. But you don’t put 
the wrong nozzle in, you don’t put the wrong boom height up and all of a sudden see vast dam-
age, uniform damage, across 900,000 acres. You just don’t see that. And back to use. We’ve al-
ready commented about use. I believe, I know… and I ‘m sure there some but I have yet to find 
a grower in Mississippi County and Crittenden County that planted the technology and hadn’t 
sprayed. Now I’m confident there are some, and someone now is going to come forward, and I 
will find one tomorrow. But when I go to South Arkansas and Central Arkansas that was pretty 
common to plant it. And individuals planted it and said… and they will say today, they plant-
ed it purely out of defense or they just liked the genetics. There’s been individuals that said… 
You know what, I wanted to plant an As Grow soybean and the genetics now in the Xtend. And 
I wanted to go there but you know, I don’t have PPO resistant Pigweed. So, for that reason I 
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can still work with the Roundup Ready program. We can use a glyphosate with a Flexstar or a 
Prefix or put down a PPO planting and still have success. That is what I saw that was coming 
out of the field. Yes?

TF:  In your opinion, is there any two combinations for a plant that is more sensitive than dicamba 
and beans? 

JN: No. If you go back… 

TF: [unintelligible] … cotton?

JN:  So Bob and I… I would have told you that actually prior to this year. We had some trials this 
year. I didn’t present those. But we had some trials where we had Weedar underneath a tun-
nel. And we had Xtendimax, Engenia underneath the tunnel. And we saw just as much dam-
age to soybeans as we did with the Xtendimax and the Engenia as we did to cotton, with the 
Weedar. Now Bob Hartzler actually just summarized some data, the data that was out there 
in the literature. And he came to the conclusion, and I would have to go back and look at it… 
the actual data. He has a figure that I have seen that says that cotton is slightly, slightly more 
tolerant to 2,4 D than soybean is to dicamba. That’s not volatility… has nothing to do with 
volatility. That is just strictly sensitivity. At the end of the day… and you’ve been around cotton. 
Cotton and 2,4 D just don’t mix. If we were sitting here today and we had cotton growers here. 
I mean cotton, cotton and 2,4 D is an issue that no one wants to deal with and we understand 
the sensitivity associated with that.

TF:  I have another question. I’d like to know from Monsanto or BASF if they’ve looked at any new 
approaches [unintelligible] the two companies to work together [unintelligible] 

BASF: As we have done in the past 50 years of working with, innovating upon various formulations 
of dicamba, we will continue to do so. I know that we have some things that in the wings that 
we are looking at. I don’t know where they stand as far as being ready for market or that type 
of thing yet. But we are certainly continuing to identify ways to deliver the best possible and 
safest product to our customer. And that indeed is our goal and our passion, my passion, to 
provide that needed solution to the grower. I truly believe that without dicamba, without 
Engenia, or Xtendimax as a solution. As a tool for growers to use, we are going to have sole 
reliance on Liberty. Which is a great product for control of pigweed. And without having the 
ability to use dicamba in rotation with that, I venture to guess… I saw some questionable con-
trol this year on pigweed, that we will have resistance to Liberty. It’s just... It’s a fact of life. If 
you rely on one chemistry too much, you will have resistance. And so, depending on how this 
goes, the decisions that are made, it could significantly our long term ability to control palmer 
amaranth in the mid-south. 

TB:  Hello, I’m Tina Baktor from Monsanto. And so, thanks for all of the conversation. Just getting 
to hear all of the issues going on. We haven’t been selling product in Arkansas so I can’t speak 
for Arkansas. But at least some of the things we’ve been seeing across some of the states. We 
have seen challenges but we’ve also seen some success stories. So I think going back to the 
comment on volatility. The things that we are seeing… are data is still not complete yet but 
I think it will be available probably sometime next month. Our hope is that we can bring the 
information that we do have together to all of the different stake holders. So in an Academic 
Summit setting type thing, to the different Ag Extensions. So we can… I think the critical thing 
is to figure out what are the issues. If we can’t figure out what the issues is, it’s going to be 
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really difficult to figure out what are the solutions that we can put in place that can help some 
of those issues. I think some of the things that we have been seeing is volatility, and I think it 
was mention earlier, isn’t the major contributor. To some of the things, we have walked a lot of 
fields across many of the different states. It seems as though pieces of the label, physical drift I 
believe was the major challenge that we faced. And so we truly believe that training and educa-
tion is going to be key here. We’ve heard as we have done our outreach to the different states… 
What more can we do for 2018. That is what we have been focusing on. 2017 is pretty much 
over now so what can we do for 2018. So I think we are reaching out to all of the stake holders. 
Collaborating. We are willing to listen to any of their ideas that they can have. I think we are 
going to be focusing on training and education. What are learnings from 2017 that we can now 
apply over? I think that the content around physical drift. The things that are critical on the 
label. I think will be key. We had temperature inversions a few times. We have been working 
on… with our climate corps so we have IT based systems that we can use that could potential-
ly put tools together in the future to be able to predict inversions. Whether that is available 
in 2018, we are going to be pushing hard to see what we can make available. I think Jason… 
waiting for a lot of the other data that is going to be coming back from experts like yourself. We 
did test Xtendimax. And there is a lot of weed scientist that we have made out product available 
too this year. I think what we would like to do is bring that together. And I think we have tested 
our product from the volatility stand point. We’ve done it from a field testing stand point, 
we’ve done it through regulatory studies that we have had to submit to the EPA, we of done it 
in a controlled environment, we’ve done it under humidome settings and I think what we are 
seeing is very consistent patterns. And our data does suggest that it does have low volatility 
potential compared to the older formulations. And so, I think would be good would be to bring 
the entire data set so all of the data set that we have available, Jason the new data that you pre-
sented today, some of the new data that will be available but when it is in more of a final form. 
Hoping that we could all pull it together sometime at the end of the month. 

TF:  Is Dr. Baldwin still in the room? I am going to ask this question because in to other question 
you made comment to being in other parts of the United States. And there being problems in 
other parts of the United States with this chemistry. 

Dr. Baldwin: I mean, I’ve been in other parts, I’m aware that there’s problems in other parts, but 
how much of that is caused by physical drift and how much of that is caused by volatility in oth-
er parts of the country, I cannot tell you. I can tell you this, I’ve probably, over 43 years, looked 
into [unintelligible] herbicide damage as probably anybody, more than I would like too. And I 
have looked at several landscape type auxin herbicide effects. Mainly 2,4 D in cotton. And any 
time you get a landscape effect where you are uniformly effected over a large area and that’s 
going to happen in stable air or in temperature inversions. You can’t blow it and move it in a 
uniform way. When you are getting a uniform affect, you are getting a uniform dose across a 
large area. And in 2,4 D, most of that has always been with aerial application, from rice effect-
ing cotton. If you go back and look, 2006 when we had a major landscape effect, we had a drift 
pattern that was probably 30 miles wide and 80 miles long. The nearest cotton fields to the 
nearest rice fields were about 10 miles away. But what you had was a whole bunch of airplanes 
working in the same temperature inversion on the west side of Crowley’s Ridge and moving it 
over. And when you get that you can get a lot of those smoke, fog types of spray particles that 
aren’t affected by gravity that go up and collect in that inversion layer. The problem that I have 
got with this, with ground application spraying with course nozzles or even if you were cheat-
ing on the nozzles a little bit, I simply don’t believe you could get enough physical spray par-
ticles in the air with ground application while those temperature inversions last to cause the 
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type of major landscape affect we have seen for west Tennessee to the boot hill of Missouri. So 
to me before they ever did that research, common logic told me, it’s got to be an inversion and 
the only way you are going to get enough stuff in the inversion to do that is through volatility. 

TF: (unintelligible)… is it possible there was generic liberty contamination [unintelligible] 

JN:  The question was… Generic Liberty. I have no idea. I have not seen. I am not aware of any 
generic Liberty. I know that was said. I think Monsanto has put that out and I have not tested 
any at all. I am not aware if any. I know Monsanto has said that. If that were the case… If that 
were the case would all of that generic Liberty be sold in Northeast Arkansas? I’m just asking. 
I’m asking that question. I mean, I’m not saying… I mean, I am just sitting here trying to think, 
would all of that generic Liberty be east of the ridge? Because when we talk about the damage 
and I’m not just talking about the damage here. A majority of the damage in Northeast Arkan-
sas… It was isolated to Northeast Arkansas. There was damage to other areas of the state. But 
there’s 8 counties that had the majority of the damage. And I know there has been contami-
nation of products in the past. But to sit here and say yea or nea on that, I have no idea. I don’t 
test products. That is not what I do. 

TB:  Just to add to that comment. So we have tested some generic glyphosate products so we have 
found detectable levels of dicamba. I’m not suggestion that that’s the major cause here. It cer-
tainly isn’t. But I think that we should probably consider it as a factor here as well. And to the 
bigger scale of things as well. 

RH:  It has been sent to the Arkansas Plant Board and has been through some of the testing proto-
cols there and sent on for further… I think they said the EPA function in the state because they 
have more intense testing equipment. So that is in the works. Not only here but in a couple 
other states.

JN:  Terry, Randy are those results back yet? I’m asking somebody… Terry or Randy… It’s, I don’t 
have the answer to that yet.

Dr. Baldwin: The results are not back yet. I haven’t seen anything yet. I know the samples came in 
to the lab and they were getting geared up to do it. Obviously there is a flow of material going 
to the labs and when they get to the point when they get those samples run, then we will have 
the data available. 

JN:  Could we have access to those? I’m asking that to Monsanto as well as to the Arkansas State 
Plant board. 

Dr. Baldwin: To the data?

JN: No, to the samples.

Dr. Baldwin: I don’t know why not. We… we…

JN:  I would like access to the samples. I’m not a Chemist but it is pretty easy to test if they have 
dicamba in them or not. What do you think Stacy? It’s pretty sensitive. It ought to show up 
quick. So, I’d like… I’d like access to those samples.

Dr. Baldwin: Whichever, I don’t care. Let me check to see what kind of quantity we took of samples. 
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But we will get back to you.

TB:  Yeah, that was going to be my comment as well. I’m not quite sure what volumes we actually 
stored. But we can certainly take that back.

TF:  Well that should be a simple fix. There’s lot numbers on every chemical made, so all you have 
to do is provide the lot number. 

JN: So, any other questions? Yes?

TF:  When what I call the dicamba bomb went off in Lee County, was that a function of the wet 
weather we had compressing our spray days so that everybody was spraying on the same day? 
Do you think that was part of the problem with loading the atmosphere or what? 

JN:  If there were a lot of applications being made over a short period of time, I am convinced that 
the more you spray over a short period of time, the more opportunity you have to load the 
atmosphere. If you have inversion like conditions that are close to those applications. And I 
am talking about 24 to 48 hours beyond those applications. Yes, I think the likelihood, based 
on what I’ve seen, the likelihood exists there. As you begin to spread this out and you have less 
applications within it, you begin to reduce the likelihood to load the atmosphere. The con-
centration… I mean the response. The response is a function of concentration. The more you 
have, the more likely you are to see a response and the degree of response. We do a lot of rate 
titration work. We will look at a 1/30th X rate all the way down to 1/100,000th X rate. And the 
response is a function of dose just like with any other herbicide. The difference with dicamba 
on soybeans is it doesn’t take a lot to elicit the response. 

TF:  Jason, the… Everyone knows that AMS is a no-no. Is there anything else out there, especially 
maybe cotton wise that could be causing this stuff to be more extreme? We are seeing it more 
in the higher cotton areas. 

JN:  You know, I don’t know. I mean, we… The only thing I will tell you. First of all, in terms of testing 
as I said just a second ago, there has been mention of humidome. And I think that humidome 
data has value when you start wanting to test combinations. 130 man hours for me to look at 
just seven treatments in the field. So, my response back to that is, we are not really able to evalu-
ate a lot. We have evaluated some glufosinate. We do see a slight, not like the AMS, but we do see 
a slight increase in volatility when we tank mix glufosinate. But now glufosinate in not a labeled 
tank mix. Outside of that, you’ve got what’s interesting is, you’ve got all those nutritionals. The 
labels have all those nutritionals on there. Has anyone tested those nutritionals from a volatility 
stand point and maybe Monsanto has in a humidome. And one thing I am going to come back 
and say about humidomes, based on the data that I see here, the humidome data we have seen 
up to this point is not correlated well with what we have seen in the field. I think the humidome 
data may give you an opportunity to probably narrow down on some… kick some things out and 
say this isn’t going to work, this isn’t going to work. Now we’ve got some candidates. Let’s go to 
the field. And that’s typically how research is conducted. You go to the lab research. You knock 
out a hundred. You knock out two hundred. You go to the field, you test those and you find out 
whether those are going to truly preform on the field. I… I agree with you. I understand in terms 
of cotton and the cotton acres there. But the… there’s other areas of the US that have heavy 
cotton use. And, I don’t want to throw rocks. There’s nothing that is giving me a reason to throw 
stones at a cotton grower at this point and think that cotton is the cause of this. Is it possible? 
One thing that… anything that you add to the tank… anything that you add to a tank has the 
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potential, the potential I believe, to influence the volatility. I will be the first to tell you that. Now 
who is going to test that? I don’t know. But I’ll tell you, if we are going to test that here in the 
state of Arkansas, somebody had better start building some additional experiment stations and 
we had better start hiring some folks. Because we can’t do it with what we have now.

TF:  I have another follow-up question here. The number of growers in Lee County that actually 
apply dicamba would be very few. I mean, you could probably name 7. And a lot of that went 
out under hoods. And it was right after that, in one particular incidence, that’s when the bomb 
went off, so that wasn’t…

JN:  Well a hood… so again, I will come back and say, a hood, from a volatility stand point a hood… 
and Tom walked some of those down there where they were underneath a hood. They were 
underneath a hood and it was moving in various directions. A hood, that’s what folks need to 
realize, a hood does not correct a volatility issue. A hood… The material hits the ground. It’s 
on the soil surface. It comes off of the soil surface. A hood is not going to solve that. And yes, 
I was told in Lee County… Tom was the one that said. I spent a lot of time in Crittenden and I 
was down in Lee County but most of my summer has been spent in Crittenden and Mississippi 
County. A hood will not correct a volatility problem. 

Dr. Baldwin: I would like to follow up on some of our earlier discussions. We will be testing additional 
Liberty products. When this topic came up we got interested, obviously, and started going out 
and taking samples. Subsequently we were contacted and in some cases by manufactures, 
saying, we want to send you some of our product for you to run through the lab. So we will be 
following up not only with the suspect samples but with several other samples also. So we will 
have additional information on that topic later. 

(Taking questions from the public)
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Addendum - Appendix C: Monsanto Presentation 

Day 2 Dicamba Task Force
First Set of Presentations (Monsanto)
(Transcript for video 102209 8)

TW: Ty Witten- 15 years working with Monsanto. North American Crop Protection Business & Technol-

ogy Development

TM: Tom Moore- Regulatory Field Scientist. Dissipation Movement

JH: John Hemminghaus- Formulations expert

TF: Task Force

-What have we learned from Field Volatility Research?

TW:  Thank you for giving us this opportunity. My name is Ty Witten. I have been with Monsanto 
now for about 15 years. Some of you may know me. Some of you may have seen me before. I 
don’t hail from Missouri nor rural Arkansas so I appreciate seeing a nice pretty spot of it. I am 
from West Texas. I grew up on a cotton farm. Primarily corn, wheat, milo, those kind of things. 
For me, I remember dicamba early because I put Banvel to spike my spot sprayer for Roundup 
that my dad had me driving all up and down the cotton rows spot spraying weeds. So that is 
kind of early exposure where we are at. The next real exposure for me on dicamba was around 
2005 and 6 as part of the team that had the opportunity to look on the strategy for movement 
of the biotech product, specifically in cotton, and then follow that through a regulatory submis-
sion globally and following that approval from a biotech perspective. Currently I a lead North 
American Crop Protection Business and Technology Development for Monsanto Companies. So 
that is the capacity that I am here today under. And I appreciate the opportunity to have and 
come back and review some of the pieces we have. We have about an hour here. I would like to 
kinda move through some information on this presentation but provide a little bit of basis for 
that and leave time for questions. But before I get started I would like to introduce some of the 
folks in the room. I couldn’t answer some of these questions the best without having some of 
the experts. So I have Tom Moore with us and he will speak on a couple of slides here. He is our 
Regulatory Field Scientist that understands dissipation movement or volatility pieces submit-
ted to the regulatory agencies. And I have John Hemminghaus, he is our Formulations Expert. 
He can have some good practical stories and understanding really of the development of what 
Extedimax was and is and where we started with Clarity based type formulation. Obviously 
yawl know Tina Bodka and Rachel Hurley in the back room as well as Chet Chaney in the room. 
So, we appreciate your time and will try to answer your questions to the best of our ability. If 
we need to stop in the middle, we can do that. If that is where we get. So to start with, we want 
to briefly talk about what we learn on our volatility research. I think, you know we have some 
challenges on where do we want to start with this, about what we’ve seen outside of Arkansas. 
Obviously, Xtendimax was not approved in Arkansas. So, some of the information we are going 
to share on our off target learnings this year on the inspections we have been on is not going to 
be based on any Arkansas data. Also, where we are on basic academic trials. I believe Jason had 
the opportunity and Tom talked about some of the trials that went out this summer in recent 
field days and those pieces. Who else around the US is conducting those same type of trials 
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as well, a little bit where they are, and their data. Again, I want to be clear that it is their data. 
Those were their trials, that they have generating collectively as a group and we will talk about 
that. Anything from yawl before we get started, gentlemen? Anything from the audience? Again, 
yawl can hear me from the back? Good, appreciate it.

So we look at… Before we get started, overall what we have seen since 2009 and really the 
development of chemistry alongside where we had the biotech product in cotton and beans, 
there has been a little over 1200 trials. All different types of trials. We have been talking about 
laboratory, field research, field applications on… on the chemistry, what would happen, how do 
we understand volatility. Those have been done in controlled environment as well as in field 
settings through the iterative process. And we want to reset some of what yawl have heard in 
the past. What that iterative process looks like, what it started with in 2009 and 10 as we move 
through that early base formulation and then what we ended up in Xtendimax formulations on 
the market today. Also, I would say that even through our field investigations of the research, 
as well as what we have seen in the field. The things that I would say is that the symptomology 
thats been exhibited on a broad scale outside of Arkansas, that I have looked at and the team 
has looked at, is not indicative of a mass movement of volatility. You have some movement that 
is resulting in symptomology but the indicators that say it is volatility is the driving behind 
it, doesn’t exhibit that with the information that we have had in our inspections. Is volatility 
happening, is it a component? Absolutely. There is some of that that is going to be occurring. I 
believe we are going to show that there is not zero volatility and anybody that tells you other-
wise, it’s not the case. But it is not the driving force that we see for off target movement. So, we 
still believe we have information here to show as well as collaborative across the board that 
it is the least likely cause of damage for Xtendimax and other low volatile formulations when 
used with the product label in accordance with that label. So, with that John, you want to start 
off with a little bit of history here?

J H :   Got it. Good morning. So what I am going to do, my intent this morning is to give you a little bit 
of the perspective that Monsanto’s developed over the last 8 years as we have been working 
with dicamba formulations in an effort to develop products for use on the Xtend crop system. 
So we will start here. So, this is a slide that has been in a lot of our marketing materials and I 
don’t want to spend too much time here, except to make the point that we have been paying 
special attention to volatility since the time we started looking at dicamba in 2008-2009. I will 
show you some field data that we have for 2009 and 2010 trials and then Tom is going to talk 
a little bit about some of the more recent data that we have on the existing Xtendimax formu-
lation. Essentially, we have taken care though our humidome system to measure the volatility 
of dicamba. And this is not just the Xtendimax system, but this is Xtendimax with Roundup, 
and Xtendimax with other herbicides. We have tested each of these tank mixes that’s on our 
approved list to ensure that they have a volatility range that is on par here with our Xtendimax 
plus Roundup. So, you can see here that we have eliminated things from the system that we 
feel are important to maintaining low volatility applications. The first one here is ammonium 
sulfate. So, additives or tank adjuvants that contain ammonium sulfate can increase the volatil-
ity of dicamba. We will talk about that a little bit more as we move forward, but that has been 
a key piece of our system as we set this up. The second piece is that we have eliminated IPA 
salts of glyphosate from our recommendations. We think IPA salts of glyphosate are effective 
and they work well, but in our volatility studies they have increased the volatility beyond the 
level at which we are comfortable with. So that was something that we have not enabled or not 
approved any of IPA salts of glyphosates to be with Xtendimax. Yes?

TF:  What is the unit of measure? It say relative volatility, is that…
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J H :   This is just a relative. So in this test we set Clarity at one. And zero to one hundred percent. So 
we set Clarity plus potassium glyphosate plus ammonium sulfate as 100 percent and then these 
are the relative volatility rankings of that measurement. We have some slides in the future that 
will show the air concentrations. I just wanted to point this out as where our testing has been 
focused and the things we have eliminated in the system because of how they increase volatility 
in our testing. 

TF:  Where was this test conducted?

J H :   This test was all conducted in our laboratories in St. Louis. So this is controlled environment 
testing from our humidome method.

TF:  What was the temperature?

J H :   95 degrees Fahrenheit. So our humidome, just to give a little bit of an example about that. I 
can probably go back here. So this is a picture of the humidome. So a humidome is a lab test, 
we’ve conducted over a thousand humidome studies over the course of the last 8 years. The 
way we set these tests up is that we have these plastic tubes here and we put soil in the mid-
dle of the test. We can put plants, we can put other substrates, but soil is the thing we use the 
most because we are able to get a nice consistent source of soil. We monitor the soil moisture 
to be between 13 to 18 percent and we found that that’s because that gives us a nice consistent 
volatility result throughout the study. We pull air through this piece of polyurethane foam right 
here and we pull it through at 2 liters per minute for 24 hours. And because we know how 
much air we pulled through here and we can take this polyurethane foam puff out and extract 
the dicamba off of it. With those two pieces of information, the concentration of dicamba that 
is on that puff and the amount of air that pulled through, we can calculate the concentration of 
dicamba that is in the head space of that exact humidome. So the benefit here is that it enables 
us to test tank mixtures and to test multiple products in a quick way. And I know, I read some of 
the remarks that Jason had made last week and some of the remarks as we have been working 
through field volatility testing ourselves, it takes a lot of time, energy and resources in order to 
conduct field volatility studies. So, it has really been important for us to have a lab based meth-
od that can rank formulations and really kind of tell us at the basic level what is happening with 
dicamba volatility. So this has been a really, it has been a workhorse of an assay for us.

So, just to talk a little bit about the story of when we’ve been able to… of what we have been doing 
with dicamba. So, I think this perspective will help give you the idea of where Monsanto is, where 
we started, some of the key learnings we made over the course of our development and why we 
have confidence in the volatility performance of vapor grip technology. So, we began defining this 
methodology to measure volatility when we started working in 2008. That was one of the biggest 
challenges. How can you measure dicamba volatility consistently across different situations? We 
developed the humidome method in 2009 and you will see some data in a few slides here from 
field studies that we also developed in 2009 in accordance or in cooperation with Tom Mueller 
from the University of Tennessee. By 2011 we had conducted over 25 field studies of Banvel and 
Clarity formulations to really define the profile and magnitude of dicamba volatility. So, we will 
talk about that a little bit going forward. 2013 we started to focus on drift studies. So we con-
ducted large scale drift studies to look at drift from dicamba applications because from that first 
couple years of dicamba research, it became apparent to us that volatility was really not the main 
contributing factor to off target movement. That actually drift control and the application require-
ments we were going to put into place around drift, like boom height and nozzle selection, were 
really going to be the key aspects of keeping dicamba on target.
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2015, at that point we had actually conducted training of 50,000 applicators. Employees of Mon-
santo did a “train the trainers” sort of approach through our experience sites and some one on 
one training and exercises that we conducted. We tried to get out as much as we could and train 
as many people as we could about the key aspects of the technology. And then in 2017, of course, 
we had the full launch of the Roundup ready Xtend crop system where we had all the approved 
chemistry as well as the traits. So, we will go back now and look at some of the field data. So what I 
have here is a summary of the three trials we conducted along with Tom Mueller at the University 
of Tennessee. And this study is important because what it does is it shows the profile of dicamba 
as it volatilizes across a 72 hour period. And you can see that dicamba does volatilize. Most of the 
volatility occurs within the first 24 hours. The number as you dig into this data is about 90 percent 
of that volatile dicamba, it comes off the field in the first 24 hours. You do see additional volatility 
beyond that in the 24 to 48 hour period and the 48 to 72 hour period. But that level, or that rate of 
dicamba volatility, drops as time passes. And this gave us confidence that dicamba applied fields, 
they are not an infinite source of dicamba to volatilize. There is an amount that is going to volatil-
ize. It is going to volatilize the most in the first 24 hours and that volatility is likely going to occur in 
the heat of the day. So temperature is the key factor when it comes to dicamba volatility.

TF:  So basically you are seeing the same thing as our scientists saw?

J H :  The results that we have, in terms of the profile of volatility, is similar yes.

TF:   If you applied on a large acreage you may very well see the effects on adjacent acreage that 
we’ve seen this summer.

J H :   We can talk to that. I think the difference in what we are seeing is that the dissipation from this 
sprayed field is much faster than, than what we would see. So, you can see here concentrations 
of dicamba in the 200 to 250 Nano grams at 12 hours. So that is an air concentration of dicam-
ba. As the air comes across that field, that concentration drops rapidly as those volatile dicam-
ba fractions deposit on to surfaces. So, that is heavier than air and it will deposit as it leaves the 
treated field. So, if you think about a field and you think about air blowing across it. It is going 
to pick up a concentration of dicamba until it gets to the end of that field and then that concen-
tration of dicamba is going to drop, and it is going to drop pretty rapidly. And we have some 
slides here that actually monitor around the outside just to show how quickly that does actually 
dissipate. Yes?

TF:  What is the vapor pressure?

J H :  Of dicamba? 

TF:  Well, of your formulation, of the Extendimax formulation.

J H :   Okay. Yeah, so there is no… there is no. The vapor pressure is really of dicamba itself. So, salts 
don’t have vapor pressure. The formulations don’t necessarily have a vapor pressure. So, the 
vapor pressure of dicamba is the vapor pressure of dicamba and it doesn’t particularly matter 
what the formulation is. 

TF:  (unintelligible)

J H :   Uh, one, it depends on what you want. I, I can get that number for you but I don’t have it right 
off the top of my head. Yes?
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TF:   (unintelligible). This is an average with a temperature range. Are these slides broken out rela-
tive to temperature? (unintelligible)

J H :   These slides are not broken out to a specific temperature. But what you can see, this was a 
morning application. So, lower temperatures in the 0 to 6 and the higher temperatures here in 
the 6 to 12 as we approach the middle part of the day. That, that is when we started to ap-
proach this 95 degree temperature. So, the temperature range is 60 to 95 degrees. 60 degrees 
is typically in the evenings and 95 degrees were the average for the day time temperature. And 
that is typically the profile that you see with dicamba. You will see the majority of dicamba vol-
atility occurring within the heat of the day on that first day of application.

TF:   Where do Dan Wright and Kirk Remund live? Where’s their research at?

J H :   So, Dan Wright is a Monsanto employee with the formulations group and Kirk Remund is a 
statistician that works at Monsanto as well. So, this test was done in collaboration with Tom 
Mueller, Dan Wright, and Kirk Remund. This study is actually, is published in the Weed Science 
Journal and all this data is available there. It is a really nice journal article that shows the pro-
file of dicamba volatility.
So, as we go forward I will show now a slide from… from some studies that we performed in 
2010. And, these are now internal studies. We worked Tom and we defined a field system or 
field assay that we felt really helped us quantify the level of dicamba volatility and I think that 
it’s important to note that the most effective way we found to do field volatility is through ac-
tual air sampling. So, soybean response time studies, they are good. They give you information. 
But these air sampling studies are actually what we feel is the most critical aspect of defining 
the, the amount of dicamba that is volatilizing and then where it’s going. And so we used air 
sampling in both of those two studies. In this case we actually have a tank mix of Clarity and 
Roundup PowerMax. The temperature again, range between 70 and 93 degrees Fahrenheit. 
This tough test was carried out in Maryland Heights, Missouri which is actually near the Mon-
santo campus in the Missouri river bottom, there in Maryland Heights. You can see what we did 
here is we tested two different sprayed areas. We tested what we called a bare ground sprayed 
area (this is just pure soil) and then we tested more of a foliage type aspect. So, we actually 
took a weedy field, mowed it down and used that as our source of the uh, to spray the product 
on. We have five air samplers in this test. We had a center mast to detect the concentration of 
volatilization that was there in the center. And then we had four air samplers around the differ-
ent sides of this, this rectangular sprayed area that we are measuring the concentration 10 feet 
out of that sprayed area. So, you can see the maximum concentration of dicamba at that center 
mass was 300 Nano grams per meter cubed. As we move ten feet out of that sample area, if you 
just focus on the maximum, we saw that 15 percent of what we had measure in the center ten 
feet outside of that square. And so, dicamba rapidly dissipates as it moves from that treated 
area. The concentration in the air drops… drops pretty quickly and Tom is going to talk a little 
bit about some of the modelling data and some of the other data that we have as we go forward. 
And this, this learning on the deposition or the dissipation of dicamba in the atmosphere is 
something that really our modelling study supports as well. So this a piece of data where we ac-
tually measured concentration and it also then supports what we have seen in the later stages 
of development. Yes?

TF:  Say again what you said. Was that raw soil that it was applied on? (unintelligible)

J H :   There is two, there is two. The red is applied to… the red is actually applied to raw soil and the 
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green is applied to a mowed pasture. Are any other questions on this slide? 

So the concentration if you… if you play with the percentages. So the concentration starts 
around 300 and it is around 45 Nano grams per meter cubed 10 feet outside. So, you can see 
the magnitude of drop in dicamba concentration as it leaves the field. Ah, this is just another 
way to show this. Just to say that this study, these studies that we did in 2010 also supported 
the studies that we did in 2009 relative to the profile of dicamba volatility. This test only goes 
out to 48 hours but you can see the rapid… in this case we have more volatility in the 0 to 6 
hours than we did in the 6 to 12 hours. But you can see that by 48 hours the amount of dicam-
ba, the rate of dicamba coming up off the sprayed surface, was considerably lower than it was 
within the first 12 to 24 hours. That continues to tell us that these fields are not an infinite 
sources of dicamba. There is a finite amount of material that is going to volatize. It typically 
happens in the first 12 to 24 hours after the application.
So, now I am going to move on to some of our humidome data. So I made the point earlier 
when I was talking about the humidome, that it has given us the opportunity to test multiple 
tank mixtures and multiple products without having to go to the field every time we wanted 
to test one of these… one of these situations. And you can see here some of the formulations 
of, in tank mix with Roundup and the relative volatility of dicamba. And actually… this actually 
this gives you an air concentration of the dicamba that was… that was detected. Okay. So this is 
Clarity plus Roundup PowerMax plus Ammonium Sulfate. You can see the Ammonium Sulfate 
increase. I think Jason’s data did showed this and a lot of the other data we have seen in many 
other areas have shown this increase with Ammonium Sulfate. As an aside, one of the things 
that I think is really important is getting that Ammonium Sulfate message out there. I think in 
my experience, a lot of people are using Ammonium Sulfate and don’t necessarily think they 
are using Ammonium Sulfate. Some of the new adjuvant compendiums that are out there are 
actually clearly calling out Ammonium Sulfate as a component now that the dicamba systems 
are out in the market place. But in the past, you would have a product that was a water con-
ditioner or deposition aide and it wasn’t necessarily clearly marked on there that the product 
contained Ammonium Sulfate. So, I think that this is a big education piece. As we have looked 
at dicamba volatility, Ammonium Sulfate is the one thing that increases volatility to a level that 
we are concerned about. And that is why we made the decision to remove Ammonium Sulfate 
from the label and that is why we have really been communicating that. It’s actually part of our 
application requirements. 

You can see the volatility here from a Clarity/PowerMax formulation and then the humidome 
measurement of our Xtendimax with Vapor Grip technology and I also included our Roundup 
Xtend with Vapor Grip technology here so you can see how our humidome study shows the 
relative formulation of those two products. So, in our testing of Roundup/Xtend, the premix is 
actually the lower volatility formulation in terms of what we see here.

TF:  How long after application were those taken.

J H :   So, this an air concentration after 24 hours in the humidome. So, we spray that soil surface, 
close those containers, attach the foam plug in the hose, and then go in that 95 degree Fahren-
heit growth chamber that is set at 40 percent relative humidity. And that is the standard condi-
tion for… for that humidome method.

Okay, so that’s… that’s the end of my slides here. So, what I wanted to do here today was give 
you a feeling for what we did in 2009 and 2010. To show what we learned about the profile of 
dicamba volatility and what we were able to measure in terms of the dissipation of dicamba 
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from a treated area. And now I am going to turn it over to Tom who is going to tell you about 
some of our regulatory steps. Yup…yeah?

TF:  Did you conduct larger lot studies, like acreage, instead of small (unintelligible). 

J H :  Tom is going to tell you about the larger scale trials that we have done. Yup.

TF:  Yawls initial numbers were at 40 percent relative humidity…

J H :  Yes. 

TF:  And that test was 80 percent, or (unitelligible).

J H :   We uh… when we were doing method development, we played around with humidity quite a 
bit. One of the problems we get in that system, is that if you get the humidity level up to high, 
water condenses in that hose and then you get dilution and problems with your results. So, we 
have locked in 40 percent because it because it’s… it is not too dry, but it also provides a humid-
ity that doesn’t cause condensation in hoses. So, it’s more a function the way that the assay runs 
than anything else. Yes?

TF:   With what you just said, do you have any idea how often the humidity is 40 percent in Arkansas?

J H :  I would imagine it is a lot more humid than 40 percent in Arkansas.

TF:   Almost never. But, I mean, I question how effective the humidome tests are to field applications 
in our environment.

J H :   I think the environmental conditions in the field are going to be different than they are in the 
humidome, for sure. And we don’t always see the same… I mean we don’t always see the same 
concentrations of dicamba, we don’t detect the same concentrations of dicamba in the humi-
dome as we do in the field. What I would say is the humidome is not by any means a replace-
ment for field work, but what it does is, we always get the same typical rank. So it tends to give 
us this the same ranking of the formulations and that has really been the usefulness of the hu-
midome. We could test with AMS versus no AMS and we could see the difference. We can test, 
you know, Reflex or Flexstar with Roundup and see the difference. So, really, even as we were 
putting together that website, the Xtendimax website that had the approved tank mixtures on 
that website, it allows us to go through and really see are there anyone of these tank mixes that 
is going to cause an increase in volatility. And we set that limit in terms of what we were com-
fortable with in terms of Xtendimax with Vapor Grip and that is where we wanted to keep that. 
So that is where the humidome has been really helpful for us. Not necessarily as a segregate for 
the field.

TF:   So you look at relative humidity component, you think that the rankings are going to be similar 
to what you got. Whether its 40 or 80? 

J H :   I think the rankings are going to stay the same. I think the magnitude of what you measure is 
going to be… is going to be different. I’ve seen... I’ve seen presentations both ways that say rel-
ative humidity can increase volatility and I’ve presentations that say it can decrease volatility. 
I think relative humidity is certainly a factor, but a think there are other factors. I think… when 
we went through all of our temperature data from all of our trials. In the field or in controlled 
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environment. The single number one factor is temperature. And you can… And we can talk 
about humidity, we can talk about other things. But we should really be focusing on tempera-
ture I think as we get there.

TF:  You think humidity is a lower factor on volatility?

J H :  I believe, yeah. Okay. I will turn it over to Tom. Thanks a lot.

TM:  Good morning. Since the 6 years that I started with Monsanto, there hasn’t been a day that’s 
gone by that I haven’t thought about dicamba in some aspect. So I am really excited to come 
here and talk about some of the science that we have done and get it out there and get you all 
familiar with the rigor that went into this work that we did. And so, what I’ve got here behind 
me is a graph or a picture that shows how we do this assessment to estimate the potential ef-
fects of dicamba vapor to none target plants. This process follows EPA methods and it is a little 
bit complicated, so I hope you can bear with me through this. There are three main steps that 
I want you guys to focus on. First step is a field study where we measure the… (Handed a new 
microphone). Thank you. Alright, is that better? Thank you. Alright. So the first step is a field 
study. The purpose of that field study is to measure Flux. You can think of the Flux as the rate of 
the amount of dicamba that is coming off of the field after application. The second step is to use 
the EPA model called PERFUM to estimate air concentrations that could be present off target. 
And lastly, we examine the relationships between air concentrations and plant symptomology 
so that we can understand what sorts of off target air concentrations could elicit soybean visual 
response. Yeah, sorry (Adjusting microphone. Switching microphones again). Is that better? 
Alright! Very good. So, I will just rehash those points one more time in case you were not able 
to hear because of the mic issues. The EPA process, a little bit complicated, three main steps. So 
let’s focus on those three main steps. Measure dicamba in the field after application to deter-
mine the amount of dicamba coming off the field. And then take that information, use the EPA 
model PERFUM to estimate air concentrations off target following application. And then we 
determine the air concentrations that are associated with visual symptomology in soybeans. So, 
one of the questions I get often is, well… “Why do you need such a complicated approach? Why 
can’t you just put beans in the field and measure the effects there?” That is a great question. 
That’s a great way to do it. You get exposure, you get effects and it all happens right there in the 
field. And Monsanto has done several of those studies. It’s a perfectly good way to do that. The 
downside is, the results of those studies capture the conditions of that particular field on that 
particular day. So, in order to understand the range of potential symptoms that you can see in a 
range of conditions, you have to do a large number of those studies to really understand what is 
going on. We know these studies are hard to do, take a lot of time, a lot of resources. The bene-
fits of this approach is that we can measure flux under ideal conditions that are most conducive 
to volatility. Then combine that information with EPA model which incorporates weather data 
from all across the country and estimate air concentrations for a much larger geographical area. 
Not something we could do readily with field studies. And lastly, compare those air concentra-
tions that we are estimating with the model to measure data that we determine in a laboratory 
for air concentrations and symptomology. With any modeling exercise there is always going to 
be uncertainty in there, because we are, we are making estimates. The way we deal with that 
uncertainty is to increase the conservativism of the assessment. So, we want to make sure that 
we are over shooting rather than under shooting potential exposure and effects. And so, for 
each step of this process we are… we are incorporating a level of conservatism. So for the Flux 
study we conduct these studies in Georgia and Texas where it gets nice and warm. We apply 
it to sandy soils where dicamba is more prone to volatilize. These are near ideal conditions in 
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terms of heat and the soil matrix for measuring volatility. So we have got worst case scenarios 
there. So when we move into the modeling step, we know that we are not underestimating the 
amount of dicamba coming off of the field. For the modeling, we use weather data from a num-
ber of different geographies. So, for the data I am going to present today, we looked at Raleigh, 
North Carolina; Lubbock, Texas; Phoenix, Arizona and also Peoria, Illinois to cover the soybean 
growing region. Of those four scenarios and the data that I am going to present, we pick the 
scenario that gave us the highest estimated off target air concentrations. That would happen to 
be from Raleigh, North Carolina.

TF:   (unintelligible) …question on the field sites in Georgia and Texas. Do you know the soil types 
for those? 

TM:  Yeah, the Georgia was almost beach sand. It was 88 percent sand, it was white coastal sand, and 
in Texas it was clay soil. And then for the exposure symptomology scenario, I will talk about 
this in more detail later, we take soybeans and expose them to vapor in a sealed humidome 
environment, so similar to what John presented earlier. So this is more conservative than what 
we have seen in the field because those… the vapors in that scenario aren’t being dispersed by 
turbulence or wind or what not, they are essentially in a closed environment with that vapor. 
So, although there is some uncertainty in this assessment, there are so many levels of conserva-
tism that the results that I am going to show really cover a range of other conditions that could 
occur… in the soy and cotton growing region. 

So, this is a typical layout of a field study. And again, the purpose of this study is to measure 
Flux, so we don’t want to have any plants or anything located here. We just want to spray 
dicamba and calculate how much is coming off. So, we’ve got 28 of these different types of plots 
that we sprayed throughout the country. So in addition to Texas and Georgia, we also looked at 
Indiana and Nebraska. And so there’s two main points that I want you to focus on here. Well, 
let me back up. So we did two types of applications. We did a bare ground application, which is 
represented by the brown area here so that is about 4 acres. We also do an over the top applica-
tion. We did it with cotton and soy and that is about 10 acres. So, we need a bigger area for the 
over the top application because those plants increase surface roughness. So we have to have 
to have a… a bigger area to get a good measure of dicamba coming off. Each plot has a weather 
station. We record a number of environmental parameters. Most importantly wind speed and 
direction. We also have center mass located in the middle of each spot and that’s what is shown 
here. And what we do with that, we measure dicamba air concentrations at 5 different heights. 
So, those puff samplers that John was talking about earlier, located right here. So it is a standard 
matrix for collecting dicamba. So 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. And so as we go up in that center mass the dicam-
ba air concentrations that we collect become less. And so that relationship between height and 
air concentration is critical for determining the amount of Flux coming off the field. So these 
are the results for a Clarity application conducted in Georgia. So this is a one pound rate, 88 
percent sandy soils. So, we got two Y axis here. We will start on the X axis we have time. So we 
collect samples up to three days after application. The black line here represents the amount 
of Flux, so that is the amount of dicamba coming off of the field. And so, similar to what John 
presented earlier, these results show that the maximum amount of dicamba coming off the field 
occurs in the first 24 hours. So this represents a 0 to 6 hour time point, this represents a 6 to 12 
hour time point and this is a 12 to 24 hour time point. The red line represents the cumulative 
mass being lost. So this is the amount coming off of the field.

TF:  Say that again, now. What was the red line? 
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TM:  This is the, so there is some amount of dicamba coming off of the field. This represents the 
cumulative mass over time of how much is coming off. So these represent… these represent the 
Flux for each given period. This represents the cumulative loss. So over the three days that we 
measured dicamba concentrations, we saw that less than 0.1 percent of the dicamba applied 
volatilized from the site.

TF:  You said 0.1 percent volatilized? 

TM: 0.1 percent of the mass applied and this is a one acre, a pound per acre application.

TF:  Within 24 hours?

TM: Total over the course of three days.

TF:  What was the percentage was in 24 hours?

TM: Umm, that corresponds to this time point here. So, over… about .07. So, it is the majority.

So this is with Clarity. When we add the Xtendimax results to that, we can see that the amount 
coming off the Xtendimax field is even less relative to the Clarity. So again, a majority of the 
dicamba vapor comes off within the first 24 hours. But when we look at the cumulative mass 
over the three days it is about .05 percent. So obviously, very small amounts of dicamba that are 
coming off of the field following application. 
So we have got a good measurement of the amount of dicamba coming off field. The next step 
is to estimate air concentrations from this data for a range different locations and then under-
stand how those concentrations correlate with soybean plant symptomology. And so, in order 
to do that, we developed this relationship between air concentrations of dicamba vapor and 
soybean plant symptomology. And the way we did that was in a humidome study. And so, this a 
humidome, similar to the one John showed you earlier. Key difference being here is that we’ve 
introduced plants. John sprayed soil. It is a great standard way for making relative comparisons. 
In this case, we wanted to know what the dicamba air concentrations were that correspond to a 
level of symptomology. So, the way we did that was we incorporated… we sprayed dicamba on 
these petri dishes here. Placed those inside the humidome along with four plants. Sealed them 
up for 24 hours. Placed them in a growth chamber where we could control temperature, humid-
ity, things like that. During a 24 hour period we pulled the air through a puff sampler so that we 
could determine the amount of dicamba vapor that those plants were exposed to. After these 
plants were place in the humidome and the growth chamber for 24 hours, we moved them to the 
green house and they were grown out for 21 days. At 14 and 21 days, we measured plant height 
and assessed visual symptomology. And so, as you can see from this relationship here, we have 
got a strong linear correlation between the amounts of dicamba acid in the air and the sympto-
mology associated with it. And so we saw anywhere from 3 percent up to 52 percent sympto-
mology. I’m going to call out a couple specific levels here because they are relevant for the next 
slide. Is 5 percent, so that’s the level where you might see some waviness in the new leaves. 10 
percent where there could be some slight crinkling of the terminal leaves. This corresponded to 
concentrations of 120 Nano grams per cubic meter and 31.2 Nano grams per cubic meter. 

TF:  Can you explain to me what’s in the petri dishes?

TM:  Sure. We took those petri dishes and put them in a track sprayer and sprayed various amounts 
of dicamba on top of those. So, we used that as a way to introduce dicamba into the test system.
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TF:  Why would you not use soil?

TM:  Yeah. So in this case… so we use soil for making relative comparisons. For this case we don’t 
want anything that would bind to the dicamba and introduce more variability into our system, 
so we have an inert material like glass, everything that is sprayed there could potentially volatil-
ize. So, we had to work really hard to get the right mix of dicamba on these and so sometimes 
we put 2 plates on and sometimes we put 4 plates on and sometimes we put 6 plates on so that 
we could get this nice range of concentrations.

TF:  So you totally eliminate any environmental variability. Is that what you are saying?

TM:  Yeah. This gives us a more controlled system. Because again we are just interested in getting 
that air concentration.

TF:  And the air concentration is what?

TM:  So the air concentration? So for 5 percent visual response is 31.2 Nano grams per cubic meter. 
For 10 percent is 120 Nano grams per cubic meter. 

TF:   Now, how does that compare with your field studies you had earlier? Like, as far as the amount 
in the field?

TM: Yeah, it’s coming.

J H :   So, the one comment I… I mentioned… get this turned on… I mentioned that concentration of 
dicamba that was outside of that treated area. So, we had 300 Nano grams in the center of that 
plot. 10 feet outside of that plot we had 45 Nano grams and as you move away from that plot, 
the level of dicamba decreases from there.

TM:  So now that we understand this relationship. We know how much dicamba air vapor corre-
sponds to symptomology. We can compare that to the air concentration we estimated using the 
EPA model.

TF:  Back up a slide a minute, if you don’t mind.

TM: Sure.

TF:  For the 52 percent up there, do you have a slide of the injury from that?

TM: No… I don’t have a picture of that.

TF:   Alright, so make sure I got this right. So, outside of your studies you found 45 Nano grams in 
the field studies?

J H :  10 feet.

TF:  10 feet from the source, you found 45?

J H :  That is correct.

TF:  In your example here its 31 and (unintelligible)
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TM: 120.

TF:  (unintelligible) Okay, I’ve got my ranges.

J H :   And the other thing to point out is, that the initial study where we found the 45, was actually 
from the Clarity plus Roundup PowerMAX. So the 45 Nano grams was not from the Xtendimax 
plus Roundup treatments, it was from the Clarity plus Roundup treatments.

Advisory member: Also, that was a 1 pound application.

J H :  That is exactly right… you are right, it was a 1 pound application.

TM: Okay, so taking that information, we’ve got… Do you have another question?

TF:   On your 4 acre bare ground plot a you had, and the 10 acre bare ground, do you measure the 
level of dicamba outside of those areas?

TM:  The primary measurements come from the center mast cause we… again, it’s the relationship 
between height and concentration that’s really critical for measuring Flux. We do it… we do 
have air samplers located outside and those are only running during the application period. So 
those…

TF:  (unintelligible) …is the level in the center… (unintelligible) 

TM:  Yeah. So the level in the center, the air concentrations are used to calculate the rate that comes 
off.

TF:  Do you have that number?

TM:  So they vary over time and by distance. So there’s a lot of numbers. But the take away is that it’s 
not necessarily the concentrations that we detect. It’s how they decrease off the center mass 
that we’re really interested in for Flux calculations.

TF:  You don’t have those numbers?

TM: Yeah, I do have the numbers but there’s a lot. So…

TF:  What was the average you would say, just off the top of your head?

TM: I would hesitate to guess without having them in front of me. So…

TF:   I’m just a producer and I have trouble following all these Nano grams and all this. I’m not as 
concerned with what you are seeing with the rates as I am with what you are going to do with 
my crop. The damage is going to occur and I don’t care what the concentration is. The damage 
is there and if it damages me what are we going to do about that? 

TM:  Yeah, I understand. And that is what we are building to. And so, on the next slide I hope I can 
answer that question for you. 

TF:  Thank you.
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TM:  Holler at me if I don’t. Alright. So, I am going to draw your attention to these vertical lines, the 
horizontal lines here, excuse me. So this 120 Nano grams per meter. So that comes from the 
previous slide. That represents 10 percent symptomology. 31.2 Nano grams per meter. That 
represents 5 percent symptomology. So, remember when I told you we build in a lot of con-
servativism into those. So, we look at Flux that comes from our crop scenarios. From our bare 
ground scenarios. And we calculate Flux a couple of different ways and pick the one that gives 
us the highest. And incorporate that into our PERFUM model. We measured it for Raleigh, and 
Lubbock, and Phoenix, and Peoria. Raleigh always gives us the highest. That is what I’m show-
ing here.

TF:  Where did you get that data from? The 13.4 on the (unintelligible)?

TM:  13.4. So these are the air concentrations that we estimated from the model at 5 meters, so 16.4 
feet downwind of the application area. Yes?

TF:  It is not real data, it’s just model data?

TM:  It is the model data based on the Flux information… the Flux that we measured in the field and 
weather conditions from those four locations. These are estimates but again we shoot high so 
that we’re not underestimating.

TF:  So you don’t have any real data, other than models?

TM:  So we have the dicamba that we measured in the field. We have the… we have the weather data 
from these different locations. We put them together to estimate an offsite concentration. We 
calculate a range of concentrations. What I am showing here is the 95th percentile. So, it’s a 
number that is higher than all but 5 percent of all the possible estimates. So again, this over 
shooting.

J H :   The really important measured data is the Flux. So the Flux is the concentration of dicamba that 
is coming off of the field per square meter of field that is treated. So that tells you how much 
dicamba is really coming up. And that is why it is really hard to get to a single… a single air con-
centration number. Because that Flux really tells you, okay, if you spray this acre, this number 
of acreage, this is the rate of dicamba that is coming up. So this is the amount of acre that you 
sprayed. So this is the amount of dicamba then that you would calculate if you assumed that 
that rate was consistent across the four acre sprayed area that you had or not. So there is real 
data. The data is based on the air that is actually… the dicamba that is captured in the center 
of the plot and then that data is then modeled based on weather data for how it would move 
outside of the plot. And what it really shows is dissipation. So it shows that you have concentra-
tions of dicamba in the center of the field. It shows that the peak of that volatility occurs within 
the first 24 hours. Volatility remains low throughout the 72 hours. You can detect some dicam-
ba. And then it says as you move outside of that treated field, just like those initial field studies, 
where we showed that dissipation from the center to outside the sprayed area, that the dicam-
ba is behaving the same way. At least as these models would predicted it to be.

TM:  So we have good agreement between what I am showing here and what John showed earlier 
from his field studies.

TF:  My point is, that data you are showing on the screen is not field data, its modeled data.
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TM: Yeah, it is estimated.

J H :  Correct, correct.

TF:   Can you show us, since you can model this, then surely you have modeled what affects you 
would see if you sprayed this over thousands of acres, instead of just a few acres. Can you show 
us that?

TM: Yeah. So that’s not… that’s not something that we’ve modeled.

J H :   Yeah, we have the capability to do that and we are actually looking into that now. So we did 
scale… What is the acreage scaled up to Tom?

TM: This represents an 80 acre application area.

J H :   That’s why flux is so important because it gives you the rate of dicamba and you can do these 
on 10 acres and scale them up to 80. We are going to take a look scaling them up even higher 
than that. The important part here is the dissipation that occurs from that sprayed field. We 
think that that is the critical thing. So the rate of dicamba… that’s why we go back to volatility, 
we do not believe is a main contributing factor here because you can measure some volatility 
but it dissipates very rapidly as it leaves that treated area. Yes? 

TF:  What’s the largest area that you have measured Flux on?

TM:  For measuring Flux, the largest are is 10 acres. But then using the model, we model offsite expo-
sure for up to an 80 acre application.

So, a couple points I want to leave here you with is that these are high end estimates of poten-
tial exposure. We are comparing them to high exposure scenarios from the humidome study. 
For those soybeans that were enclosed for 24 hours with dicamba vapor. When we look at the 
95th percentile concentration here. So, highest estimated… one of the highest estimated con-
centrations we have. We see that they are well below levels that would result in visual symp-
tomology. And again, as John pointed out, these results are in line with what was presented 
earlier from the earlier field studies conducted in 2009 time frame.

TF:  What year? Did you say 2009?

TM: Yeah, the (unintelligible) study was 2009.

J H :   The studies that we did in the field between 2009 and 2011. Those studies correspond with the 
results we got here and this study was conducted in what? ‘16?

TM: 2015. Well I appreciate your… the opportunity to talk with you today. Thank you.

TW: Anymore questions for Tom?

Advisory Member: It looks like your company spent a lot of money looking at volatility prior to the 
release of this product, and so when we started having so many acreage issues, did you take the 
opportunity to put any measurements out in any large scale field areas so we could see what’s 
going on? (unintelligible)… looks like that would have been cheaper and easier to know what 
the volatility is, to get these larger areas and do some studies. 
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TW:  Great question. So for those of you that didn’t hear. He said, hey what about… what are we 
doing for measuring volatility now and how it gets used versus what we had for laboratory 
studies. There is a couple of distinctions I want to give and the reasons these gentlemen got up 
and talked about is… is the absolute understanding of what could volatilize. We felt it was very 
important versus some of the practical pieces. What does it do for seed production? What does 
it do when I spray it on my farm in West Texas, or in Arkansas, or in Illinois? What’s going on 
and what do we need to understand for environmental safety, as well as grower safety. I think 
and there is two different things there that we need to be clear about. And so, as we understand 
that environmental safety assessment versus what happens if I’m spraying next to Lloyd that’s 
my neighbor. What happens to his field? There is a couple of things we needed to consider with 
this product. And I would say that one that is very important in all of this, is, use of a buffer. And 
where does that come at. And we will talk about that briefly before we go to the next slide is… 
is if you read closely, things that are called sensitive crops or susceptible crops. One of those is 
soybeans. And it says, if it is down wind do you spray? And is a buffer good enough? No it is not. 
And the comment is, you don’t spray. Because physical drip, regardless of the volatility, is still 
going to be the primary factor of that off target movement to that field that is close. So is a 110 
foot, because that’s what the folks say. Hey, if I got 110 foot it should be okay with my neighbor 
if it is down wind. Our comment is, no it is not, because the label says don’t spray. The 110 foot 
buffer is not meant to protect your neighbor. If you want to protect your neighbor, then don’t 
spray when a susceptible crop is down wind. And so, the field tests, the things that go out, is 
where we have thousands of acres of seed production and other pieces in development of this 
from 2013. And those pieces corroborate the information that we have here that says, what’s 
the visual symptomology when we’ve had off target movement and what we’ve experienced in 
the field of the product and product development. Does it result in the symptomology that we 
having being reported across some areas of the US that say I have blanket fields, I’ve got cover-
age, it’s wall-to-wall, it’s got to be volatility cause hey, I saw my neighbor spraying three days 
ago and it’s here. A couple other things is, understanding that it happens 14 to 21 days and that 
drift rate. What happens with environmental conditions with potential inversion or spraying 
into an inversion with a small droplet size? Some of those things can be really important even 
if you’re using an approved product. And when you are not using an approved product that 
even continues to exacerbate those issues. So real quickly, I am going to move on. Briefly, where 
we are here is we still… we still have information and believe volatility is still not the primary 
driver of the symptomology we are seeing across the mass… mass movement here. Know that 
volatility does occur. Absolutely occurs. But the amount that would occur is going to happen 
very quickly within 24 hours, you could detect it out to 72. But again dissipation or the move-
ment from that field as it moves across, Dicamba is heavier than air, it is going to fall out over 
time. And where it does is going to be fairly quickly after that sprayed field of whatever will 
volatilize within a 24 hour period. 

TF:  And that distance would be?

TW:  So, distance is going to be… by the information they have here let’s say it could be, let’s say, 
40 foot, could be 100 foot, you know, but it is not going to be a half mile or ten miles from 
the mass and what would happen across that. Now, could you get captured in an inversion? 
Would you spray in an inversion? I think that those things are different comments. But, from 
the true volatile fraction of what would happen, provided low volatile formulation without 
AMS or other pieces, the amount of magnitude that would come off and move is not going 
to, from yawls perspective, is not going to be the driving force of some symptomologies that 
occur outside of your label of a quarter mile of a downwind susceptible crop being sprayed.
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J H :   Tye. If I could just jump in real quick. From all of the studies that we have done, we have never 
seen volatility go beyond the drift field. We have never seen it go further than the spray drift. 
Typically the level of symptomology we’ll see from a study when we have plants in the field. We 
will see symptomology at 30 feet. We will see some symptomology at 15 ft. You get out beyond 
40 to 50 feet, and the amount of symptomology you see is incredibly low, if you see any. So it is 
really in that 50 foot area around a field where we do still see some symptomology do to vola-
tility. That is because it dissipates and deposits very rapidly as it leaves the treated area. 

TW:  I think the… I think the piece with that is… in a field situation it takes, unless you have a cover 
up, as Jason explained earlier with buckets, plants, sheets, whatever it is. Be able to detect that. 
That’s one level of methodology to do it. The other one would be is if you have a prevailing 
wind or low variable winds outside that wind that would be opposite at some point in time 
maybe that would be a way you would have some detection of that volatile fraction. So in other 
words, I am spraying in prevailing winds moving North by Northwest. That’s where you are go-
ing to see drift symptomology. Volatility is going to be a component of that. But does it exceed 
that drift plume? I would say it would not. But, hey did volatility occur? You want to go back 
and say, okay when the wind… did it go down to zero or did it change direction, do I have symp-
tomology up field? Those are ways you detect and see if you have volatile fractions occurring. 
So, if it’s still staying within a prevailing wind movement then of course it is going to be within 
that drift plume. So again, you need coverage as we talked about earlier or something to isolate 
those plants or bring in surrogates within those areas.

Advisory member: I’ve got a question, what was the relative humidity range with your field trials?

TW:  The field trials and regulatory studies… I think there was a variable range for relative humidity 
from Georgia to Texas to the North.

TM:  Yeah, so… is this on… so it got up to 90 percent in both cases. So, it is higher in the morning and 
goes down over the course of the day to maybe 60 percent.

TF:   You were saying that the volatility wouldn’t do much more than the drift plume might be. But 
how do you explain in my situation where 100’s and 100’s of acres were sprayed and I see 
symptomology from every square corner of my fields and I can’t see anything but the same 
symptomology across… and I can even see it as far as 2.5 miles. That is not a drift plume.

TW: No. I would say…

TF:  So are you saying I’m just seeing something else?

TW:  David, I can’t answer your question. I’ve walked east of the ridge and up into Tennessee, and in 
the Boot Hill of Missouri and some of these acres that we’ve seen in these fields and I will tell 
you some of them you would say… hey there is some prevailing movement or some patterni-
zation coming out from those fields. But some of those fields I would say is… could be tank 
contamination that is not, maybe you have some old dicamba within the tank. Some of it I can’t 
tell you or give you an answer or say I can absolutely point to that investigation that would 
happen. There’s a lot of things that have gone on. I don’t know if it was Xtendimax in, it wasn’t 
in Arkansas I will tell you that. Was it used with the appropriate methods in and around all the 
surrounding areas? I don’t know if you are able… will be able to get into what happened within 
that. But, I can tell you from what we know from this product and what we’ve seen in multiple 
states. 33 states across the US on 25 million acres. On issues and calls we’ve been on, and I will 
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get into some of the ones we have been on, as well as the success of what’s going on. So again, 
I think there’s some questions that this group as well as the academic community has, within 
Arkansas, to continue to investigate and to understand, is there something unique here that we 
don’t have information for right know or can point to?

TF:   Earlier we talked about humidity may not be as big of a factor as temperature. You never got 
into what that temperature… where you think it really starts to be a problem.

J H :   So, the vapor pressure of dicamba is related directly to the temperature. And you can look at 
studies on how temperature impacts vapor pressure. If you look at those curves, temperature 
really has no effect on vapor pressure below 30 degrees C which is, you know, 90 degrees 
Fahrenheit… high 80’s Fahrenheit. So, you will start to see some impacts. On our studies… 
we’ve conducted all of our studies around 95 degrees Fahrenheit. So, all the studies that you 
have seen in a controlled environment have been conducted around 95. We are confident in 
the volatility performance of Xtendimax in those high 90s. We have tested up to 105 degrees 
and looked at that volatility difference. You will see higher volatility as temperature increases 
but then it gets down to actually determining… it’s going to dissipate quickly when it leaves the 
field. So, what’s that relevant temperature that you really want to get to? 95 degrees is a rele-
vant temperature, I’d say, for dicamba volatility.

TW:  Okay. So real quickly, we will go through some of the pieces that we had. We had the opportu-
nity to bring together… we appreciate the involvement of 5 of the Universities meet earlier in 
the year to say… Hey, what would we need to look at? What would be the bioassay for a field 
trial? And I think for this group, I believe some of yawl were out last week or early this week, 
no last week with Jason and some of his trials outside of Keiser and those are represented 
here. His peers also conducted this with the University of Tennessee, Mississippi State, Pur-
due, and University of Nebraska. These are different trials that are ongoing at this time that 
Monsanto had the opportunity to help support. But these were their trials that they came 
together as a group with their assay development and be able to detect in a field situation. 
And so, I absolutely support their information coming out of them. Real quickly, they have the 
low tunnel volatility trial, the hoop huts… the small in field hoop houses that you have that I 
believe yawl saw, that had PVC pipe. You had 4 pounds, in this case, of dicamba on flats put in 
there and you have volatile fraction coming out and exposing those plant rows immediately 
adjacent. We have a large plot drift in volatility, where you had the buckets to show that drift 
plume and what volatility components would be associated with there. Then we had some 
small plots drift with nozzles and boom height to show the effect of application requirements 
and how important those are. And those trials are ongoing and we feel very confident in 
the information coming out of those trials and we appreciate the folks and their interest in 
doing it. This is coming out of Purdue. This is preliminary data that Dr. Brian Young sent out 
of Purdue University of his low tunnel volatility trial. And I think that what we are going to 
see across all these, in my estimation, is you are going to see some differences whether it’s 
the performance of a Xtendimax or an Engenia or all those that you have low volatile prod-
ucts are going to be relatively low or together. They shift and go back and forth depending 
on where you are at. But all those will be of the 4 pound rate, the lowest amount that would 
occur immediately adjacent to that hoop house and exposure and quickly dissipate across 
that field. One of the key things that we want to show is that again the Banvel piece is abso-
lutely higher immediately outside house and AMS can take away any benefit you have there. 
And so, we appreciate Brian sending this to us as an example of what goes on and where the 
injury symptoms was immediately adjacent to the flats. And again, it can… quickly dissipated 
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out beyond the first and second row. And so, that’s an important piece of this. Is if you put in 
a 4 pound rate under a hoop house, have increased that humidity at a high rate, increase tem-
perature, all that dicamba is being volatilized there, pushed out along that hood. What does 
it look like and what are that soybean injury at the time immediately adjacent to that field 
exposure. So, these are some of the data that are going to be ongoing that you will see from 
these Universities as we had on the previous slide.

TF:  How long was it out there?

TW: It is 24 hours. 

TF:  24 hours.

TW: Yeah

Advisory Member: 48

TW:  Yeah, 48 sorry. So they kept that out there. Anything else Jason? You want to make any com-
ments? 

J N :  It’s two pounds, not four. 88oz of Xtendimax, that’s 2 pounds.

TW: Yeah, 2 pounds 4x rate. Sorry. Thank you. Any other comments? Okay.

So, where are we in 2017? Briefly, I’ll level where we stand, where we think, on seed product 
throughout the US. About 25 million acres this year that got planted whether you are talking 
about cotton and beans across 34 states basically. We’ve had good reports. Good success 
across a lot of the areas. Obviously in this tristate, specifically in Arkansas, had some ques-
tions on that. Again, Xtendimax was not part of the program in Arkansas but obviously the 
trait was. I feel like the… obviously the gen x and pieces that we are not talking about are not 
in question, but I feel very confident in the products that we have. I want to stop here a little 
bit and say that introduction of the product to the market place brought some challenging 
results: One, on how it came to market was unique. On having a one tip and no tank mixes 
starting off the season. And some of the other things I will talk about here is kind of to give 
you a story about that, of adding tips to that Xtendimaxapplicationrequirements.com or 
Engenia had the same piece as well as tank mix partners. We made the comment earlier that 
one of the things that we felt was important for our tank mix partners to take an additional 
step other than understanding just movement and drift, to get a tip or product approved, 
understanding those tank mixes. We went ahead and said… Hey, we want to make sure those 
herbicides that we have on our website goes through a volatility test as well. That we want 
that extra step, just to make sure that we are giving that lowest volatility option. One of the 
pieces we had was the use of a DRA to measure particle size and physical movement. That 
DRA brought in some questions. So, the primary thing on our label that we had as a new 
requirement was to monitor for weed resistance. I think that is still one of the overruling 
things that we have here is we have resistant… glyphosate resistant weeds that growers are 
looking for opportunities to control. So that’s still was a primary piece that we had starting 
the season. So, with that conditions of registration we had a product here… we have a phone 
number here that we had to have published that said… Hey, if you have any issues on weeds, 
call this number and we will come out and understand the potential for weed resistance, 
sample and ah… determine whether it is or is not. That was the basis for that primarily. So, 
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we had initial calls on use of DRAs and coverage and some other pieces, but as we went into 
the season saying we could use this number to continue to support product inquiries and un-
derstand and gather information, the same questions yawl have. If growers or applicators are 
having issues, call this number and we will come out and get a field engagement specialist 
in there. Collect some basic information data, to gather continued information on education, 
product improvement, whatever we need to do. We’ve been doing that. And we’ve been doing 
that very actively. And so, when somebody calls in, they get a number in St. Louis… a real 
person does answer and a grower gets a phone call back within 48 hours and tries to sched-
ule a field visit. That has been our process all season long. So, to date we responded to over a 
thousand inquires specifically on applicators who’ve sprayed Xtendimax. So, I want to make 
that clear, because this is not the total mass of calls we’ve received. This is a caller that says… 
Hey, I bought the product or I applied the product, Xtendimax, I have a question. And so, this 
is not the entire population. And these are the people that have self-disclosed, self-called, and 
said… Hey, I want some help, I need something to do. So, obviously, no calls from the state of 
Arkansas done on this. But one of the things we have is our early evaluation where Xtendi-
max was used, factors leading to off target movement are readily identifiable. Is that we have 
somethings that we can talk about and point to that says the label may not have been fol-
lowed. The use of illegal dicamba products and other contamination or other issues- sprayer 
hygiene, whatever else, are factors not reflected in this information. We haven’t got that piece 
yet, we haven’t gone down, and we may not go to see what was all surrounding the field in 
question. Right? We don’t have the ability to walk on your piece of ground just as well as you 
don’t have one to walk on mine. So, obviously we are going to the site of the caller that says, 
this is the piece of ground that I have a question on, we are going to inspect and go there. So 
that’s where we are at. 

The majority of the cases also, volatility does not appear to be the cause of off target move-
ment. I will get into some specifics here real quickly. So out of those over a thousand inves-
tigated through that phone number, of individuals who sprayed Xtendimax, and they have 
self-disclosed and called us. By our field engagement specialist… so when we started this 
season to support this we brought on about one hundred-thirty people on to Monsanto as-
sociated throughout 33 states across the US to help support these field calls, so we could fast 
respond. We could also use these folks to make sure they were familiar with agriculture. A 
lot of them are retired extension service folks, company folks that have careers in agriculture 
that know what they are looking at as they go into these farms. So that was the important 
piece too, and we appreciated the staff that has really helped us throughout the year. What 
we’ve done is… we have evaluated compliance on the data provided us from the applicator. 
These are the factors that are still driving some of the pieces on the label for the off target 
movement that has been reported. Some of the things that we have continued to look at is, 
the approved tank mixes. In doing that, as you can imagine, that data set gets quite large. 
You’ve got 130 people entering in all the tank mixes. We’re trying to look at those permuta-
tions and understand what was approved and what wasn’t. Understand the calculation of in-
formation we’re given on nozzle pressure, gallons per acre, tip, ground speed, as those things 
jive together in terms of what we were being told. And understanding the sensitive crops 
downwind and what was surrounding those individuals on label compliance as well. So, obvi-
ously, there’s some other things that could be included. And again, we don’t necessarily know 
what the neighbors were doing. We don’t know if off label products where used. Again we’re 
testing for weather factors, on inversion and those pieces. 

This is the data that we have to date, specifically as of the 18th, I believe, is what we had on 
here for this trial. We have had 1,356 calls come into the call center in St. Louis. We’ve been 
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on a little over a thousand of those so far across the US. 858 of those applicators, with their 
information they provided, we had sufficient data to review those first 7 of 10 that I talked 
about. Not including tank mixes, not understanding fully what’s sensitive around them and 
the buffer pieces. What we have today is of the 77 percent of the cases evaluated, about 660 
of those, they self-reported errors with one or more of the factors that we had. And I will go 
to those details here in a minute. We are still evaluating key requirements for environmental 
and weather data. There has been lots of reports, I think, by Missouri and Tennessee of inver-
sions. Other pieces. We want to double check some of those things where a test wasn’t con-
ducted in the field at the time of application. Are those factors? Or other things that may have 
been associated within the neighbors on that. On these 158 that we have that are incomplete 
information, we are going back to those applicators, asking them for more detailed notes 
and information if they have it. 340 are in process today throughout the US and in the north-
ern territories as we move out. And again we still have the pieces on the ones that look like, 
okay are there other environmental factors and other issues around surrounding neighbors 
that may have been involved? But out of the 660 were clearly identifiable factors that could 
have contributed to that volatility… or not volatility for off target symptomology, excuse me. 
So, when we look at off target movement, what’s our highest number here? Really, it’s this 
required buffer and whether they used a buffer, didn’t use a buffer, or should have not have 
applied. That still continues to be one of the primary factors we see out of the folks we have 
investigated on. About half of those there indicated that the required buffer was in question. 
To use one as well as do not apply. Again, we have some issues with approved nozzles, boom 
height and all the way down to ground speed being below speed. So, one of the things that we 
have here is training continues to be an important component of this versus what you might 
be used to or folks have been used to up front. We feel like that is important. One of these 
pieces that we will continue to come out with is understanding of environmental conditions. 
What can we provide in tools, education efforts, and other pieces that can active, real-time 
assessment before you flip the switch in the field as some of those may have been doing that? 
We will continue using some of the resources that we have around climate and other things 
to really understand the weather impact. Some of the questions you gentlemen have posed 
here about humidity, other things to correlate data to come back and say was there an over-
riding factor on the information we gathered on these calls that we actually have quantitative 
data from now. We have time of application, we have date of application, we have conditions 
of application and can go back and say okay… is there any correlation between those? And 
again, what was going on with the proximity of fields, and other inversion conditions, in 
some of these other situations.

Facilitator: (Call for two minutes remaining) 

TF:   Is Monsanto ready for, if someone approves and uses a non-registered product, is Monsanto 
willing to take their technology agreement away? 

TW:  That is a great question. So the question was, “Is Monsanto ready to remove a technology 
agreement if somebody doesn’t use right technology?” I will tell you this formally, we absolutely 
support the State’s interest in having, you know, more substantial fines for egregious acts and 
issues. If the States, through their adjudication and their conformation of that grower behaving 
in an inappropriate way. If we can evaluate that and understand that to remove a license. We 
would absolutely, strongly support the State’s recommendation to do that and go through those 
possibility. So if the State can help identify and shows adjudication and cause to that person, 
supplies that information to Monsanto, we absolutely will strongly take that under advisement 
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to have that as potential acts to remove a license, yes. Any other questions? Really, I’m done 
here for the most part. We can talk about our intentions for 2018 on training and other pieces. 
One with our actions with EPA, we might can address that and questions. For the most part 
are a couple of slides that may have been left. I will leave it for one or two questions. We do 
appreciate your time today. We know you have a lot of things to evaluate and whether there is 
more time in the future or what not. We have a lot of information on weather and other things 
we will have in year-end review as we move throughout the remaining weeks of the season. 
Especially with our complete analysis of where we are for off target movement, calls and folks 
that were non applicators. 

***Break for lunch***
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Dicamba Task Force Day 2 
Second set of Presentations (BASF)
(Transcript for video LIVE0030, 115732 and 112314 9)

JB: Jeff Birk - PhD in Weed Science, Regulatory Manager for BASF

RB: Ryan Bane- Innovation Specialist for BASF

SB: Steve Bow- Manager Biology/Herbicide Group for BASF

[LIVE0030 Transcript]

JB:  Thank you for the time to come up here today and represent BASF and try and answer some of 
your questions and give you a little perspective on what we’ve seen over the last year and some 
of our experiences. My name is Jeff Birk, and I’m actually the regulatory manager for our dicam-
ba products, including Engenia [Video Live0030 end, 115732 video picks up]. A little bit about 
myself. I have a background… I am a PhD Weed Scientist, 30 years in the industry. Started out in 
research and product development and then spent the last 15 years or so in regulatory. So, I have 
a pretty wide perspective on a lot of different angles but not necessarily an expert on any one. So, 
in a supporting capacity, I have two other individuals from BASF. I have Ryan Bane, who is our 
Innovation Specialist here from Jonesboro, Arkansas. So, he is very familiar with what you have 
experienced this last year. And then also Steve Bow and he manages our Biology/Herbicide 
Group out of RTP. So, I’m out of Raleigh, North Carolina as well as Steve and then Ryan is local. 
Okay. So, I think in general terms what we would like to do… um… I think this is a good setup, the 
way this is organized just by chance. I think Monsanto did an excellent job doing some heavy 
lifting and trying to explain some of the more technical aspects of what we look at and how we 
develop and research products for this new technology. It makes my brain hurt and I work on 
this every day. So, I appreciate the questions you have and I am sure as we get into this if there 
are still remaining questions or some confusion over details, we can all work together to try to 
make sure you have a fuller understanding of that, okay. What I would like to do is a little bit 
lighter. Just go through and talk a little bit about our experience. We’ve worked with dicamba for 
over 50 years. We are the primary registrant for dicamba. And we have got experience with 
improvements in the technology over the years as we have worked our way up to use in dicamba 
tolerant crops. I will give you a perspective of what we have seen in the field. And give you a little 
overview about, you know, what we are seeing, what could be some possible explanations for 
what we are seeing. And just go through those as well. So, I don’t think I really to remind any-
body the need for the technology. Obviously with glyphosate resistant weeds and the prevalence 
for them in the mid-south. There are new tools that are needed. And obviously, dicamba is a tool 
that is very effective. I don’t think that anyone would actually doubt the effectiveness of dicamba 
for the control of those broadleaf weeds. Just a picture of a clean field with the amaranth re-
sponse. So our experience has been, when used as directed on the label, the product is highly 
effective for the control of these resistant weed species. And it adds a very good additional level 
of mode of action. Particularly when combined with pre-emergent residual products. Followed 
by a post emergent application. And I think that is probably the core value of this system is the 
earlier timing. And I think that is one thing we probably need to all appreciate and try to pre-
serve. That is where you are going to get the biggest bang for the buck. And it is clearly the 

9  For the accompanying video to this and other presentations, visit: 
https://youtu.be/5Ov8yoStlUg and https://youtu.be/lSxePjLr2Yc
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strong point of the technology is… are those early applications. Yes, there could be value in some 
of the later applications, but it may be that those are some that were perhaps less likely to try 
and manage in some way. So, early application highly effective. And certainly valuable technology 
for the control of glyphosate resistant weeds. A little bit of looking at we have been seeing this 
year. And I know we have heard this all before. But I would like to reiterate that there’s really no 
plant species that we know of that is more sensitive to dicamba than soybeans, conventional 
soybeans. And it is the… it is the canary in the coal mine for dicamba if you will. Okay, if dicamba 
is anywhere near, the faintest whiff, they will show you a visual response. Okay. And it doesn’t 
take much. But they have a certain capacity to respond back and recover from that, particularly 
with early exposure. So, it’s not doubt that when someone goes out and finds the curled leaf, the 
cupped leaf, that it is an emotional issue for you. I understand that and the injury is there, but we 
have to understand that in many cases it is just that canary in a coal mine, giving you an indica-
tion that dicamba has been there. Not that necessarily that the canary is going to die. That it is 
really just a visual indication. And it is an amazing tool, really, to think about studying pesticide 
movement. Not just dicamba but any pesticide that is applied. Because a lot of this is attributed 
to physical drift and you can apply that to anything that is sprayed. So, if you think about using 
dicamba in soybeans as a tool to understand physical drift, it would perhaps give you a greater 
appreciation for anything and everything you spray. Knowing that the same thing is happening 
with a fungicide, or an insecticide, and other herbicides that are less visual in their response on 
non-targets. So, I think it’s probably a good lesson for all of us to step back and appreciate that 
when we are out there making applications, we need to be careful no matter what we are apply-
ing. So, I eluded to before that BASF has over 50 years of experience with dicamba. And we went 
through a fairly lengthy process of developing the new technology in the form of Engenia, a 
lower volatility formulation of dicamba for use in DT crops. We evaluated that internally and 
additionally took it to Universities. And on top of that the additional regulatory requirements 
that we’ve had to put forward to the EPA to get the technology approved. I can tell you as the 
regulatory manger that in basic terms, Engenia is just a new formulation of dicamba. But the 
amount of work that we had to do to support that through EPA’s evaluation was closer to a new 
active ingredient. So this is a… it’s a unique herbicide registration for a new use. And it received a 
lot of additional regulatory scrutiny, part of which were the field flux [Video 115732 end, 
LIVE0030 video picks up] studies that Monsanto explained to you a little bit before lunch. So 
we’ve done a lot to work with the EPA, states and local grower groups, commodity groups, to try 
and present this technology prior to its commercial launch this last year in preparation for the 
proper stewardship and success of that new technology. So in doing so [unintelligible] was 
optimize for weed control. I think that’s obvious, no one’s trying to dispute the fact that dicamba 
is highly effective. Weed resistance mitigation is something we can’t forget about because obvi-
ously it is an effective tool. But as we know with overuse and without the combination of addi-
tional modes of action we can very quickly develop a resistance and lose the value of dicamba, so 
something that we also need to keep in mind as we move forward. And then of course maximiz-
ing the on-target application is critical importance, particularly with the sensitivity of soybeans 
and other sensitive crops that might be in the area. So what have we done to look at this? The 
primary focus, along with the development of Engenia as a low volatility form of dicamba, has 
been to try to optimize the on-target performance with regards to physical drift. And with that 
you obviously see label restrictions around nozzles as a primary tool, with the other supporting 
the evidence for lower wind speeds, lower travel speeds, boom height and those types of things, 
which just made common sense for trying to improve the on-target application. Trying to ad-
dress volatility, similar to what Monsanto outlined in much more detail, we went through a 
series of studies to try and identify what type of dicamba could perform better with regard to 
volatility knowing that there’s been a historical concern for volatility and given the earlier forms 
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of dicamba, particularly in the forms of DMA salts like Banvel, there was a history of volatili-
ty-type exposures that we were concerned with so we knew that this needed to be addressed. 
Although we believe that the volatility loss with dicamba in the newer forms is relatively small, 
we wanted to take every effort possible to try and improve upon that to the best degree we 
could, and we think we did that with the Engenia formulation. So going through a number of 
different studies, again these are basically aggregated studies that would look at higher tempera-
tures just to try and determine relative differences, trying to look for those improvements to 
identify a lead, and then move forward with those as best we can to develop a commercial 
product. So any number of things is basically looking at volatility losses and incubator heights 
studies and higher temperatures, grade of label material as well to look at losses. And we’ve also 
utilized the humidome bioassay analysis as well. Some of you criticized some of these methods 
as not being relative to the real world, but I think keep it in perspective of using it as a tool for 
comparison purposes to identify where we’ve made improvements and then we can focus on 
developing those improved formulations for applications in the real world. Field studies, we’ve 
got active air sampler studies, which could be similar to the field flux studies or they could be 
less sophisticated, they are also an invaluable tool, and then also field bioassay. The field flux 
studies that was presented to you before lunch is a valuable [unintelligible], it is a tool that the 
EPA requires us to do for these new forms because obviously the EPA is concerned about off-tar-
get movement, and they are trying to protect sensitive species. And the question in their mind is 
does the volatility component from these dicamba products contribute to off-target injury. They 
have established the spray buffer to give you protection from physical drift, and in the EPA’s 
perspective they are looking at what they would basically call…it’s not… I wouldn’t say a low 
effect level, but it is in terms of fresh weight or dry weight. So they’re looking at in this case 
soybean is the most sensitive species in the study that we evaluate, and they are looking for 
decreases in fresh weight or dry weight, or, sorry, dry weight or height. So that doesn’t mean that 
you wouldn’t possibly have a visual response at that rate or lower, okay? So I think that’s part of 
the… frustration, if you will, with the way the product is approved and evaluated, it gets us to the 
marketplace, in a regulatory sense, versus what you may actually experience in the field, is that 
the EPA requirement is based on a more meaningful response in terms of plant health, that being 
height or dry weight, so its actual ability to continue to grow in a normal fashion, versus a 
cosmetic symptomology that you see in a leaf curl or pucker. So that I’m sure leads to some of the 
frustration. The field flux study is a measure of the loss of the product from the field, as you 
heard, but it doesn’t define in complete totality what the experience is in that field. And one of 
the components that it doesn’t really account for is true vertical distribution. But vertical distri-
bution really only leads to additional dilution. It predicts a flux value which is kind of hard to 
grapple with, but I like to look at it as, think of it as a water hose versus a firehose, the garden 
hose versus the firehose. It defines the volume and the pressure of release of that vaporous 
phase of dicamba from that treated acre. So that way you are determining the rate at which it is 
being released into the environment, and think of it as the output of a hose versus a firehose or 
something like that. But the vertical component is one that is not that well defined, but doesn’t 
contribute to additional dilution downwind. So it’s another factor to look at to capture near the 
field, but realizing that there’s actually further dilution that is also accounting for what you could 
lose from larger acreages. So to scale the whole process up to larger acreages doesn’t necessarily 
mean that you’ve got additional volume being deposited downfield because you’ve still got 
vertical dilution as well. And the criteria the EPA uses is basically not seeing any contribution 
from volatility outside the treated area. And again it goes back to their definition of effect based 
on plant height value or fresh weight or dry weight, so it’s their criteria for determining that 
no-effect level.
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So what has been our experience this year? We have got a dozen reps in Arkansas and the booth-
eel region out of 400 nationwide that are representing BASF in the field, sales reps and innova-
tion specialists, and we have, as always, are committed to following up on any of the calls that 
come in from any of our growers, okay. But I think, appreciate the fact that, you know, BASF is a 
provider of engenia herbicide, we’re not necessarily going to get the call from the neighbor that 
is effected. You know, we’ll probably get the call from our customer that’s perhaps being ques-
tioned about he did or she did, and go out to investigate. So our ability to follow up on some of 
the claims are limited by who is calling us in the first place, so you’ll see a fairly large discrepan-
cy between the number of calls that we get versus what might come in to the department of Ag, 
but I think that’s just to be expected by our relationships. But we are very much engaged with 
University Extension consultants, the growers in the state, state regulatory and other groups in 
trying to train and evaluate the issues that we are seeing. I’d say in general, our experience in 
what we’ve seen in walking these fields, similar to what I think Monsanto showed before lunch, 
is that we can attribute a fairly large percentage of what we are seeing to some factor that’s 
contributing to increased physical drift. One of the things that has been mentioned last week and 
again this week are the unlabeled products for use with DT crops. And its not, or its more than 
just a case of someone using a product that is not labeled, but realizing that when someone uses 
a product that isn’t labeled, that don’t have a label to give them the proper use directions. So its 
one thing to try and get a product that may be less expensive or easier…more easy to acquire, but 
in doing so they don’t have the benefit of the use directions, for the one to make them aware of 
potentially the hazards they are dealing with and the risks they are taking if they don’t [unintelli-
gible], they are not even given the proper use directions. And I think a point in fact is to look back 
at what happened in Arkansas last year. Those were, there was no branded products available 
for use in DT, so these were growers and applicators using what they could obtain, by whatever 
means, an applying it. And I think the circumstance, there’s still an element of that ongoing. And 
when you consider that it takes very little to increase the physical drift and the potential risk to 
neighboring sensitive crops, that is a significant contributing factor to what we are seeing. It’s 
not everything, but I think its potentially significant. Alright?
So, I think, I’ll summarize myself, and if we have any other comments, and then we can proba-
bly go to questions. You know, I think it’s critical to maintain dicamba for the control of gly-
phosate-resistant weeds. I can understand the frustration and the concerns, particularly in 
Arkansas with the damage you have seen, but my concern is, if you step back, you potentially 
could lose the technology for years to come. Because there’s no silver bullet that I’m aware of 
in the pipeline anywhere that’s going to potentially be able march in here tomorrow and give 
you a hundred percent confidence that you are not going to have any off target concerns. It is 
the history of dicamba, we’ve lived with that, we’ve experienced it with other crops, in corn 
and pasture and other conventional uses, and it can be expected. But the bottom line is, it can 
be managed and it can be controlled. I think the learning curve as we’ve moved into areas of 
the country that may have less experience with dicamba, in their initial uses with dicamba 
tolerant crops is part of that steep learning curve, and now Arkansas has one year of basically 
uninstructed experience with that and one year instructed through the labeling, but obviously 
there’s growing pains involved. But if you stop now, you stop progress in trying to improve on 
that. So I think there’s still an opportunity to improve and maintain the value and the oppor-
tunity to use the technology where it’s needed, but perhaps tweak things so that you’ve got a 
little better control over it, and hopefully build awareness through education to try and im-
prove that situation going forward. So we’ll continue to try and gather facts. As I said, our abil-
ity to do so is somewhat limited. We’re still highly reliant upon what the state can provide to 
us with their ongoing investigations but I think we need to look at those and try and maintain 
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our steadfast commitment to education, to grower experiences and trying to improve their 
awareness. Hopefully the media and the attention that the situation this year has produced 
is a wakeup call and can allow people to, to basically sit up and take responsibility for what 
they are doing and their actions, realizing that if they don’t there are implications. Okay? So, I 
think… Steve, Ryan, do you have anything else to contribute at this time? Alright, I’ll go ahead 
and take questions.

TF:  Yes, with your experience with dicamba, and BASF’s position, what is a safe downwind buffer 
tfor the use of Engenia in our crops? If a friend of mine that has susceptible crops all around this 
field that I’m treating, is it a mile? Two miles? Five miles? 

JB:  So I have to go back to the way the product is labeled. If you do everything according to the label, 
I’m confident that, in a meaningful way, the 110 foot buffer is effective. It’s not to say that you 
won’t see symptomology on conventional soybeans downwind, and that goes back to the label 
that will say if you’ve got sensitive crops downwind at the time you want to make an application, 
don’t make the application. So that would then essentially take soybeans out of that equation. So, 
again, you go back to the sensitive crop downwind limitation, that’s the most overriding, but in 
general terms, 110 foot will get you pretty close to where you need to be. 

TF:  If we go through another year next year like we had this year, or even worse, don’t you think 
we’re more likely, then, to lose the technology forever?

JB:  There is that possibility. We are working with EPA and certainly EPA has concerns, but I think we 
need to continue and make progress moving forward rather than try and stop. And I think that 
what we’ve seen in Arkansas and the bootheel area in general, is a little bit different than the ex-
perience with the rest of the country, so it’s difficult to try and single out one region and try and 
impose significant restrictions differences there that don’t potentially put a black eye on the rest 
of the country. So I think we need to continue to show progress in good faith and working with 
the EPA to hopefully build their confidence that they can maintain this technology going forward.

TF: I want to clarify, I didn’t quite understand what you said there. You said the 110 feet upwind?

JB:  110 foot downwind is the actual buffer outside of Arkansas. There’s a quarter mile here at the 
last time we used it. And in gen… the rest of the country, a 110 buffer downwind is the require-
ment.

TF: I think I think I heard Monsanto say that there was no safe distance downwind.

JB:  Well, there is a certain point at which you would not have seen symptomology. On soybean 
being as sensitive as it is, and as I explained with the requirements that are imposed behind the 
110 foot buffer, based upon plant height or dry weight, it doesn’t say you won’t see some visual 
symptomology, but for the most part that is going to be cosmetic. So if you are trying to avoid all 
visual response, best thing to do is do not apply if you’ve got neighboring conventional soybeans 
downwind. 

TF:  I’ve seen some severe damage at least, probably, three fourths of a mile to a mile from fields 
treated, so.

JB:  It, it’s a very complex situation, and the difficulty is, many times it is difficult to understand 
where it actually came from. Because, with the latent response, so seeing symptomology two 
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weeks or so after an application… many times when we go out and try to evaluate what hap-
pened, it’s difficult to actually find out where it came from and when, because you’re looking 
back in history. 

TF: So as a weed scientist at BASF, what would you consider a safe downwind distance?

JB:  The safe downwind distance, so, it’s simple, if you’ve got sensitive species downwind and you 
are concerned about them, don’t spray. Wait until the wind shifts another direct and then come 
back and finish up that direction of the field. Its additional work, but it’s the proven thing to do. 
And for applicators and growers that have done that, I think that they can testify that they’ve had 
good success with that.

JB: Did you have a question?

TF:  Yes. In talking, most of the applications, it appears, have went out as a tank mix with glyphosate. 
Would you say that’s a fair assumption?

JB: I think that’s a good assumption.

TF:  Well, I’ve heard you and Monsanto both say that this is not a volatility issue, it’s that it is a phys-
ical drift issue. Why are we not seeing any glyphosate damage on, you know, Liberty Link beans 
and non-GMO beans, but we’re seeing symptomology? You know, if it’s physical drift, that solu-
tion’s together, so…? 

JB:  Right, right. So, and I’ll invite Monsanto to chime in, but I’ll take a first stab at it. One thing is the 
response on most crops are not going to come anything close to the response of soybeans to 
dicamba. Like I said, this is the canary in the coal mine. You’re not going to find a system that’s any 
better at telling you where a spray drift has moved, okay. Glyphosate being a much higher use rate 
product, and soybeans and other non-targets not being quite as sensitive as they are to dicamba, 
you are not going to see that symptomology as readily. And you have to go out there and specifi-
cally look for it and the form is not as easily recognized as cupping or curling. And the other thing 
I’ll add is this, appreciate the fact that the technology and limitations we’ve put into place, with 
the nozzles, with the evaluation of tank mixtures, we have significantly cut the amount of physical 
drift that you can get out of this system, even with glyphosate in the tank. That’s a requirement 
of the EPA, to look at the disruption of that limitation by anything that goes into the tank with the 
dicamba. So you’re getting the added benefit of not only reducing the physical drift of dicamba, 
but you are reducing the physical drift of anything that’s in the tank with it. So that goes back to 
your reduction in any potential off-target injury symptoms from the glyphosate. 

TF:  I still, I didn’t hear, why are we not seeing glyphosate. I mean, if it is physical drift, as both com-
panies have said in their presentations, why is there not glyphosate damage, if most of the tank 
mix applications went out that way? 

JB:  I don’t know if anyone wants to comment. I mean, I don’t know if there’s physical drift within 
close proximity to these fields where you can see glyphosate symptomology, but you’ve got, well, 
you’ve got Roundup ready. Unless you’ve got non-Roundup ready beans, you’re not going to see 
that, so, with the vast majority of beans being Roundup ready, at least, without being DT.

TF:  Well, I think that’s what he’s talking about, that there wasn’t any Roundup ready there, just [un-
intelligible] 
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[crosstalk]

TF:  We’ve got Liberty Link beans with dicamba damage, we’ve got non-GMO beans with dicamba 
damage, and y’all are both saying its physical drift, but we’re not getting, nobody is seeing gly-
phosate damage, and most all the applications were tank mixes.

JB:  I’ll go back to this deal about reduction and what’s actually going on in the field. And I’ll just have 
to suffice to say that you are not getting sufficient quantity of glyphosate in that physical drift to 
give you symptomology. But they have to recognize that the difference is orders of magnitude.

TF: We’ll it’s a solution, are you saying the solution changes as it drifts?

JB:  No, no, the sensitivity of the target crop that you are looking for injury in is orders of magnitude 
different…

[Video LIVE0030 end, 122314 video picks up]. 

TF: It’s a rate of glyphosate that would damage Liberty Link and non-GMO 

JB:  It is a rate in the tank, correct. But if you look at the small percentage of it that is actually hit-
ting the non-target, you are at a rate potentially low enough to actually elicit less of… much of a 
response. It is not going to hit you in the face…

TF: So it’s not physical drift, its half of physical drift?

JB: No, it has to do with the amount of physical drift that’s actually occurring.

TF: I mean, I’m struggling here…

JB: Yeah, you are correct.

TF: It’s not physical drift, it’s just part of physical drift?

JB:  No, it’s… if the concentration is the same, but if you reduce the amount that moves, you are effec-
tively exposing the non-target plant to less. Correct? 

TF: No.

JB: Yes.

TF: I don’t agree with that.

JB: No, it is.

TF: (unintelligible)

JB: Yes, that’s an easy point. Look at… look at direct spray versus physical drift. 

RB:  Look at corn, corn sensitivity to paraquat, I mean you can see that across multiple acres. And 
tbased on what I have seen out in the field this year and I have had the same question brought 
up by growers. You know, I sprayed next to non GMO corn. Up in North East Arkansas we’ve got 
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quite a bit of non GMO corn which in that scenario, you are not going to see the dicamba in the 
corn. But, that’s what they were saying. Why was it not indicated? A lot of times when we are 
looking at these fields, we see things on the leaves that we can’t explain what it is. And what he’s 
alluding to, the higher concentration, it takes much more for glyphosate to show a response that 
it does for dicamba to show the response. And I have had that question many, many times. 

TF:  If it’s physical drift, I myself had a sprayer that went half a mile beside a rice field spraying burn 
down with (unintelligible) and we had a gust of wind drifted that (unintelligible) across that 
rice. And you could very easily see exactly where the physical drift was on my neighbor’s rice. 
When my neighbor sprayed Engenia on his cotton and it supposedly, you say, physically drifted 
on my soybean field that was a ¼ of a mile wide and 3/4 of a mile long. From every single corner, 
it looked exactly the same. You could not see any drift pattern whatsoever. 

RB:  I’ve actually, I don’t know if you knew it or not, I‘ve actually walked some fields on your farm with 
your consultant and some of our tech group. We walked 4 fields and I don’t know the names of the 
fields. It was north of your shop, down the gravel road, there’s a big canal. There was… it was pea-
nuts on the west side and it would have been soybeans on the right side. And I have actually used 
this as an example. That field that I walked, the soybean field, from the south side to the north 
side. I agree. I mean, it looked like it was pretty uniform all the way across the field. It looked like 
it was getting less on the north end. The symptomology we saw on that field is one of the most se-
vere symptomologies that I had saw to that date. There was actually some chili peppering looks of 
the leaves, I mean beans themselves. So, we all came to the consensus on that field that we don’t 
think that it could have been caused by volatility or anything else. You had to have a high enough 
concentration of dicamba to go across that field. Yes I know it was a long way. But those fields, I 
mean, that was one up to that date the most severe symptomology that I had saw in the field.

TF: How do we correct that? How is that fixed?

RB:  Well, we still stand that that was physical drift. I mean, it looked like it came from a certain direc-
tion. We just don’t know what all happened with the field that got sprayed next to you yours. We 
don’t know it was wrong nozzles that might have been used. We don’t know if it was the wrong 
formulations, boom heights, wind speeds, ground speeds, a lot of this plays into that. But I know 
and… do you know which field I am actually talking about? 

TF: (unintelligible)

RB:  Yeah. Yeah. Yeah. Yeah. But… and I will say, that the four that we walked, it was our tech rep. Our 
DRI rep had come out and walked your fields first and our tech rep got involved and we had 
some guys down from Raleigh, North Carolina and we all went and looked at them again. And the 
peanuts seemed to recover pretty quick. And that was just right across the road. Which it turns 
out that they are not as sensitive as what the soybeans are. 

JB: Go ahead.

TF:  Well, I would like to acknowledge that all herbicides… you know, we’ve seen Gramoxone drift 
when I was doing it in the field. We’ve seen herbicide drift as being a problem. However, I think 
today, if you look at the data that was presented at the last meeting by Jason Norsworthy and 
Monsanto today. I think that we need to acknowledge that volatility is an issue with dicamba and 
just not physical drip. From what I have seen, it contributes… to me it looks like it contributes as 
much as physical drift does to the damage that we have had in Arkansas.
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JB:  I think I would just counter that by saying… if that were the case, than you would see this nation-
wide, wall to wall, and going back 50 years. Especially with the older formulations. And that is 
not the case. So, if it were contributing on the same level as physical drift, dicamba would have 
been gone 45 years ago. Okay. So… so there’s something different and I won’t… I won’t disagree 
that there is a contribution potentially from volatility. But I still maintain that it’s relatively small.

TF:  One thing that is different, and I think, is that in the past in Arkansas it’s been primarily used as 
a burn down up through probably April 15th, somewhere in that range. Whereas this last year, it 
was used in the middle of the summer or early summer… July, I think the cutoff was July the 11th. 
But it’s been wide spread in this country and in our state and if you look at other areas, we have 
a different meteorological situation in Northeast Arkansas.

JB:  Yeah, I think there is something unique. What that is exactly, I’m not sure. But, the overall level of 
injury that we have experienced over the years, particularly in corn… So now you’ve got a situ-
ation that’s not exactly the same as later applications in soybeans but you got an in season use 
over the top with potentially sensitive soybeans growing nearby. There has been some off target 
injury. But, I would say that without a doubt that is almost 100 percent attributable to physical 
drift. And, we had a new product that we launched back in I think probably 2004, something like 
that, for use in corn. And it had a safener in there. And I think some of the growers took a little 
additional confidence in that product. And it was unwarranted for that reason, for physical drift. 
It was more for the corn safety. And they got a little bit careless and we had quite a few increases 
in complaints that initial year. But we went out with a program for new nozzles, not exactly as 
buttoned up as we have for the use of dicamba in this case, but it made a vast improvement. And 
with that knowledge and education and distribution of nozzles for those growers using the prod-
uct in corn, we saw a dramatic decrease in off target injury. And again, it was strictly all from 
physical drift. Yes sir?

TF:  I’m struggling too with the insinuation that the growers in Northeast Arkansas do not know how 
to spray because it is probably one of the most diverse areas. I mean, we’ve got people growing 
Roundup Ready crops next to rice, we’ve got people growing Roundup Ready next to sweet pota-
toes and I’m mean I’m having a hard time understanding how you can put this all on the… a few 
producers. I mean… I just don’t understand that.

JB:  Right, and that is not what I’m trying to say. What I’m trying to say is that if you don’t do things 
right. And it only takes a handful of people, right? So, appreciate the fact that a single applica-
tion that goes wrong can affect how many neighboring fields? Tens, twenty, I mean… right. So it 
only take a couple of bad actors to cause a fairly wide spread problem. Because they are going to 
affect multiple fields around their property if they sprayed over a period of a week. And as long 
as they are doing something inherently wrong that increases the physical drift and off target 
movement, they are going to increase that in multiples every time they make an application. So, 
that’s I think one of the possible explanations is, it only takes a handful. And with the diversity, 
and that potentially plays right into that, is you might not have a grower that has the experience 
specifically with soybeans and dicamba. So, it… Yes sir?

TF: The question I’ve got is how close can you spray to sensitive crops? You said, not at all. 

JB:  If you want to be safe… If I want to be absolutely right and 100 percent positive, than that is the 
only answer I can give you.

TF:  If I got soybeans, or in my particular case edamame, which if it gets the cupping is not sellable. 
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Period. I’m looking at three counties that have damage, showing symptoms here. I’m in all three 
counties. You telling me that nobody in those three counties needs to be spraying this?

JB:  I’m not saying that within the county but if there are… if they can see your edamame fields down 
field and they have concerns about possibly drifting onto those when the wind is blowing in that 
direction, they should not make the application. That is the only way to be 100 percent safe. Any-
thing else right now? Good, thank you for your attention.
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Ter ry: The first thing that I want to do is to back up to the last meeting and give you an update on 
some information that we’ve received and then I’m going to turn this over to Suzy so she can 
relay some information about the data that you have in your packets. You will recall at the last 
meeting that there was a young fella, Richard Coy that presented some concerns of his dealing 
with his bee keeping operation. And, when he first brought that to our attention we immediately 
put in motion a plan to go out and take some samples and to observe the situation as he present-
ed it to us. So we sent our program manager and an Apiarian Inspector out there with Richard to 
look at the situation. You will recall he had a bee yard located in the area where there was high 
dicamba usage. His honey flow was about half of a crop. Our guys went out, took samples… swab 
samples, wax samples, pollen samples, honey samples, and I don’t know what else. Everything 
that they could see to sample, they took a sample of that and brought it back to the lab. The lab 
ran it through the chem lab, the chem lab did not find any dicamba product in the hive or on the 
hive. As a matter of fact Mr. Coy made the comment that he didn’t think in his own mind, without 
any actual proof, that the product was causing any problem with his bees. He and our folks and 
there was an extension specialist involve with that group also. They observed that areas where 
food crops were that the bees would have normally been feeding on and in that area there was a 
ditch, I believe a drainage ditch that the hives were located on, the vegetation in that area, the… 
the flowers were missing or misshapen. And I’m told, and I’m no bee expert, I’m told that mis-
shapen flowers will discourage the bees from feeding. So, it was a pretty wide spread area there 
in the area where the hives were located where the food plants were unattractive to the bees 
and so his populations were down, the honey flow was down, and the bees were not acting like 
they were healthy. They then went to the other area which happened to be in Crittenden County 
where there was not as much dicamba used and there was a totally opposite situation. The bees 
were healthy, the honey flow was much greater and the food plants that the bees were feeding 
on were in much better shape. And so, his concern as a bee keeper was that… his bees were ac-
tually starving, that is what it amounted too. So, I just wanted to bring you up to date on that. In 
no case did we find any product in or on the hives. So it has to be the environmental conditions 
and the food that the bees were able to get too in their normal foraging activities. This is not a 
scientific study. There was one location of each situation. Both locations had about the same 
number of hives. But there were drastic differences in health of the bees and the honey flow. 
So, for what it is worth, that is what we were able to find after he brought that to our attention. 
Now to go over the data you have in your packets. Suzy, I’m going to turn this over to you since 
you and your crew were much more involved in putting this information together. As you know, 
there are over 900 and some complaints. This data is a summary of that information. And Suzy’s 
been chewing on this data all year long so we will let her give you some information. You have a 
question Don? 

TF:  No, just a comment. I have worked with honey bees all my life off and on and I agree with you 
that bees are very picky about the flower that they visit. If you notice these dicamba beans, the 
pods are crooked and hooked… J hooked and it is very possible that it could affect the flowers 
the same way where its structure, the morphological structure would not be conducive to a hon-
ey bee visiting it. Their little proboscis is pretty short and they have to get it down in there to 

10  For the accompanying video to this and other presentations, visit: 
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLT1_0w-7FibJHcjyRPWfF3rUk51msHCVB
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pull out the nectar. And if you look at honey bees, they really love soybeans and they will make 
a lot of honey off of them. Where if you go to an area where there is not, they won’t make honey. 
So it is very possible to happen.

Suz y: I am going to apologize. I didn’t know I was going to be speaking until I walked in this morn-
ing, so I have no PowerPoint. Last night, I believe the Task Force received a lot of information 
via email. A lot of it spreadsheets and maps the pesticide division put together. I’m going to start 
off with, and I talk quickly, so if you need to slow down just raise your hand and stop me. The 
process of the case files. We get the call in. Somebody alleges misuse. We have to investigate it 
in accordance with EPA guidance… and our agreement with the EPA. Once we go out there, we 
do confirm if it is a pesticide misuse or not. If we confirm… Hey, we’ve got a problem, then we 
continue the investigation. If there is no problem, that case is normally back in our office within 
a week. I know everybody is wanting to know, what you have found. Is it drift? Is it volatility? Do 
you have buffer zone violations? Nozzles? We do not know yet. What we do know is this right 
here. I am going to go through this information as quickly as I can. Right now we have 950 al-
leged dicamba complaints. I say alleged until somebody is found guilty. Just think of it that way. 
That’s 26 counties. We have 93 of those 950 dicamba case files back in the office. 11 of those are 
discontinued. That means we got out there and we didn’t see anything and the farmer wanted 
it called off before we even got to the field. Seven of those are closed. I would like to stress that 
of those 7, none of those deal with over the top applications. Its early season applications. For 
example, one of them was a right of way instance. Somebody sprayed dicamba, that dicamba 
product was not labeled for right of way use. So, of those 7, I am just going to tell you to discard 
them because they are not the bulk of dicamba misuse we are seeing now. We received several 
in the office last Friday. Our staff sat down and went through those cases with our inspectors. 
Out of those, we are sending them back for a few additional records, about 25 of those. 4 of them 
we’re currently reviewing. I’ve got staff in the office right now reviewing them and pulling ad-
ditional records, compiling all of the information. Pending staff review, there is 47 of them. That 
means me, myself… not myself, sorry. That means me, Terry Walker and Lee still have to review 
them. We also gave yawl a list of counties. We are in 26 counties right now. Again, I apologize 
that there is no PowerPoint for this. I’m going to give you an example of some of the violations 
we are currently reviewing. They are ranging from drift and buffer zone, symptoms not present, 
record keeping. Again, we do not have very many in yet. What we did do is poll all the inspectors 
to see how many of the current case files they are investigating have they confirmed dicamba 
symptomology in field. 
We have a total of 96 case files, 810 of those we have confirmed dicamba symptomology. 23 are 
still under investigation. That means they have been called in but we haven’t made it out to the 
field yet. 14 of those we have confirmed that is was another pesticide, not dicamba. And 35 of 
those have been discontinued. And one of them there was no pesticide symptomology. Now, I 
would like to note we heard from everybody except our northeast district… we did hear from 
the northeast district and we have most of their case files. There was a few I didn’t get a status 
update on. That is where we are right now.

TF:  What is the closest event in the past 14 years that compares to what you see now?

Suz y: The closest we had was in 2006. We had 116 2, 4-D complaints. That is the closest we had. 
And we weren’t able to track any of those.

We normally get 250 case files a year. We are over 1000 combined this year.
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TF:  Would you say that your inspectors are able to tell the difference between physical drift and 
volatility?

Suzy: No. In some cases yes, but in a lot of them no.

TF: What kind of training do you give your inspectors every year?

Suz y: We have been doing symptomology training with the University of Arkansas and Arkansas State 
University for 20 years now. We are one of the only states that I know of that has this training. 

TF: In any of your investigations did you find out they were using the wrong tips?

Suz y: I don’t know yet. I have not got that information back from the inspectors yet. Let’s just be 
frank here. People can write down anything they want. Unless we were actually there and 
caught them using the incorrect tips, we will never 100 percent know. We do do random inspec-
tions and monitoring of pesticide uses all year. 

TF:  Are you seeing a difference with all these dicamba claims. I mean, when you go out in years past 
with Roundup or Gramoxone or something and you see drift and you can tell where it came 
from, do you see a difference in a dicamba complaint over a Roundup or Gramoxone complaint?

Suz y: The difference is, right now… a lot of times we are able to track symptomology and tell you a 
source. There are going to be a higher percentage of these than other pesticides that we are not 
going to be able to track because there’s so much symptomology out there.

TF:  To me, that says that it’s something whatever it is whether it’s drift, volatilization, whatever it is, 
there is something different going on with dicamba than we have seen with other herbicides or 
pesticides that we apply.

Suz y: I can tell you several inspectors have called me and said, I have never… I have never had to 
investigate anything like this. It is bothering some of them that they can’t track it.

TF: (unintelligible)

Suz y: You can’t. You are correct, that is a good point. In the cases we can’t track it we are still going 
to… anybody who says we put out Engenia, we are going to get the farmers records, and we are 
going to follow that up with dealer’s records. Even if we can’t track it we are reading through 
that label. We are looking at rates, date of application, time intervals, buffer zone. I can tell you 
in some cases it didn’t drift but we were able to determine buffer zone violations cause we could 
see where they cut off and maybe there was a ditch that was in violation of the EPA label. We are 
still looking at other violations. It may not be a drift violation though.

TF:  If significant off target injury has occurred and you find somebody sprayed Clarity. The Plant 
Board can only still assess a fine of 1000 dollars max until you can prove that that act caused 
injury correct?

Suz y: I think that is how that reads, Andrew. That in so new I don’t know it off the top of my head. 
I think that is the standard we set or the Board did. Those definitions still have to be approved. 
Don’t think it is going to be an issue getting those approved. But unless that happen after August 
1, it is still the 1000 dollar fine. 
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TF: But even the language of the law say significant off target crop injury must have occurred.

Suz y: Yes, and I also believe it went on to define… do you know that Terry? I don’t remember what 
that is… Significant off target… we defined that to have a way to asses a penalty

Ter ry: The statute says: Significant off target damage… in our regulation we define significant as vi-
sual symptomology. It doesn’t have to be yield reduction. So, if there is a visual symptomology… 
a symptom that you can identify, then that is going to be a significant damage.

TF:  But still Suzy and Terry, they violated the law by putting Clarity out after April 15th. That should 
be a 25,000 dollar fine.

Suz y: I will tell yawl this, just for the 25,000 dollar fine, unless the act happened after August 1, it 
is just 1000. And also, staff will not have the authority to assess the 25,000 dollar fine. We will 
recommend our normal fine in a warning letter. The Board and Pesticide Committee then will 
decide if it is egregious, then up the fine. We put that in their hands and taken it out of staff ’s 
hands. 

Ter ry: The law addresses it differently. In our regulation- egregious violation is significant off target 
crop damage occurring as a result of application of dicamba… blah, blah, blah… outside target 
area, any symptomology of an off label application. That is off label. So that would be off label. 
Off target damage from an off label application. Damage is the symptomology associated with 
exposure to a herbicide on a plant for purposes of determining a regulatory response. Dam-
age does not indicate any level of economic loss, whether exposer to a chemical that results in 
expression of a physical change in the exposed plant including but not limited to necrotic spot, 
cupping of leaves, or necrotic plants. 

TF: Whether there is damage or not, they should get the big penalty for using the wrong product.

Ter ry: As long as we can tie it to an application. (Unintelligible)

TF: But you can pull sales and find out date of sale of the product and tie it back to that person.

And rew: Still, if it is volatility issue or atmospheric issue, it is very difficult to prove that that act was 
the cause of the injury. That is the problem with the law. So there needs to be a change to the 
language so that the illegal or off label use carried the risk of off target injury rather than saying 
caused significant off target injury. If there is no meaningful deterrent available to use, then you 
might have issues with enforcing them. It appears by the language of the law that in order to 
assess a fine greater than a thousand you have to prove not just the act but the result.

Suz y: Any other questions? And if this Task Force at any point in time needs any answers about 
investigations, feel free to email me or call me. I can normally get you the information you need 
fairly quickly. Alright, thank yawl.
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